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PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
_____________________________

BY ROBERTA HOLDEN

The drought has ended.  The snow gods have laid down a deep white 
blanket across the mountains and put a spell on all VOCers, summoning them 
from their classes, making them forsake their studies and sending them into 
the mountains en masse.  Nearly 50 followers quite literally dug themselves 
beneath the snow to sleep during Winter Longhike and toasted the gods with 
rum and mulled wine.  Enticed by this winter playground, many of  these avid 
new VOCers took to the slopes at Tele School and learned the graceful art of  
telemark skiing.  With all thoughts of  school now thrown to the wind, these 
hardened young skiers are now gearing up for Intro to Backcountry Skiing, 
Avy School and a long season and life full of  backcountry ski adventuring.  

But that’s not all we did this year! Back in the days before the snows 
fell, we were playing on rock and on glacier, while some took to the trees and 
the waterways.  As school got underway in September, we were still banned 
from the mountains and wooded spaces of  BC because of  raging forest fires 
in the interior and threats of  more.  Undeterred, we ventured south of  the 
border for another successful Glacier School on Baker.  With the fire-ban 
over, the Smoke Bluffs were once again over-run by keen new Longhikers 
learning to climb.  The Longhike party was another grand affair, thanks to 
the efforts of  our talented VP, Chris Staters, and Ard Arvin at the turn tables.  
The traditional climbing trips as well as a few hiking and kayaking excursions 
rounded off  the fall.  

Many thanks go to all the instructors who made these weekends 
possible and to Roland for tirelessly heading intrepid trips through bush and 
snow.  The Exec deserves a great deal of  credit for all their work behind the 
scenes to keep this great club running.  A much-needed influx of  energy and 
enthusiasm came in the New Year with the appointment of  several ‘Sous-
Exec’ who have been taking the load off  the over-worked exec and oiling 
the gears of  us old-timers, preventing any rusting of  the club.  This new 
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momentum will help see us through another clubroom move, a large task, but 
one that promises to be good for the long-term interests of  the club.  The 
shifting of  the Wednesday slideshows from noon to its current evening slot 
has succeeded in bringing out many more members and has helped develop 
a social unity in the VOC.  Finally, after a lengthy process of  planning the 
re-building of  the Brew Hut, it looks poised to happen this summer, fingers 
crossed.
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VICE PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE
_____________________________

BY CHRISTINE STATHERS

To my dear successors, the future Vice-Presidents of  the VOC,

 I always used to wonder how being a Vice-President would feel.  I can 
remember in high school the apathetic excitement of  elections; the promises 
made by each of  the people running for that position such as ‘New student 
lockers’ and ‘longer lunch breaks’ and ‘beer allowed at dances’.   Being the 
president of  the student body was always that position that real members of  
the student council coveted to potentially change things for fellow geeks all 
over the world, and that the coolest hockey jock sought mistakenly believing it 
was a popularity contest, thereafter forgetting his duty and completely fucking 
things up for the rest of  the term when he has won by the overwhelming 
percentage of  51%.  Kinda like Dubya I guess.  It happens in real elections 
too on a smaller scale, you see.  You betcha.

 But, when all the clamour has died down and the controversial, extra-
extra read all about it – Election scandal! Bribery! Libel! – slander stuff  gets 
relegated to the fourth or fifth page of  the newspaper, what then happens to 
the loser?  The also-ran?  The person now allotted by default the position of  
Vice-President?

 Glad I wasn’t actually running for President.  I don’t know if  my fragile 
diva personality could have handled the rejection.  Actually, I’m kind of  glad 
I wasn’t really running for anything.  See, here’s my interpretation of  what 
happened last VOC election:

 I call my position on the VOC exec a prime example of  a figurehead 
monarchy.  Roberta, the president, is really like the prime minister.  The 
president is the one who Makes It All Happen, (as do all of  the other exec 
members except the Vice-Prez). And I am Queen Elizabeth.
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 I get to stand up and say ‘hem hem’ sometimes at social functions 
and I get an opinion and a ‘position of  prestige and power’ that comes in 
handy when I meet a person on the B-line with a Nalgene and need a good 
ice-breaker.  ‘So uh, have you heard of  the Varsity Outdoor Club?  Yeh.  Well, 
I’m on the exec… actually I’m the Vice-Prez’.  (Make sure, disciples, that you 
get the inflection JUST right, because you don’t want to come across like 
you’re trying to show off  how prolific you are in the world’s mountaineering 
society.  I mean, Simon Yates almost rode in my Civic.  You don’t get much 
more up-front than that really.  But being humble is what it’s all about.

 When it came to being elected Vice-Prez, my scenario bears a lot of  
similarity to the crowning of  a member of  the British Royalty.  Here’s a 
hypothetical example: 

They need a new king.  

 The king has no sons; there are no potential good kings around, so let’s 
look at the family tree and see who comes next in line… Okay, so let’s see… 
Mike?  Nope, Tuberculosis.  Arthur?  Nah, bad breath.  Well, we do have 
Vinnie, the third cousin of  the king’s old roommate’s ex-wife who must have 
SOME of  the blood flowing in him. OKAY!! LONG LIVE THE KING!  
(Cue music: Zadok the Priest).

 My initiation into the VOC exec was somewhat similar.  Kinda like… 
Okay, all the positions have been filled except Vice President… who’s staying 
around this year?  Hmm…Mike?  Nope, lung cancer… Stock?  Nope, 
gingivitis… Weeeell, there’s Chris… she’s a friend of  Jacqui and Rebecca and 
a few other VOC alumni… she must have SOME of  the blood flowing in 
there somewhere.  Bonus: her family has a house at Skaha AND a cabin in 
Lillooet!  OKAY!  LONG LIVE THE VICE PREZ!  (Cue music: Zadok the 
Priest).

 Anyway, so I found myself  on the exec, and it’s been great.  Longhike 
was a bloody blast, and only one person got injured.  Thanks to all of  the 
people who made it happen, and especially to my mom who is a Scout leader 
and responded calmly to my question, ‘MOM!!!!!! HOW THE HELL DO I 
FEED 120 PEOPLE??  I HAVE 24 HOURS!! HELP!!!’ 

 Answer: Beans.
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 I LOVE you Mom.  And to my Dad who puts up with vigorous hot 
tub parties and potlucks, thankyou thankyou thankyou!  And I’d also like to 
send a HUGE thanks to the Academy and my… OKaaaaay.  Right then.

 A side note to my disciples: Make sure you get a liquor license sorted 
out.  See Other Mountains to Climb: Being the Vice-President of  the VOC (Stathers 
2003, pg. 784).  

 So now that you’re sitting here reading the end-product of  another 
great year, I am back to where I started: to try and infuse some unity into my 
little spiel.  Poor Vice-Presidents.  Always getting forgotten, left in the media 
shitter.  Where’s Al Gore now, huh?

 Where am I now, huh?  In fact, where are YOU now, huh?

 You may be reading this in a sleeping bag somewhere.  You may be 
reading this at Mugs and Jugs, where the reception for my Aunt and Uncle’s 
wedding was held.  You might be skimming through it at the banquet, oblivious 
to the fact that you just won the kitchen sink award.  You might have picked 
it up from the cold tile floor of  a washroom in a dirty gas station in Nevada 
somewhere ten years from when it was written and are now thinking, ‘Who 
the hell is Dubya??’ 

 The point is, be on the exec – in fact, be the Vice-President, (and buy 
my book at only $49.99).  It’s a lot of  fun, you learn a lot, you make friends.  
And in the end, who really cares if  no one remembers you, because you 
always remember yourself.

There’s the thought for the day courtesy of  Jeremy Frimer.  
Just kidding, that was mine.
Hem hem.  
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EDITOR’S MESSAGE
_____________________________

BY REBECCA GOULDING

This is the 46th publication of the Varsity Outdoor Club Journal. It has taken 
a long, long time to finish this project I am pretty tickled pink that it is finally laid 
to rest. Great appreciation must be given to all enthusiasts who responded to the 
call for articles.  Without you, the writer, the VOCJ is but a dream.

This last year has been so very difficult for a great many of us in the VOC 
and our extended family of outdoor enthusiasts and philosophers alike. Our dear 
friends Guy Edwards and JohnKim Millar were sadly taken away from us in April 
2003.  There were quite a number of submissions about JohnKim and Guy and so 
I have devoted a separate section to the boys, in memoriam. 

I am extremely grateful to several people who have made significant 
contribution to the production of this journal.  Thanks must go to Jerusha Millar, 
Rob Venables, Tom Chen, Jordan Tam, Kristen Beaumont and Steve Begin for 
their editorial proficiency and support. Special thanks are due to those of you who 
tackled some of the more voluminous articles!

The person who made the most remarkable contribution and to whom I 
owe great lengths of kite-flying time was of course Conor. Without hesitation he 
took on the job to complete an initial edit of all the articles, which turned out to 
be near perfect, therefore allowing me to focus on the layout and photo selection.  
He also scanned a volume of images and assisted with the selection of both colour 
and black and white photos.  Conor formatted all the articles before they were 
transferred to Adobe InDesign and supervised all volunteer editors to boot.  On 
top of all this, he acted as an omnipresent sounding board for all my dramatic 
outbursts of frustration.  Part man, part machine, Conor Reynolds went where no 
other man would choose willingly to go, to Journal Hell and back.  You truly are 
amazing.

Traditionally, the content of the VOC Journal always has been of variable 
quality.  This year was no exception.  As a constructive suggestion, I would like 
to stress the importance of Shift + F7 to all you outdoor writers.  Moving swiftly 
along, I would like to acknowledge several well written and decidedly entertaining 
articles. 
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 The Giggle Award goes to Christine Stathers for her insatiably witty Vice 
President’s message. (Yes, I nearly peed in my pants while reading that one).  In 
the 1997 VOCJ, Mark Grist initiated an award for the article ‘which best captures 
the essence of an outdoor experience – regardless of activity’.  This year the Grist 
Award goes to Angelique Myles for her article about climbing the Yam, The Easy 
Street of Yamnuska.  Finally the Analyze This Award goes to Krzys Majewski 
for his psychoanalytical commentary of VOC members and their countryside-
cityside dichotomy. 

Other great reads include; Reflections of a Novice Tele Skier by Jordan 
Tam, Travel with Kids by Roland Burton, It Ain’t a Walk in the Park by James 
Floyer, Glacier School by Emily Chung and Long-Haikus by Lisa Blachut.
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GUY MEREDITH EDWARDS 
AND 

JOHN MCKIM MILLAR
_____________________________

BY JACQUI HUDSON

“The best climber in the world is the one having the most fun” Alex Lowe

 In early April of  this year Guy Edwards finished off  a BC- and Alberta-
wide slide show tour.  Overflowing with energy to once again immerse himself  
in remote climbing, Guy went to join friends and climbing partners JohnKim 
Millar and Kai Hirvonen on an attempt of  the unclimbed northwest face of  
Devil’s Thumb (2,750 m), in Alaska.  Starting from sea level, they made the 
Witch’s Cauldron in under a week.  On April 13, Guy, JohnKim, and Kai left 
their base camp at 9.00 pm under a waxing moon.  After a number of  hours Kai’s 
inner direction told him to turn around.  It was well observed that the initial 
half  of  the route would expose them to substantial objective hazard.  Kai left 
JohnKim and Guy a little before midnight; “as I skied back to camp I observed 
their headlamps slowly making their way up the first snowfield at the base 
of  the face.  It was the last I saw of  them.”  It was 2.00 am on the morning 
of  the April 14, 2003.  

 The moon filled without them, and has since waxed and waned many 
cycles.  JohnKim and Guy died climbing a route that has been described as 
“one of  the most impressive unclimbed faces in the Americas”.  It had been 
attempted many times before, by the likes of  Alex Lowe, Jack Roberts, Dieter 
Klose, and Mike Bearzi.  The Devil’s Thumb captured the imagination that 
burned in both JohnKim and Guy since they first attempted its giant walls 
three years earlier, while completing a ski traverse of  the Canadian Coast 
Range.  

 Neither Guy nor JohnKim ever fostered the idea of  a tick-list; 
rather the experience was the goal, the originality was always the spark for 
motivation.  I would do them wrong to list all their many mountaineering 
achievements, separate or combined; and there are many, many more than 
anyone knows, for these gentlemen were often shy to tell their stories.  But 
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for those of  us left now, the stories that are known hold that precious gift of  
memory.

 
 Guy, (born in Vancouver, Canada), and JohnKim, (born to foreign 

aid doctors in Papua New Guinea), grew up under the guidance of  loving but 
unconventional parents.  It would be naïve to acknowledge all their attributes 
to parenting, but there was no doubt that under such example they both quite 
independently came to view the world a little differently from most.

 To those that did not know them, their unconventional ways, both 
on and off  the mountain, could initially appear baffling.  Picture two strong 
young men, wearing rainbow wool pants (knit by JohnKim), fluorescent 
lunch bags for hats (from the Sally-Ann), and 1980’s plastic kag rain jackets 
(also from the Sally-Ann) atop four massive expedition packs belting out 
Christmas carols (replacing any mention of  ‘God’ with ‘Bob-the-Dog’ so as 
not to offend) in an international airport on a dark December night.

 Guy and JohnKim were remarkably different people, and at times 
even opposed to each others company, (usually after yet another extended 
stormbound trip, where JohnKim would complain about Guy’s philosophical 
rants, and Guy about the smell of  JohnKim’s feet).  They evolved an existence 
ethic that spilled heavily into their climbing styles: choosing to ride a bicycle 
instead of  driving a car, salvaging older clothes for the making of  new ones, 
attending environmental or international policy lectures, then discussing at 
length the impact their lives, climbing, or jobs had on the rest of  the world.  
This shows only a few of  the facets of  their many passions.

 In our ever-ready, overly accessible world, where a two-week 
approach can be avoided with twenty minutes of  rotating blades and burnt 
fuel, Guy and JohnKim would often forfeit the obvious goal for the greater 
journey.  They preferred instead to spend the two weeks in the mosquito-
infested bush, and perhaps in the end not even reach their objective due to 
flood-waters, exhaustion, or lack of  time to wait for weather windows.

 Separately, yet also influenced by each other, they matured to embrace 
a self-propelled climbing ethic, which fit so well with their inaccessible 
homeland - the Coast Range of  Canada.  The extent to which they lived to 
their ideals can be demonstrated in the five and a half  month ski traverse of  
the Canadian Coast Range in 2001.  Together with two others, they set out 
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from behind the city of  Vancouver, and finished 2015 km away in Skagway, 
Alaska.  During the trip, Guy and JohnKim admired for the first time the 
sweeping walls of  the Devil’s Thumb.  In passing they tried an ascent via the 
standard route without success.  They returned in 2002, from the beach at 
the toe of  the Baird Glacier, to attempt the northwest face of  Devil’s Thumb, 
but a late season start and excessive spring melt forced them to try other 
objectives.  Despite poor weather, which allowed them just two good days 
in a month, JohnKim and Guy enjoyed putting up new rock routes on the 
Witch’s Tit and Cat’s Ears Spires.

Guy Edwards and JohnMcKim Millar on Swachand, India

“Motivated by Passion, Guided by Reason”.

 Guy once quoted this statement to me in a letter.  He was, I am 
sure, motivated by passion to climb the northwest face of  Devil’s Thumb.  
But was he guided by reason? Some people have implied to me that perhaps 
obsession or ambition began to play too great a role on Guy and JohnKim’s 
reasons for attempting such a climb.  Initially this would seem a quiet and 
packaged way to explain their ‘mistake’ and death, but more credit is due to 
two people who never followed, but actively and critically chose their path.  
Guy was guided by the reasoning that told him not to accept the way things 
are just because so many other people follow the wide path.  He died because 
of  his choice, not his ignorance.  His reason was his passion; this is more 
than so many of  us ever live for.  JohnKim and Guy lived with intensity and 
integrity, excitement and joy, wonder and excellence.  They died for nothing 
- they lived for everything.
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A TRIBUTE
TO

JOHN MCKIM MILLAR
_____________________________

BY JERUSHA MILLAR

I’ve tried starting this sentence countless times now and have got 
nowhere.  So I’m just going to have to go ahead and ‘give ‘er’, as my brother 
would have said.  JK, also known to some as Kim, was a true hero and 
role model.  His inspiration and passion for life were overwhelming and his 
thirst for adventure was unquenchable.  His motto ‘just give ‘er’ is ingrained 
in many people’s minds, I’m sure.  He touched so many with his generosity, 
although he never had much money because of  his expensive passion for 
the mountains.  Instead of  buying a present, he would either knit a toque, 
make some applesauce, bake some cinnamon buns or find a treasure while 
dumpster diving that he knew someone would appreciate.

I believe that the purpose of  life is to make some sort of  difference in 
the world, however small it may be.  Although JK was taken from us all too 
soon, he surpassed what most people could ever do in a whole lifetime.  And 
I’m not just talking about his amazing mountaineering accomplishments, I’m 
speaking of  all the lives he touched and all the happiness he brought to them.  
Most people can’t leave as remarkable an impression as he managed to.  He 
inspired people to always just give everything they had to what they were 
doing, no matter what it was; to always lend a helping hand and never expect 
anything in return; and to appreciate every moment we are given.  

He excelled at almost anything he did.  He received the Governor 
General’s Award in high school for outstanding scholastics and academics.  
In University he continued his intensive studies during the week but the 
weekends were for his new found love, the mountains and the rock.  It often 
amazed me to see this giant 6’5” guy climbing smoothly up a stiff  climb 
despite the awkwardness of  his height.  He would tree-plant for two months 
of  the summer, managing to make enough money to put him through school 
and fund some of  his incredible trips that took him to all corners of  the 
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world.  He didn’t like mainstream expeditions though.  He would always try 
to find something that had never been done before, like spending thirty days 
on a massive unclimbed wall on Baffin Island, ice climbing in the Antarctic 
or skiing all the way from Vancouver to Skagway, Alaska.  

While JK was on these epic trips, he would never forget his friends 
and family back home.  I received many postcards from all sorts of  obscure 
places.  He would surprise people with visits, bring a little light to their day 
and then leave, not to return until months later. 

His parting from us just feels like another trip.  It’s hard not to anticipate 
him coming back to whip up a batch of  cookies or go for a quick climb or 
yoga session.  JK will be missed deeply by all who knew him.  I often feel his 
presence, on a beautiful sunny day, a breathtaking sunset, a salty breeze from 
the ocean, the sun sparkling off  the snow, the view from atop a cliff… I have 
him back, for just a moment. 

I leave you with a phrase that JK once told his friend Ben Wu, 
“Sometimes, something doesn’t have to be fun, to be fun”.  Take from it 
what you will.

John McKim Millar  Damien Kelly
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CINNAMON BUNS AND NAKED JAUNTS

LEGACIES OF JOHN AND GUY
_________________________________

BY LENA ROWAT

The following recipe was copied from the 2001-2002 journal of  the 
Varsity Outdoors Club of  UBC, with permission from the club and the 
author:

John Millar’s Cinnamon Buns
(tranlated from McKimmish by Kelly Franz)

John pioneered these buns on a sailing trip from New Zealand to South America to 
Antarctica, so they are guaranteed good.  I wonder if  he was seasick into the dough the 
first few times?

Directions

Go stay over at a friend’s house, one that has flour, butter or margarine, brown sugar, yeast, 
salt, nuts or raisins, and water.

Remove Shirt.

Wash hands.

In stormy weather, lash yourself  to the counter to prevent being thrown about the galley.

Next, combine a few tsp yeast with some sugar and warm water into a frothy mixture.

In a bowl, mix about 4-5 cups flour, a bunch of  melted margarine, a pinch or two of  salt, 
and the yeast mixture.  

Knead the hell out of  the dough, put it in a bowl, cover with a dishcloth, and put near the 
fireplace or in a warm oven.  Hell, crawl into bed with it if  you have to, just warm up 
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that dough.

Let sit until impatient (about 20 mins).

Roll the dough to about 3/4’ thickness.  On the stove, melt some more margarine, add 
a whole bunch of  sugar, some cinnamon, and spread this mixtrue on the dough.  If  you 
want raisins, add them now.  If  you like walnuts, but only have large pieces, do as John 
does (honestly he did this): put the nuts in your mouth, chew them up to the desired size, 
then spit them directly onto the dough.  Alternately, crush them in your hand and apply 
them to the dough.

Roll the dough into a big long roll, sugar etc on the inside.  Cut into about 10 or 12 pieces, 
put sideways on a pan, and bake until you can’t stand it anymore and have to eat them.

Eat them, or glaze with more sugar and margarine, then eat them.

Voilà!
 

*  *  *

Since those boys died last spring, I have made these cinnamon buns 
numerous times, and they always seem to taste good, regardless of  quantity 
variations.

I find the recipe to be an apt example of  many parts of  JohnKim’s 
personality: Finding ways to overcome any circumstances in order to do what 
he wanted to do.  Throwing things together and trusting that all would work 
out.  Making something for his friends.  Scavenging for supplies.  Not being 
bothered by what others think of  his methods.  Excited impatience to reach a 
goal.  Never bothered by petty details.  The only thing it doesn’t quite capture 
is his extremely sensitive and caring nature, which is what initially swept me 
into his fold.

Guy’s personality also fit the recipe in similar ways, although he was 
more a consumer of  baked goods, rather than a baker himself.  The recipe 
misses his outgoing boldness with strangers, and his amazing talent for 
interesting, relevant and stimulating conversation, which is probably why he 
never got to baking; he was too involved in conversation with friends and 
strangers alike.
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I suppose what the recipe doesn’t quite capture was how the two of  
them expected only the best of  themselves, and held themselves accountable 
to only the highest ideals, regardless of  what others would settle for.  They 
were both extremely determined to remain true to themselves, and were keen 
to help others and do good for our planet.  Although they would have always 
remained avid mountaineers, they had both expressed an opinion that focused 
climbing is a fairly selfish pursuit.  I also suspect that it would have been only 
a matter of  time before they would have managed to combine climbing with 
more altruistic endeavours.  As it was, they were relentless in encouraging and 
supporting friends whenever possible.  And of  course, they were a constant 
source of  inspiration for others, (including myself), to commit to our efforts 
and be true to ourselves.  Indeed, in this capacity, coupled with a generous 
warmth that they shared with the human beings that crossed their paths, the 
good that they did was already immeasurable by the time that they died.

John McKim Millar on the Coast Range Traverse
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While it occasionally caused arguments, carefree independence was 
another quality which united Guy and John.  Indeed, they were kindred 
spirits.  And they were kindred spirits to me – spirits of  the sort that I read 
about in ‘Anne of  Green Gables’ when I was little.  Everything about their 
personalities made sense to me.  Although I had not made cinnamon buns 
before, I had always cooked in that improvisational manner.  Before I became 
part of  the Coast Range Traverse family, with Guy and John and Vance, I 
had often felt like a societal oddball, especially when I was most bold about 
being true to myself.  With them, and with their friends from the VOC in 
Vancouver, suddenly my lifestyle felt normal; we were our own society.  A 
society of  dumpster diving and no television and of  making do with less than 
‘the newest and the best’ and of  snowball fights and food fights; of  climbing 
and diving naked out of  the tree at Murrin Lake, even on a crowded summer 
afternoon; and of  valuing silliness and adventure over clean clothes, physical 
comfort, and ‘what others might think’.

Some have asked why anyone would risk loving someone who takes 
extreme risks, but perhaps that doesn’t apply to me, since I would also be 
classified amongst the risk takers.  Far more than any regrets, I feel thankful 
that I had the amount of  time with them that I did.  I would trade that for 
nothing.  As Judy Tatelbaum, a specialist on death and dying writes, ‘For many 
of  us, it is our own fear of  loss...that prevents us from fully living our lives.’ 
In their absence, my life is at times more lonely and lacking in the silliness 
department, but it is far more enjoyable than before I knew them.  They 
do still help me to remain true to myself.  What I learned from them will 
always help to guide me, and there is a lingering sense of  being empowered 
by the presence of  two kindred spirits in my life.  There is significant truth 
to the quote that I read somewhere: ‘When a loved one dies, they cease to be 
wherever they were, and begin to exist wherever you are.’ JohnKim was my 
soul mate, my lover, my partner, and Guy was a beloved friend and playmate.  
Now they are an integral part of  my soul.  When I cry for having lost my 
partner, it feels like self-pity, and I must trust that the loneliness will pass.  
While our loss of  John and Guy is profound, it is little compared to the 
blessing of  having had them here amongst us for 24 and 30 years respectively.  
In the end, my experiences with them have only enriched my life.  

*  *  *
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This summer, besides making cinnamon buns, I sought to attract Guy 
and John’s attention by travelling naked in the wilderness.  I was investing in 
their appreciation of  a silly and carefree spirit.  I enjoy being naked, just for 
the feel of  it, and it took the support of  those two for me to step beyond 
worrying about other peoples’ reactions.  Every time I stripped to climb or 
hike, I knew that they were right there, stripping with me and laughing with 
me, for the silliness of  it all.  

We have sought to create a new pursuit in mountaineering: going for 
the ‘First Naked Ascent’, (FNA).  It is as if  we were in the 60’s again, with 
countless unclimbed peaks in front of  us.  

For the record, the following were all conquered by the standard 
routes, while using naked tactics during the summer and fall of  2003: Mt. 
Assinaboine (Rockies); Mt.  Sir Donald (Selkirks); The West Lion (Vancouver 
North Shore), on a sunny Sunday with Ruby Rowat, also naked; East Post 
Spire (Bugaboos); the Howe Sound Crest Trail (Vancouver North Shore); 
and the West Coast Trail (Vancouver Island).  Pigeon Spire in the Bugaboos 
saw its second naked ascent this summer – Guy put up the FNA several 
years ago.  A backpack was worn on many of  the routes in order to allow for 
comfortable enjoyment of  windy summits and cool evenings.  Shoes were 
also worn on all of  the routes, but, to the best of  my knowledge, harnesses 
have yet to be worn during an FNA.  So far I have not been inspired to be 
naked on routes that require me to use gear, but I would encourage and 
endorse anyone who wants to pursue FNAs by such means.  So long as 
chimneys are avoided, belays would be the hardest part of  such an endeavour 
in the normally cool weather of  the mountains.

As far as I know there are yet to be any FNAs in winter.

Other obvious ways in which Guy and John have affected our society:

• Guy’s creation, ‘Bear, Ninja, Cowboy’, with full body enactment, is 
rapidly replacing ‘Rock, Paper, Scissors’ in any decision making process, 
although it can require care at precarious stances.

• The Rapid Mind Changers Club continues. The RMC club was started by 
Guy, apparently to alleviate ill-feeling about indecisiveness.
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• Knitting, which JohnKim taught to himself  with a book while crossing 
the Southern Ocean, is spreading like wildfire in the community, amongst 
men and women alike.  Since knitting is compatible with conversation, it 
is a more social alternative to reading in order to fill hours of  darkness 
and bad weather.  It is also an activity that can create less stressful bonding 
time for climbers of  different abilities, (i.e. JohnKim and I), and knitted 
toques make great gifts.

• Reduce, re-use, and recycle has taken on new meaning in light of  
JohnKim’s dumpster diving, living in closets, and his use of  duct tape in 
prolonging the life of  his clothing.

• So far JohnKim’s penchant for pooing from high, (and often visible), 
perches does not seem to be catching on.

Lena, her Birthday Suit and the Bugaboos
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THE TURBAN AND THE BOULDER
_________________________________

BY CONOR REYNOLDS

I would like to share a couple of  memories I have from when I went 
to Northern India with my friends, Fast Eddie and JohnKim, in September 
and October of  2003.  The goal of  this Grand Expedition was to climb a 
new route on a peak in the Garhwal Himalaya, called Swachand (6721m).  
Guy had concocted the plan to climb this peak and I was very excited when 
he asked me to come along.  Two other Canadians, Damien and Matt , came 
with us to pursue their own adventure on a different peak.

 My intention isn’t to tell the story of  this trip, however, as Guy 
has done that very well in his 2003 CAJ article, ‘Underemployed Climbing 
Fanatics’.  Nor will I go into the gruesome details of  the infected boil that 
I developed on my shoulder, (named ‘Bella’).  This affliction put me out 
of  action a couple of  weeks into the trip, just before the boys set off  to 
climb Swachand.  Instead, I will tell you two short stories about things that 
happened during our journey to the mountains.

 Everyone who knew Guy has experienced his insatiable curiosity 
and unabashed chattiness.  We arrived at the Delhi Airport and made our 
way to the baggage carousel, where we played some hackysack. Our antics 
seemed to amuse a tired audience.  Eventually, Guy turned to a stern looking 
gentleman with a large moustache and inquired, ‘That’s a very large turban 
you are wearing… is it heavy?  Are you a Sikh?’  Everyone paused, waiting to 
see how the man would react to such a cheeky, grinning fellow, but instead 
of  scowling at his impertinence, the Sikh gave Guy a slight bow.  They then 
proceeded to converse at great length.  Fast Eddie had charmed another 
unlikely stranger. 

 Four days later we had packed ourselves and all our gear into a little 
bus, which switch-backed its way through the steep Himalayan foothills.  The 
roads were narrow, etched into the terraced hillsides, and the Law of  the 
Bigger Vehicle was in effect.  Signs on the side of  the road gave sage advice 
such as ‘Driving with Whiskey, very Risky’.  At one of  our chai-stops, word came 
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to us that the road ahead had been damaged, and that we might have trouble 
getting through.  Sure enough, we hit the end of  a line of  stopped vehicles 
within an hour.  We tumbled from the bus, happy to get the chance to stretch 
our legs.  A farmer sold us some apples, and then we went exploring, hiking 
up rough trails that crossed the road many times as it switch-backed up the 
hill.  Eventually we found the problem. A streambed had slid in the recent 
heavy rains, dumping debris all over the road and washing half  of  it down a 
gully.  There were already about fifteen locals working with crow-bars, picks 
and non-steel-toed flip-flops, so we felt right at home in our sandals.  John 
led the way, and being a giant, (he was at least a foot taller than anyone else 
in India), he was immediately handed a pick.  We all went to work with gusto, 
levering boulders and hurling stones and patching holes.  It would have taken 
us only an hour more to make the way bus-passable. At this stage our bus 
driver appeared on the scene and once he set eyes on the results of  our 
endevours, he started to laugh heartily.  

While we had been playing in the mud with our new friends, the 
driver and Liaison Officer had organized all our gear to be portaged past the 
obstruction, negotiated with a bus on the other side to take us on our way, 
and had been waiting impatiently for us to return.  He explained that all our 
work had been useless; the entire road had been washed away just around the 
corner and the army had been called in to build a bridge.  John sent one more 
massive boulder tumbling and everyone cheered.

Guy John, Conor and Damien in Dehli
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ONCE THERE WERE VOCERS
_________________________________

BY ROBERTA HOLDEN

One sunny day on the Antarctic Peninsula, we were lounging on the 
deck of  our sailboat.  We had just had a brisk swim in the sub-freezing, iceberg-
filled waters of  Paradise Harbour, when a large cruise ship entered the bay 
and disturbed our reverie.  We watched it offload its clients into numerous 
small zodiacs, which soon encircled us.  Being the friendly lot that we were, 
we smiled, waved and called out greetings to them.  The funny thing was that 
they would not respond and simply stared blankly at us and continued to film 
or take more pictures of  us.  We began to feel oddly uncomfortable and rather 
like animals on display at a zoo.  After this had gone on for a bit too long, 
John had had enough.  He stood up, removed all his clothes and dove into 
the frigid water.  He swam towards the nearest boatload of  tourists, where 
he pulled himself  onto their inflatable and let out a mighty ‘ROAARRR!’ and 
proclaimed in a deep, loud voice ‘I AM MAN OF ANTARCTICA!’   The 
tourists were suitably shocked and we were heartily amused.  

This complete lack of  inhibition was one of  John Millar’s most 
endearing characteristics and an inspiration to many of  us.  What impressed 
me most about John during this Antarctic rendezvous was not just the hard 
climbing he was doing, but the fact that this lad could knit!  He had taught 
himself  to knit while sailing the boat across from New Zealand.  Sailing in 
the Southern Ocean in itself  is quite a feat, but let’s get back to something 
else that impressed me: he also baked.  He baked us cinnamon buns, (see 
VOCJ 2001-2002, John Millar’s Cinnamon Buns), bread, and when the rest 
of  us were too hung over to crawl out of  our bunks, John was happily singing 
away in our galley one morning cooking us pancakes.  I had never noticed our 
galley ceiling before.  Being average height girls, we had plenty of  headroom, 
but JohnKim, who was not lacking in stature, appeared to have stepped into 
a hobbit house.  He could occasionally stand up straight by poking his head 
through the small hatch above the stove, much to the amusement of  those on 
deck, and would then resume his stooped position to flip a pancake.

After returning to Vancouver I got to know John even better.  Never 
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one to pass up on cheap rent, John became my roommate for much of  the 
next year, eventually moving into the closet as he had a history of  doing, (see 
VOCJ 2000-2001, The Toaster and Other Stories).  As a result, I also got to 
know Guy Edwards a lot better.  Guy became a regular guest at our house 
and left me in stitches on many occasions with his hilarious antics, wonderful 
silliness and boundless energy.  Who could forget all those crazy phone 
message impersonations?  Somehow though, the more I came to know these 
two great people, the harder it became to write anything meaningful about 
them.  

During the summer of  2002, Guy and John returned from an attempt 
at the Devil’s Thumb in Alaska still feeling like they had unfinished business, 
as bad weather had prevented them from reaching their goal.  John once 
wrote: ‘that mountain [the Thumb] has gotten under my skin’.  In 2003, they 
made another attempt at the extremely difficult and unclimbed Northwest 
face of  the Devil’s Thumb and did not return.  

We miss them greatly.

JohnKim Knitting Eileen Millar
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REFLECTIONS ON...
_________________________________

BY JACQUI HUDSON

 Now, how many of  you might have once seen a 6’5’’ gentleman, 
likely dressed in rainbow knit pants?  A chap that if  you had asked him the 
time would gladly have told you, and equally gladly have offered you a home-
made cinnamon-bun.  And if  you accepted the bun and commented on its 
slight applesauce flavour, he would quietly mention that the many nice raisins 
in the bun were the luck of  a dumpster dive outing at the Squamish IGA.

Well then YOU had a Kim encounter and just never knew it.  I was 
this lucky once.

Now, how many of  you might have once spotted a neon clad chap, 
perhaps climbing a tree?  Or had a jolly fellow, with duct tape holding his 
clothes together, pass you on a trail and introduce himself  as Fast Eddie or 
Meredith?  How many of  you may have had a curly haired fellow inquire as 
to whether he might have, ‘just a little nibble of  your chocolate’, and then 
discover that a nibble in the terms of  this gentleman meant a least six squares 
of  the bar?  How many of  you were ever infected with enthusiasm to play on 
a jungle gym on a sunny winter’s day just because it was there?  How many of  
you came to love a chap that hid a deep need and unsatisfied drive to push the 
limits of  a passion that put everything at stake, under laughter and silliness?

I did, and to me this reflects a little taste of  Guy Edwards.  I have no 
regrets, except that I wish I had learnt sooner about the size of  a nibble.
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WANDERING
_________________________________

BY GUY EDWARDS

Written on the back of  a Chocolate wrapper, and sent from New Zealand to 
Jacqui Hudson

Wandering
I’ve become primitive
A drunk with a hangover
A child with memories, wisdom, and lies.

Repressed wants, but active dreams.

I’m between people
Alone but alive
Lost from a world of  duties and worth
I’ve suspended my goals to strive for simple tasks
What’s for lunch?
Where will I camp tonight?
Is it easy to hitchhike here?

A modern day traveler
Thrifty Dharma Bum
Freeloading guilty bum

No rest for the wicked
And less for the rightness

Peace warmth affection desire,
Guy
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ARE YOU KEEN 
TO BE IN 

CONTACT WITH YOU
_________________________________

BY GUY EDWARDS

Written on the back of  an envelope, underscored – Influenced by Whitman’s sono of  
myself.

Without distraction,
Hectic short trivial interaction
To feel your own breath, Respiration
Inspiration
Breathing in fresh air creating space
Reflecting on (or mulling over) and forgetting
What was seen Known shaped and shown
Then relief  – brief
Individuality, Identity one-ness
Before and again and again
Roaring kicking exciting the world comes crashing in
With interest activity joy
Pursue the magic that
Can be found
Glowing gleaming blushing warm
And you and Archimedes will run the paths
Down in the forest
Across the glacier, and along the ridges
Where will we meet again?
When you see
It can be an inner journey
In spring time
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LETTERS TO AND FROM GUY
_________________________________

BY JACQUI HUDSON

Excerpts from letters written by Guy Between Fall of  2001 and Spring of  
2003

Guy writes from NZ…

Dear Jacqui,

 I am back on Chocolate again – almost two weeks without – but in 
order to write this letter I need that chocolate warmth.  The chocolate dip 
in a hot bath.  The infusion of  chocolate happiness.  I got hold of  a copy 
of  the book ‘The Alchemist’, (I was hoping to read your copy but I did not 
find time).  It is a wonderful story/fable.  I’m not necessarily convinced that 
attributing things to fate is incorrect.  But I am encouraged by the King’s 
statements about destiny.  They speak of  destiny as a synonym for goal or 
dream.  I feel similar to the character Santiago; I have short to medium term 
goals, (i.e. adventure and climbing).  I often get the urge to settle down and 
get a job and ‘normalize’, but so far I’ve been able to resist.  I went to see 
the Tibetan Mandala again.  This time it was close to completion – incredibly 
detailed with 28 different colours.  The Mandala is of  an Achenrezig design – 
embodying enlightened compassion.  The actual activity undertaken to create 
the Mandala is, (to my north American mindset), painstakingly slow.  The 
grains of  sand are placed just a little faster than one grain at a time.  It takes 
ten days to create the Mandala – however, following the Buddhist teachings, 
it is dissolved at the end.  

 Could you do something like this, could I?  I think it conflicts with 
my basic path of  hectic activity towards goals of  accomplishment and reward.  
Funny that.

Guy
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At the end of  a letter written near the end of  the NZ trip with Kai, Guy writes…

 Jacqui, how about a Walden Quote:  ‘Men come tamely home at 
night only.  From the field or street, where their household echoes haunt, and 
their life pines because it breathes its own breath over again; their shadows, 
morning and evening, reach farther than their daily steps.  We should come 
home from afar, from adventures, and perils, and discoveries everyday with 
new experiences and character.’  

Guy’s footnote asks: How about time for reflection?  Inner journeys?  You 
should stop occasionally, I wonder if  I stop enough?

From Meager Creek Geothermal Energy Exploration camp, late winter 2002 Guy 
writes…

 Small little remnants of  what was once an incredible and large forest 
surround camp.  What are your views on wild land conservation?  On people 
vs. nature?  Or maybe the question should be short term vs. long-term?  An 
art gallery, you asked would I like to go to admire, to take in art – yes, yes!!  (I 
just didn’t have much energy that day, so sorry).

March 16th, 2002 (a little later)…

 Finally, I’ve gotten over my low energy time; I haven’t been very 
motivated to train these last few days.  How am I going to be the fit strong 
person I want to be unless I put my nose arms legs lungs core to the 
grindstone.  Here is a little side story: before I left on Wednesday, (March 
13th), Vance and CC came by for a visit.  We had some nice chats, about many 
things under the sun, and I eventually told them a secret, (remember, they are 
my best friends), that you were a morning sex person and I was more of  an 
evening sex person.  I was hoping for advice, but I didn’t get any – we just 
started laughing, (and I was sure blushing too).  ‘Twas nice to have a visit with 
them – however brief.  

 Zenergistically Yours, Naked Eddie
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While tent bound during the May trip to Devils thumb in 2002, Guy writes…

 I miss your clock radio’s screeching buzzer – waking, no startling 
me awake – just to be shut off  – put to sleep, and then a ten minute pause 
of  clam, silence, snuggles.  Peaceful sleep is briefly retasted.  Humm, I like 
also thinking of  your dressing and undressing beside your shelves in the part 
of  your apartment which is the longest, perfect Guy sprint distance, so I 
can run and hug you, interfering with your dressing undressing.  How about 
swimming, cycling, learning, walking down streets; all is missed, all will re-
occur.  

 Your Manaka, Guy
PS – I heard this lovely quote on the CBC before I left town: ‘Motivated 

by passion, Guided by reason’.  Yes, I quite like that!

June 9th 2002, Guy writes…

 Where am I?  John and I just arrived back in Vancouver last night 
(we were away for a month).  Let’s see, May 9th we drove up, ferry from Price 
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Rupert to Petersberg, and then across to Thomas Bay and the Baird Glacier, 
san bears – the Baird was bearless.  On the Ice we mauled our 125lb of  food 
and gear to Devils Thumb – skiing with a heavy pack is quite tiring.  We 
waited in a snowcave way up high for two days of  rain sleet conditions, then 
had our only two good days – we blasted off  two routes!!  Climbed the south 
face of  the West Witches Tit – steep clean stout climbing, and then the east 
side of  the Cats Ears Spires.  We then bailed to where our gear food was 
4000’ feet below us in the witches cauldron.  Two days of  good weather in 
twenty, we were punished by Hughie, (He’s the mountain climbers’ weather 
god you know).  Nevertheless we bailed back to Van.  John was antsy – he 
needs work/money.  I’m glad to have a little space; John is too big to share a 
tent with.  

Hugs and happiness with not so much discussion about feelings, but 
more later.  Fast Eddie

PS – a quick quote, tell me what you think of  it…  Goethe: “the 
reason I prefer the society of  nature is that nature is always right, and the 
error if  any, can only be on my side.  But if  I hold converse with men, they 
will err, and I will err, and so on forever, and we will never get to see matters 
clearly”.

The last letter Guy sent from India…

 Hello Jacqui, I have now received two letters from you.  Great to 
hear from you and be close to your mind and heart.  Motivated by passion, 
guided by reason.  I’m sorry to hear that the antics of  weekend warriorness 
are driving you a bit batty – happens to me a lot too.  Our news… we have 
climbed Swachand, (four days up, one day down), just before a huge snowfall 
of  20cm.  It was a mental challenge – altitude is tricky.  The face of  Swachand 
was relatively safe.  Now I’m dreaming of  skiing and getting a job and hugs.

 Happiness, Guy 

My last letter to Guy in India…

 Dear Guy, I was going to collect clouds in a box, and six pointed 
snowflakes in a jar.  I was going to save waves braking on rocky shores and 
seabird cries folded into white cloth.  But none of  these will ever do, lost with 
out place, wonderfully impossible to collect.  So instead I propose a time to 
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play together with all these things upon your return.  I think of  you often, I 
miss you.

 Happiness, Jacqui

Afteer India Guy was back in and around Vancouver for a number of  months 
last winter (2002-2003), writing, climbing and skiing locally and touring the Province 
with a slide show tour of  the Coast Range Traverse.

The last letter Guy ever received from me was in early March 2003.  We had been 
struggling to match our time together, our lifestyles were very different…

 Guy, I don’t know where to start, perhaps to say that the differences 
in our paths, our types of  lifestyles was more of  an easy way out of  a proper 
look at the way I feel towards you.  I could never pretend to understand 
your beautiful intricacies, your true goals, or hidden dreams.  Understanding 
of  another soul is perhaps to far from reach to ever be a possibility, but 
it is the attempt at becoming involved in another’s thoughts that I think 
holds so much and can offer such fantastic human interaction.  We did this 
once; it was during these times that I felt alive and with you.  But now a 
strange competiveness has crept up on me, I don’t know why I now feel so 
competitive with you.  I need to look at my own goals and ambitions for 
climbing and the rest of  my life, I need time to address this.  I’m sorry I have 
been so uncommunicative of  late.  You have reacted as badly as I have to this, 
and we have pulled away from each other.  I don’t wish to create a rift any 
larger than has already been made; I count you as one of  the more unique 
and self-created people I have ever met.  Time and independent reflection 
will tell how things should be.  Yes, a little time to reflect on matters.

 Hugs and Bright Eyes, Jacqui

I saw Guy a few more times after this, the last time was a windy day in 
spring, a few weeks before he left for Devil’s Thumb.  We went running on 
the beach, and climbed trees in Jericho Park.  
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Old habits die-hard.  I continued to write to Guy even after his death, (April 30th, 
2003)…  

 The night I spent under the starts in Petersburg I slept, I think 
because of  exhaustion.  The next night I slept too – right thru the night.  
No dreams.  On Monday the 28th, the dreams started.  Bizarre dreams filled 
with anxiety about mundane things, not about you, or John or Kai.  A dear 
friend of  mine, who you never met, wrote to me about the way the Tibetan 
Buddhists mourn their dead.  They wait three lunar cycles.  While waiting 
each night they light a candle to invite the spirit of  the person back into their 
home.  Each night the spirit goes further away over the mountains, until after 
90 days the spirit crosses the mountains for the last time.  I will be in Peru 
when the moon comes into its third cycle since your death, I will find a spot 
in the mountains with a wonderful view to wave goodbye to you.  But until 
then, come visit until you are ready to go, I will leave my window open.  John 
is welcome too.

June 24th 2003, while I was climbing in Peru…

 Guy, if  I remember right you were born 31 years ago today.  I missed 
your birthday last year, but brought you back a book of  Robert Service poems 
from the Yukon.  You once told me that when you were 24 or so you did not 
think you would live until 30 because your ambition for climbing drove you 
so completely that it at times clouded your judgment.  Well you made it to 30, 
how strange, not quite 31.  I need you to know how much you meant to me, 
for you have changed me forever, you opened doors of  thinking and being 
that I think I will never truly understand.  I never understood what fed your 
inner fire, a mystery wrapped in magic, and laughter, and silliness.  I miss you 
Guy.  With you gone I believe I only understand less about life, but I feel even 
more passionate now about living.

 Happiness, Hugs, and my heartbeats, Jacqui
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 On May 2, 2004 I stumbled into a cafe in Haines Junction after 
spending the preceding 12 days in the hills, and was unexpectedly gutted 
to hear Guy Edwards and John Millar were missing from their attempt to 
climb Northwest face of  the Devil’s Thumb.  I had never experienced such 
an extreme emotional contrast before, and it was all I could do to crumple 
into a heap in the corner and cry uncontrollably.  Hearing the news so far 
from my community in Vancouver made it that much harder.  My friends I 
was with helped me up, and after sitting down at the table making attempts 
at communicating I was able to regain my composure.  Talking it over with 
everyone proved invaluable to me, and it was only then that I realized that 
every single one of  us had some kind of  connection to Guy and John.  
Common to all of  these connections was the inspiration they gave us.

 We would like to name South Kennedy Peak as McKim Peak in 
honour of  them.  It’s a contribution we are able to make to ensure that they 
are remembered as part of  Canada’s history, and that they continue to reside 
in the mountains.  Our motivation to use the name McKim is metaphoric, 
but I asked Lena Rowat to fill me in on where John’s middle name really came 
from:

 “It was his middle name, from his grandfather, I believe, but given 
because his mother wanted to name him Kim, after the hero of  Rudyard 
Kipling’s book, Kim … I think that it was Jeremy Frimer or Kelly Franz 
who adopted McKim as a middle name for everyone who acted, well, 
McKimmish.” 

 Defining how one might act McKimmish in some kind of  standard 
context is definitely impossible.  I think it requires eliminating the notion that 
one must live life according to any kind of  standard anything.  Understanding 
this might come from allowing oneself  to look beyond limitations and 
celebrate what might be possible instead of  submitting to one’s doubts.  Have 
you ever had an irresistible urge to hitch-hike up to Squamish in freezing rain 

MCKIMMUNISM
_________________________________

BY CAM SHUTE
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to solo-aid a route on the Chief  wearing a purple Mu-mu? Remember that in 
life you can make your own rules.  You can even throw rules out altogether.  

 My life, and how I value life, has forever changed because of  John 
and Guy’s influence.  There is a tendency in western culture to idolize people 
and things, and that’s not what I’m attempting to do in writing this.  Words 
will always fall short of  describing what you learned from someone, but in a 
nutshell: LIVE life with passion.  Be excited, be silly, be focused, be giving, be 
open, be happy, be curious, be modest, and don’t waste all your energy with 
worry or doubt.  Whatever you are doing, especially if  it’s not climbing, do 
it with passion.  LIVE your life, and open your eyes excitedly to the limitless 
possibilities that you all have.  If  you feel your life needs a change, then begin 
a process to start making that change.  Since you are still alive, you still have 
the option of  doing so.

Gena and Luy mixing it up Jacqui Hudson
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I just had a thought the other day. Hey fool! Where are Guy and JohnKim? 
Where can I find two souls departed? Others find them in the bottom of a dumpster, 
or on a fine spring day playing hacky sack in gardens. Some seek them out in the 
mountains, on an ocean of snow or by a wild glacial stream, or better still, in the 
boughs of a drooping cedar.

When my heart beats time past and my yearning to see them fast pales 
the day, the pain is too great to find them. But when I outstretch a hand over rock 
to touch a flower cradled by a crack, and see it dance in a cool breeze, sunlight 
reflecting off its petals, I feel them all surrounding. 

It’s uncanny but I can almost sense that they were planning to come over 
for tea this afternoon, but that they forgot to watch the time.

Guy Skates in Skaha, Rebecca Goulding

WHERE DO I FIND?
_________________________________

BY REBECCA GOULDING
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Guy and Jacqui in Skaha, Rebecca Goulding
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CLIMBING ROMANCE
_____________________________

BY MIKE HENGEVELD

Your search - ‘mountaineering romance’ - did not match any documents.

For reasons that are manifestly unimportant, I was looking around 
on the Internet for stories of  romance in the mountains.  As a first guess, 
you may think that there would be a few choice items out there – first dates, 
ceremonies on a cliff-top, that sort of  thing.  It amazes me that in a world where 
keywords ‘avocado + tuberculosis’ turn up 127 documents, ‘mountaineering 
romance’ came up blank.  Ditto for ‘mountaineering love’ and several other 
variations.  Inclusion of  the keyword ‘sex’ however, gave an extensive list with 
varied content, (as well as an inadvertent social commentary).  To provide 
you with a whet, I have compiled a platter of  three delectable samples for 
your ‘mountain sex’ pleasure.

Sexual Fantasies

The search ‘rock climbing sex’ turned up a gem.  A gentleman named 
Mike Bohner weaves a titillating story about rock climbing with his friend 
Susan.  He entitles the work Firsts, because over the course of  the story he 
does a bunch of  things for the first time ever, like climbing, and taking his 
clothes off  in the outdoors.  Although he’s not a genius with punctuation or 
sentence structure, his ability to carry a plot commands respect.

Firsts

Why had I done this? Rock climbing was always something I had dismissed from 
my list of  things to do. After all, why would I want to risk life and limb to strain every 
muscle in my body and feel like shit the next day! I guess I can only answer by saying that 
her blonde hair and deep brown eyes had me entranced. Susan was a girl I had met just a 
couple of  months earlier, but something about her drew me in immediately. She was very 
athletic but also very feminine. Each time I saw her, I noticed something different about 
her. Her blonde hair was about 6’ past her shoulders and very silky. Her deep brown eyes 
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matched her perfectly tanned, perfectly proportioned (at least in my eyes) body. Her breasts 
were not too small, and not too large. Her ass was very tight and rounded. I could go on for 
hours but I think you get the idea. The thing that got me to the rock was her sultry sexy 
voice. In a teasing way, she invited me to ‘scale the big one’ with her. Since we had talked 
about her hobby before, I knew exactly what she meant. Thoughts began racing through 
my mind. Most of  all, I just wanted to be alone with her. Here was my chance. I’ll jump 
ahead and just tell you that my first experience at rock climbing was hell. However, what 
followed was worth all the pain!

As we reached the top of  the mountain, there was a stream that was gently flowing 
by. Susan took her pack off, and then began to take her clothes off. I couldn’t believe it! 
Right before my eyes, my dream of  seeing her naked was unfolding…

>okay.  you can open your eyes again<
…When we quit our mutual orgasm, Susan sweetly said, ‘hold me’ and we napped on 
the rock.

You won’t find advice like this in a guidebook! Jordan Tam
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‘Academic’ Writing

The following article, reproduced in parts, by Richard A. Friedman, 
M.D. was noteworthy and possibly interesting, especially if  you overlook the 
fact that he draws wild conclusions and invents words like ‘unrisky’.  I was 
intrigued.  

Climbers Are Into Promiscuous Sex

Everyone has an optimal level of  arousal, from the couch potato who breaks a 
sweat just thinking of  something as normally unrisky as bicycling to the daredevil who 
doesn’t feel alive unless he’s risking his life, say, climbing icy sheer cliffs, on a routine basis.  
The curious thing is that there are drugs that can simulate all kinds of  emotional states 
like sadness, anxiety, fear and euphoria, but none that can induce boredom.  The most 
effective drug for inducing a state of  boredom is, surprisingly, cocaine.  Once cocaine has 
flooded the brain with dopamine and the euphoria has evaporated, the neurons become 
rapidly desensitized to dopamine.  In short, the brain responds by decreasing dopamine 
activity, producing a state of  crashing boredom.  Not only do certain drugs stimulate this 
dopamine reward pathway, but so do natural reinforcers like sex and food.  This probably 
accounts for the fact that sensation seekers are drawn to promiscuous sex and other exciting 
activities like gambling and climbing.

The Sex How-To Guide

Magazines like Outside and Backpacker invariably feel the need to have 
some sort of  article on how to have sex in the woods.  I’m not sure whether 
this particular sample was supposed to be strictly informative or humorous, 
but the recommendation to hold a sweatshirt over your face to keep the noise 
down was both.  I have taken the liberty of  using the ‘Find and Replace’ tool 
here and there to make it applicable to climbing, as well as editing out all the 
boring bullcrap; the spirit of  the article remains untouched.

Getting Wild In The Wild

Climbing can be a special time for a couple. Whether it is a first weekend away or a 
well-deserved break from the kids, climbing can be a time for couples to discover each other, 
unwind, relax, and in the words of  Austin Powers, ‘shag.’ Although there isn’t a specific 
protocol for getting wild in the wild, we offer you five tips to help prevent annoying nearby 
climbers, or getting caught in a compromising position.
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Rebecca and Jacqui at their breast, Skaha Guy Edwards
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Five tips to get you going

1. Keep it quiet. Sure it may seem outright primeval to just let it all hang out but your 
cries of  passion can be downright annoying to those around you. Whether you have to 
bite down on something or hold a sweatshirt over your face, try to keep the noise down 
to a minimum. This is especially true along cliffs where sound can travel for great 
distances. Also, don’t fuck in Bob’s hot tub.

2. Bodily fluids are tough on ropes and slings. Sweat and body oils work on breaking 
down the materials of  your climbing hardware. If  you have plans to answer the call 
of  the wild when on your climbing trip consider bringing a blanket to absorb the brunt 
of  your activity. Also, don’t fuck in Bob’s hot tub.

3. Watch out for the ‘Portaledge Rock’. If  you are in an Portaledge, be careful that the 
old, ‘if  the ‘ledge is rocking, don’t come knocking’ cliché doesn’t apply. Consider doing 
your thing lying down, closer to the natural centre of  gravity to keep the gear from 
rattling and the pulleys squeaking. Also, don’t fuck in Bob’s hot tub.

4. Don’t recreate scenes from The Eiger Sanction or Cliffhanger. Consummating your 
love on the cliff  can be a very exhilarating experience but can cause serious medical 
issues afterwards. Also, don’t fuck in Bob’s hot tub. 

5. If  you did bring the kids, forget it. Even if  they are in a separate portaledge on the 
other side of  the wall, children have built in sibling-preventative radar. They seem to 
know just the right times to become ill, need to go to the bathroom, or become afraid 
of  some strange noise they just heard, possibly because you didn’t follow advice item 
number one. Also, don’t fuck in Bob’s hot tub.
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A PROVEN PLAN FOR CLIMBING THE 
LEANING TOWER WEST FACE 

IN 
YOSEMITE VALLEY

(WITH SOME HINTS)

_____________________________

BY FERN WEBB

Day One

 Spend most of  the day wandering around Yosemite Village buying 
tins of  chili and such, add these to jellybeans and granola bars found in 
random bear boxes around Camp 4.  Organize the rack.  Choose the oldskool 
approach thus eschewing all modern trick gear like aliens and offsets and 
ballnutz in favour of  plain nuts and rigid friends slung on faded, tied 8 mil., 
(hint: throw in a few small aliens/TCUs to save time and stress).  Calculate 
water rations of  eleven litres, pack sixteen instead.  At approximately 5.30 
pm, hitch a ride to the Bridal Falls parking.  Locate the well cairned approach 
trail about 50m from the toilets.  Lose the well cairned approach trail about 
100m from the toilets.  Thrash uphill through big boulders talus until you 
reach the base of  the wall.  Continue until you reach a nice bivy site, well 
marked by a stash of  twenty litres of  water and a gallon of  lemon Gatorade.  
Drink a gallon of  lemon Gatorade!  Go to sleep, wake up five minutes later 
and pee, repeat several times.

Day Two

 Hike haulbag and gear along the 4th class approach ledge towards 
the base of  the bolt ladder.  Pull 5.6 moves to get off  the 4th class approach 
ledge.  Base of  bolt ladder is well marked by a stash of  four litres of  water.  
Also bolts.  Climb the bolt ladder, (hint: persons under 160cm in height will 
likely need to second step most placements and top-step one or two).  Reach 
first belay.  Fix and haul.  Organize belay.  Flake ropes.  Reflake ropes.  Look 
down and notice partner has by now successfully cleaned the second bolt.  
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Reflake ropes and eat a candy bar.  Look down and notice partner has by 
now successfully cleaned the third bolt.  Get tired of  hanging in harness, 
climbing is more fun.  Short fix and start soloing pitch two (P2).  Clip clip 
clip clip.  Anchor, fix, haul, organize.  Sit on BELAY SEAT (hint!!!), belay 
partner up P3, dum de dum, eat candy bar, belay partner up P4, drink ice tea, 
dum de dum, take off  t-shirt to sun tan, dum de dum.  Jumar, clean, up up up, 
sketchy polished slab moves to bivy ledge.  Sit on ledge and belay partner up 
P5, rebuild belay to free ropes, (hint: cordalettes are very tidy and convenient 
ways of  building belays, using the rope can lead to complication).  Jumar and 
clean, lower out from pretty much every piece.  Up, up, up.  Rack for P6, 
climb free up two moves above belay, run out of  holds, decide free climbing 
is better done in rock shoes than approach shoes.  Swap rope ends and rack 
with partner and belay instead.  Jumar and clean.  Rap to bivy ledge.  Eat chili.  
Sleep.

Are we there yet? Mark Huscroft, Smith Rocks Mike Hengeveld

Day Three

 Repack haulbag.  Jumar fixed rope to top of  P6.  Lead P7, mostly 
medium nuts and cams and fixed pieces.  Take a ten meter whipper when a 
poorly placed cam pops.  Almost lose the whole rack when hitting the end of  
the rope, (hint: clip the rack sling to harness in case of  inverted falls).  Free 
last moves to belay.  Fix, haul. Lead P8 (hint: link P7 and P8).  Use tiny nuts 
to avoid super loose block.  Fix, haul.  Sit in belay seat, belay partner up P9, 
take shirt off  and work on tan.  Take pictures of  partner on supercool roof  
moves.  Put shirt back on, jumar, clean awkward steep pitch with many lower 
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outs.  Leave a cam behind because you can’t reach it.  Arrive at nice, though 
sloping, ledge.  Place bet with partner about who will lead the final pitch.  
Win bet.  Lie down on ledge with shirt off  to belay.  Put shirt back on.  Jumar, 
clean.  Leave ANOTHER STUPID CAM behind because you can’t reach 
it.  Clean awkward roof, topstepping off  your jumars to reach cams clipped 
with shoulder length slings, get cranky at end of  awkward roof  when facing a 
long pendulum around a corner once the last piece is unclipped.  Faff  about.  
Finally get all the gear cleaned.  Hurry up, it’s getting late and you have to go 
down!  Pull up manky fixed rope to the summit... whoa steep!  Uh-oh, notice 
storm clouds over El Cap.  Get more cranky about maybe getting caught 
in a storm.  Sort out rappels.  One, two rappels to the bottom of  the slab.  
Scramble into gully.  Rappel, rappel, abseil, rappel, abseil, abseil etc. into the 
sunset.  Reach base of  the wall again about one hour after darkness.  Drag 
haulbag 100m down scree back to nice bivi site well marked by a stash of  
twenty litres of  water and an empty gallon lemon Gatorade bottle.  Share one 
tin of  salmon for dinner, (hint: take more food!).  Sleep.

Day Four

 Eat half  a granola bar for breakfast.  Repack haulbag.  Hike down well 
cairned trail to parking lot.  Hike out to road.  Stick out thumb.  Watch many 
septuagenarians in RVs drive by. Finally catch ride back to Camp 4.

Congratulations, you are done!

Participants: Fern Webb and Alasdair Buchanan (former VOC exchange 
student)
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EASY STREET OF YAMNUSKA
_____________________________

BY ANGELIQUE MYLES

I just peed, 75m off  the ground, and now I feel so much better.  I was 
going to hold it until we finished the climb, but since we have 150m more to 
go, I just found a nice rocky ledge and enjoyed the view.  I have been cold 
since we started climbing ‘Easy Street’ on the Yam, and I just hope the sun 
will poke through the clouds.  During the hike to the base of  the climb I was 
sweating like mad.  But because we had to wait around for a while I have 
since chilled and my whole body is shivering - teeth chattering uncontrollably.  
Perhaps some jumping jacks would help?  No, come to think of  it, I don’t 
think that would be safe.  Plus I am holding all of  this rope, which is piled 
so neatly across my leg.  My climbing partner, John-Paul, is way out of  sight 
and I can hardly hear him when he calls down.  I hope he wants more slack 
because that is what I was able to decipher during our brief  conversation, 
that went something like this:

‘Angelique? Can you hear me?’ shouts a voice so distant it seems like it 
is coming from the other side of  the mountain.

Long pause.

‘JP, how’s it going? Are you secure?’ I shout up into the clouds, hoping the 
wind won’t drown out my voice.
‘Are we past halfway in the rope yet?’ shouts JP.
‘What?’ I say.
‘Is the rope halfway yet?’
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‘No, there’s about two more feet to go’, I proclaim.
‘Clipping’, shouts John-Paul.
‘Pardon?’ I say.
‘Give me slack!’ shouts John-Paul 
‘Slack? You want slack?’
‘Clipped’, shouts John-Paul.

At least that is what I think occurred.  And I haven’t heard from JP 
since, so I hope things are going well.  As long as the rope keeps moving up 
I know that he is still climbing.  It is a good thing there aren’t any mosquitoes 
up here.  That would really piss me off.  I have, however, seen a colony of  
ants.  I hope they aren’t red ants, because I think that that kind bites.  And 
since I am tied into this rope I really can’t get away from them.  I wonder if  
these ants are used to random climbers standing near their home at certain 
times of  the year? 

From a far off  distance I hear John-Paul yell, ‘Secure!’  It appears as 
though the rope is being gathered and I shall soon have to climb.  This should 
warm me up a bit since I have been standing here for ages.  I shall miss this 
little pee-ledge, and especially my adopted ant family.  I have come to know 
them so well.  Petey, the youngest, is always hungry and Lizzie, his older 
sister, has a crooked leg.  Plus I think their older brother Hank has a violent 
streak in him.  Could this be a sign of  high altitude sickness? Maybe I should 
drink some water? I could be dehydrated.  I better take some deep breaths.

John-Paul is now tugging on the end of  the rope attached to my harness.

‘On belay,’ he yells down.

There are some nice big ledges with bomber holds.  I just take it slow.  
As I approach the next pitch I can see JP and he shouts, ‘Don’t forget to look 
down!’ with a grin on his face.

‘Fuck you!’ I yell without thinking.  It was actually more for my sake 
than his.  I was at a tricky move and quite unsure of  what to do next.  It was 
a precarious situation indeed and I am not very tolerant of  such comments.  
I make it to the ledge and clip into the anchor.  I am secure and still cold.

 I now take a good look at the surrounding mountains and the altitude 
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that we have achieved.  Pretty amazing.  The air is clean and nothing seems to 
matter from up here.  John-Paul loads me down with the rope and prepares 
to climb.  He goes up the chimney route and is soon greeted by a shower of  
rocks from above.

‘ROCKS… ROCKS… ROCKS’ someone shouts at us.

They whiz by and I just hug the mountain, head down.  Small rocks hit 
my helmet and one lands right smack in the middle of  my back.  It is a good 
thing I have my pack on, or else I would surely have been winded.  We are 
both shaken by the experience of  rock fall and decide to take the alternative 
route, which involves a short traverse and then a straightforward ascent.

  
 The wind seems to be picking up and I just hope that those aren’t 

rain clouds coming our way.  This is a 50m pitch and could take a while.  The 
climbing itself  isn’t difficult but I have a feeling that we have gotten off  route 
and the short traverse has turned out to be quite lengthy.  Communication 
with JP has ceased and I just assume all is well.  I pull out my protein packed 
Energy Bar.  There are 280 calories, 31 grams of  protein and 8 grams of  
carbohydrates.  Not bad, except for the fact that the thin coating of  chocolate 
does not cover up the after-taste of  cardboard and horse manure that is left 
in my mouth once I have forced myself  to take a few bites.  I’ll wash it down 
with 300-500ml of  water and just hope some worthwhile absorption goes on 
in my intestinal tract.  Fifteen minutes later I am still silently munching on my 
bar, barely half  way through and I feel a yank, then a tug on my harness.  It 
appears as though JP has started to belay me up from somewhere way above.  
I attempt to scream at him, ‘JP, am I on-belay?’  No answer.  ‘JP… JP… JP.’  
More tugs.  I assume it is safe for me to climb.

 I make my way up the pitch, feeling more loaded down due to the 
gob of  concentrated energy in my stomach.  As I reach the BBQ ledge of  
our fourth pitch I am half  wondering if  there will be a hot dog vendor with 
cold beers awaiting my arrival.  I would, of  course, ask Mr. Oscar Meyer if  he 
happens to have a veggie-dog, as I am not so keen on the ‘all beef ’ wieners.  
JP and I sit and relax for a bit.  The sun is still hiding behind the clouds and 
for once I don’t feel as cold.  

We gather our gear and prepare to climb because the wind is picking 
up.  Another 50m pitch and then we will have reached the summit.  John-
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Paul and I decide on a signal that will tell me when he is ready to belay me 
up, because screaming just doesn’t seem to be working.  He is going to try 
and whip the rope three times in a row.  Now this seemed like an okay signal 
until I noticed that the rope was constantly being whipped by the wind and 
there was no way for me to tell the difference between an intentional whip 
and a wind whip.  Of  course I didn’t realize this until JP had started climbing 
and was once again out of  earshot.  After a good 10 minutes of  being tugged 
closer to the rock I assume that it is safe to climb.  The last pitch is quite 
enjoyable; I feel very exposed and even take a break to glance around.  My 
heart begins to beat faster and my grip on the rock starts to tighten.  Then 
I take a few deep breaths and continue climbing.  There’s nothing like the 
feeling of  an adrenalin rush.  John-Paul greets me with his winning smile 
and gives me a high-five.  A feeling of  pure bliss surrounds me.  After a few 
summit pictures it is time to commence our descent.  I peel my climbing 
shoes off  my feet and realize that there must have been dead rat guts in them 
or else my feet smell exceedingly bad.  I quickly put my socks on and hold 
my breath.

  
I am not great with steep slopes covered in scree, so at first the descent 

is slow.  John-Paul tells me to ‘just slide.’  I however, seem to prefer to step 
tentatively down, place one foot, then the next, awkwardly slide and so on.  
I soon become more comfortable with the capricious rock and slide slowly, 
trying to maintain some control.  JP is now just a speck down the mountain.  
I can almost hear his impatient sighs from way up here.

Once we are through the distressing scree part, the energy bar seems 
to have kicked in and I am hopping down the mountain.  As I wind my way 
around the switchbacks my foot catches on a rock and I tumble down.  I am 
slightly shaken-up by the fall but the only damage is a cut on my pinky finger.  
John-Paul is quick to act out Mr. Paramedic.  His First-Aid kit is out in a jiffy 
and he has me seated on a flat but somewhat prickly surface.  He diligently 
provides me with some iodine and then dresses the wound.    

We continue our descent, once JP has finished doing a secondary 
assessment of  my accident and I have for the fifth time assured him that I 
am fine.

The day has turned into evening and we arrive back at the parking 
lot exhausted but very proud of  our achievement.  After a quick change of  
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clothes we pack the car to leave.  John-Paul informs me that the only way 
I am getting in the car is with my socks on.  At first I am somewhat taken 
aback, for my feet could sure use a good airing out.  But then I remember the 
dead rat guts and my desire for bare feet is abolished completely.

Matt Buckle on Kangaroo Corner, Squamish Mike Hengeveld
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NEON LIGHTENING!
_____________________________

BY FERN WEBB

 
 My friend Mike Hengeveld is project oriented.  He is very good at 
picking a goal, defining an attack plan and moving through the steps necessary 
to achieve success.  Applied to climbing this consistency of  purpose has 
seen him master offwidth techniques with the sole focus of  climbing one 
route: Pipeline.  But now his attention has shifted to the world of  steep slabs.  
His goal is Dancing In the Light, a lead-bolted mid 5.11 masterpiece on the 
central apron.  A close study of  the guidebook and conversation with the first 
ascentionist has defined the road ahead.  First stop, White Lightning! 

 Mike is a very high-energy person, and possesses an irreverent sense 
of  humour that bounces between the worlds of  satire and social engineering.  
Saturday morning he meets me outside his apartment not so very early in the 
morning, with a mug of  coffee and the most outrageous lycra tights I have 
ever seen.  Eschewing the usual women’s aerobic-wear aesthetic of  blocky 
bright colours, instead these are screened in a replica of  a pair of  tight blue 
jeans, complete with hems and a $5 bill falling out the back pocket.  It’s hard 
to tell if  the fine detail is the result of  astounding artistry or if  the designer 
ran a pair of  jeans through a scanner - either design approach is slightly 
disturbing.  I can’t envisage what sort of  person would have ever purchased 
such an item of  clothing in the first place for it to eventually end up in the 
local thrift store where Mike buys most of  his climbing attire.

 The Apron parking lot is surprisingly empty and scanning above we 
see no parties climbing yet.  Strange, since it is not that early.  A hardy fellow 
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is sleeping in a bivy sack at the end of  the lot and I notice with amusement 
that there is a banana slug crawling on him, one of  the objective hazards of  
camping in Squamish.  We scope around through the bushes on the way up 
to the start of  the climb looking for dropped stuff.  A few months back Mike 
found a partially used disposable camera and took the liberty of  finishing the 
roll and developing the pictures and posting some of  them on the internet in 
the hopes of  returning them to the deprived party.  No luck identifying them 
so far, despite a number of  emails and inquiries to Portland area climbing 
stores and gyms.  The only score today is a new belay device for me.  

 White Lightning starts from the base of  the main dihedral of  Diedre.  
We knock off  the 2 pitches to that belay quickly, then peer around trying to 
decide which distant bolt to aim for on the first ‘runout 5.9’ pitch of  White 
Lightening.  I decide that the straight up path looks all right, but it is quickly 
obvious this route gets only a fraction of  what Diedre sees.  While Diedre 
is buffed and polished from forty years of  being the apron classic, White 
Lightning is struggling not to get overgrown with moss.  A rusty quarter inch 
bolt with a defective leeper hanger emerges from the camouflage of  lichen, 
then a modern replacement a few feet above which I clip with two draws.  
A few more metres of  padding and I reach a sloping foot platform and a 
choice: A tricky traverse to a short final slab and the belay, or a short slab 
and then a tricky final traverse to the belay? I go with the first and with a few 
sharp gasps I launch to the last sloper and clip the anchors.  

The next pitch is the business, and Mike leads it in style.  A few 
deceptively delicate moves off  the belay lead to the overlap.  He stuffs in two 
cams and then asks me if  maybe that is overkill.  I point out that he isn’t going 
to find anywhere else to place them on the pitch so he may as well leave them 
there and not carry them.  Connecting the dots through the first three bolts, 
this section gets called 5.10b, but there are plenty of  small holds and it isn’t 
all that dependent on sequence.  Then the showstopper, the original route 
traversed off  right to a tree belay, and then the next pitch traversed back left 
and around a bulge.  Brave souls now can just forge straight up to the base 
of  the bulge directly.  It’s sustained, but the slab is grippy and it’s good velcro 
climbing.  With a little ‘woot’, Mike clips the fourth bolt and ends a runout of  
50 plus feet, then dices through the last crux moves to the belay.  

 The next pitch is a puzzle, but with bolts visible ahead I cast off  up 
some very strange climbing.  We are belayed in the upper dihedral of  Sickle, 
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but the bolts define a path on the arête to the left.  The line of  easiest climbing 
has me traversing along the tall left wall of  the dihedral on flakes and narrow 
ramps with a few so-so small cams for pro between the sparse bolts.  It is 
balancy and disconcerting since a fall would drop me hard into the corner a 
few feet below.  I head up too far and have to reverse some moves, not very 
pleased with the setting.  A little French free gets me up onto the arête proper 
and straightforward slab work past a few bolts to a belay.  The last pitch of  
Diedre puts us on Broadway Ledge.

 Then we climbed the Squamish Buttress and soloed Talking Crack to 
end our climbing day among the tourists on the summit.  A trail of  double 
takes and whispers follows us on the walk back down as people marvel at 
Mike’s tights.  I think they honestly can’t decide if  the joke is on him or on 
them.  Apparently it is the best response he has ever received for his choice 
of  climbing fashion.

Roger Linnington and Mike Hengeveld on the Chief Mike Hengeveld
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TEN STEPS TO GREAT 
CLIMBING PHOTOGRAPHY

_____________________________

BY MIKE HENGEVELD

Over the years, my photos have improved dramatically (to the point 
of  near-professional quality, some say), but it wasn’t without my share of  
lessons.  People often admire my work and say, ‘Man, these are some great 
shots.  How do you take such good photos?’

10)  Zoom Out!

Most beginners forget that 4x6 prints are huge.  With twenty-four 
square inches to play with, what’s the point of  filling your frame with the 
climber?  Don’t let your subject hog the image.  If  you make the climber 
one inch high, (and half  an inch to two inches wide, depending on who you 
are climbing with), they will be taking up as much as 8% of  the total area; 
valuable space that could be filled with other subjects like trees, bushes, sky, 
and (for chrissakes) the climb.

9)  Shoot The Crux

Belaying and taking photos at the same time can present serious moral 
complications for the beginner, especially with fiddly, manual cameras that 
require focusing and shutter speed adjustments.  Fortunately, there are two 
things working in your favour:  

i)  During the crux, the leader is highly unlikely to check that you 
have both hands on the rope. This may initially sound like ghastly and 
irresponsible behaviour, but consider for a moment that;

ii)  Despite all the moaning and quivering legs, your buddy almost 
always makes it through the crux without falling, (in which case you and 
the rope were only weighing him down), so belaying with both hands 
and rapt attention was nothing more than a lost photo opportunity.  
Besides, most people just grab gear when they are truly flailing; again, 
your rapt attention would have been useless.
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8)  It’s All About The Ass

At the end of  the day, after all the sunset photos and bullshit ski-touring 
panoramas, everybody just wants a piece of  ass.  Give ‘em what they want!  
Wait until your friend is a good ways up the route, (so she doesn’t take up 
too much of  the print), then focus on her ass and fire away.  Remember, face 
shots are just boring shit that professional, high school photographers will 
always do better than you anyway.  

6)  Bullet The Blue Sky

In your ass shots, including a lot of  bright sky has the brilliant effect 
of  sucking all that distracting detail out of  your subject, (who was likely 
taking up too much of  the frame anyway).  The resulting image will be dark, 
mysterious, and not without a certain je ne sais quoi, that’s French for ‘sophisti-
fuckin-cated’), that most photographers spend a lifetime trying to perfect.

5)  Be Honest

After a hard day of  work, there’s nothing I hate more than looking at 
climbing pictures and trying to figure out who’s the subject of  the photo.  It’s 
easy for beginners to forget, but you should always put your subject in the 
very centre of  the frame.  Anything else is just some dumb game where you 
are pretending to show where the climber is going, how exposed the situation 
was, or some other dishonest bullshit.  Leave all that crap to the art fags.

3)  Aim Between Their Heads

If  you have one of  those automatic focussing cameras and are asked 
to take a portrait of  a couple of  people at a belay station, don’t miss the 
opportunity to aim between their heads and focus on the background scenery 
instead.  As mentioned before, face shots are boring bullshit (that you’ll never 
master without studio lighting and years of  experience), and posed portraits 
are unspeakably worse.

2)  Avoid Bright Colours
I’ve seen a lot of  potentially good ass shots or scenery photos ruined 

by some idiot wearing bright colours to ‘stand out’.  Nature was doing just 
fine without some moron sitting in the foreground dressed like a fruit salad.  
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If  people have to be included in your nature shot, make sure they blend in 
with the background.  If  this is impossible, swivel them off  the edge of  the 
frame, or Photoshop them out in post-production, using the Stamp Tool and 
various colour-matching functions.

1)  Keep Your Chin Up

Remember; good photos are hard to take.  It took me two years of  pretty 
solid practice to take the quality photographs I do.  You will likely spend most 
of  your life taking pretty boring pictures, so don’t foster high standards as it 
can only lead to disappointment.  Expect less and get more.  Good luck!

TWO EXAMPLES OF EXCELLENT PHOTOGRAPHY!

1. The Classic Ass Shot Rebecca Goulding

2. Who said overexposure forfeits style? Spot the climber..
Mike Hengeveld
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Well, you HAVE to put pictures of  yourself  in the Journal! 
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STEIN IN A HURRY
_____________________________

BY MATT BROWN

 The Stein Valley is one of  the last unlogged watersheds remaining 
in south-west BC.  It is ‘Managed cooperatively’ by BC Parks and Lytton 
First Nation, and is endowed with natural and cultural riches.  There are 
beautiful lakes and mountains, old growth forest, black and grizzly bears, 
rock paintings and pictographs.

According to the ‘Stein Valley Wilderness Guide Book’ by Gordon 
White, a traverse of  the entire valley can be accomplished in eight to twelve 
days.  Using the lessons of  super-light alpinism, we figured we could reduce 
this to one day...  OK, well maybe it would take us slightly longer than that.  
Two days at the most?!  The whole trail is 81.1km in length, with the first 
20km being in the alpine, and the remaining 60km an easy valley walk.  At 
least goes the theory.  We decided to take two days worth of  food and bivy 
gear in case we had to overnight it.

The traverse started at Lilloet Lake, (past Pemberton), so we needed 
a day to drive there and get to the trailhead.  After a night in the company 
of  the resident mouse at Lizzie Lake cabin, we headed off  for a 4.15 am 
departure from the hut.

The lakes on this side, (the west), are among the nicest scenery on the 
route.  It was pretty dark as we marched past, but luckily we’d been up the 
night before to check out the lakes and get some advice on trail conditions 
from people coming the other way.  We should have stuck to the ridge past 
Stein Lake, and apparently there was a bit of  a problem with blown down 
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trees thereafter.  But with tiny packs we reckoned on being able to hurdle 
these without any problem.

So we arrived in the alpine just as the sun was rising, which was 
beautiful, and pulled into Caltha Lake campsite at 6.30am.  Here the campers 
were brewing tea.  Intrigued by our day packs they asked us what we were up 
to, and offered us a cup of  tea.  We politely declined, explaining that every 
second was precious, (only 14 hours to sunset!), and marched on the Caltha-
Tundra col.  This is the first time ever that I have ever refused a cup of  tea.

Tundra lake is a unique and beautiful lake, being a deep navy blue 
colour, in contrast to the usual light turquoise colour common to glacial 
lakes.  Go and see it; you won’t be disappointed.  The terrain gets trickier 
here, and we lost a bit of  time by trying to take a high line onto the ridge 
beyond.  Presently we made it through a tricky section of  steep gullies and 
scree.  From here we could see a magnificent ridge leading above the Stein 
Lake.  We climbed up onto the ridge for 9.45 am, or time for lunch number 
one.  After that, it was a fantastic ridge walk for about 6km with great views 
down the deep valleys either side, with glaciated peaks riding high above, 
and the magnificent tundra lake behind.  At 12.00 pm concluded the ‘Alpine’ 
section, (totalling 8 hours).

As we were to find out, the Stein Valley Traverse is composed of  
three distinct sections: an ‘Alpine’ section at the west end, an ‘Easy’ section 
at the east end, and a downright ‘Nasty’ section in the middle.  The ‘Nasty’ 
section began with 1000m of  knee crushing descent down a dusty and poorly 
switch-backed trail, peppered with large fallen logs.  We reached the lake 
below at 2.00 pm.  Things would get easier from here though - or maybe not.  
After a tantalising four kilometres of  easy trail, the blowdown began again, 
and every couple of  steps was a log hurdle.  Following that was a seemingly 
unnecessary climb up to ‘Lookout Camp’, where a fire in 1996 had caused 
even more fallen logs.  It was really dry and dusty, covered with charred 
trees, and generally a place of  bad karma.  We reached lookout camp at 5.30 
pm.  After that was another knee-crusher through thick vegetation, before 
we finally met the river again at 7.15 pm.  Nasty.  From there things improved 
and we loped the final six kilometres or so to Logjam camp in just over an 
hour, reaching a bear cache and campsite for sunset.
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Being a super-light expedition, we had ditched the tent and stove.  In fact, 
our total gear list was:

Superlight 2 deg C sleeping bag 
Ultralite thermarest 
Bivi bag 
30l pack (400gr) 
Clothes, fleece, shell 
Hat 
1 litre water container 
2 days worth of  food 
Maps, compass, GPS 
Sun cream, sun glasses 
Insect repellent 
Headlamp 
Knife, spoon 
First aid, whistle 
Camera 

So, over a traditional backpacking trip we had saved the following items: 

Tent 
Stove 
Fuel and bottle 
Frame backpack (about 3kg!!!) 
Large sleeping bag 
Mug and bowl 
2+ days worth of  food 
Another 1 litre water container 
Spare clothes 

According to the GPS we had made 44km in 16 hours that day, despite 
the ‘Alpine’ and ‘Nasty’ conditions.  Before us lay the ‘Easy’ section.  The 
following morning we arose at 5.45 am, and headed out at 6.15 am along a flat 
meandering valley floor.  This was a beautiful contrast to the ‘Nasty’ section 
before.  After a cable car crossing, we presently arrived at Cottonwood Creek, 
where the trail forks and a branch continues up past a superb waterfall to 
Blowdown Pass.  From here was the most pleasant and fastest section yet: a 
flat wandering trail through old growth with low scrub, and the river beside.
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We reached Ponderosa creek at 9.45 am and ate salmon cream cheese 
sandwiches.  After that there were some small sections of  undulations and 
scree, but nothing comparable to the ‘Nasty’ section of  the previous day.  
We saw a black bear padding along on the other side of  the river, and some 
salmon swimming upstream.  It was amazing to think that these fish had 
swum all the way up the Frasier River and then the Class 5 rapids of  the 
Stein!

After the suspension bridge near Earl’s cabin, the trail climbs high on 
the south side of  the Stein River.  This gives good views of  all the nutters 
paddling down it in rafts and canoes.  Then another section of  ‘highway’ 
brings you to the Lytton trailhead, which we reached at 4.00 pm.  Our plan 
was to hitchhike, but we ended up walking most of  the six kilometres to the 
ferry before we were picked up.  This put us in Lytton at 5.10 pm, and we 
had missed the bus to Vancouver by 40mins. Bugger! We ended up staging an 
impromptu bivouac in a school loading dock.  Unfortunately this was situated 
in between a railway line and the Trans-Canada Highway.  A night of  little 
sleep ensued.  On the second day we had clocked 40km in eleven hours.

So our original intention of  doing the ‘Stein-in-a-day’ wasn’t quite 
achieved, but we had a pleasant weekend trip!  Apart from that ‘Nasty’ section 
of  course... Apparently BC Parks are aware of  the poor trail conditions in the 
‘Nasty’ section of  this trail, but lack the resources to do anything about it. 
That’s a shame, because the ‘Alpine’ and ‘Easy’ sections are fantastic and I’d 
recommend them to anyone. Lobby your local BC parks representative!
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Choping those logs Matt Brown
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SIX LESSONS IN ADVENTURE

HANES VALLEY/CROWN PASS DAY HIKE
_____________________________

BY ROBIN ATTAS

It was early on a cold and rainy Saturday in November when seven 
intrepid explorers set out via the Translink express to Lynn Headwaters 
Regional Park on Vancouver’s north shore, looking for the excitement and 
adventure that only the great outdoors can provide.  

Thanks to my well-timed message board posting, and a great leadership 
effort by Tom Chen, the expedition was expanded to include Moritz Beyreut, 
Marte Berdahl, Michael Fuller, Alexis and Vicky (last names unknown).  A 
diverse crew of  people to be sure, including Canadians from everywhere 
except B.C., a German, and a Norwegian.  Adverse conditions can bond any 
group of  people however, and usually lead to many valuable lessons learned 
as well...

Lesson Number One: It rains more on the North Shore than in Vancouver 
proper.

 Throughout Vancouver, a light grey mist dampened the air.  When 
we reached the trail head at Lynn Valley Headwaters Regional Park, it was 
pouring.  Although many of  us were accustomed to rain by this point in our 
Lower Mainland lives, it still came as a bit of  a shock, and within an hour 
of  our start, most of  us were fairly well soaked.  But with a beautiful trail 
winding through amazing old-growth forests and over rocky creek beds, the 
views more than made up for the slight discomfort.  Most notably, a fantastic 
suspension bridge over Norvan Falls necessiated a pit stop for a good deal of  
childlike bouncing and jumping.

Lesson Number Two: One bridge doesn’t mean there will be more.

By about noon, our party arrived at the crossing of  Lynn Creek, where 
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the water rushed fast and cold.  The trail markers sent us over huge slippery 
logs spanning part of  the “creek”, but on an island in the centre of  the 
torrent we encountered our first major obstacle: no more logs, and lots of  
water between us and the far shore.

Tom Chen working towards Mountain Goat status

Thanks to some quick thinking, we came up with a plan.  Why not 
just pick up a bunch of  rocks and toss them in as stepping stones?  Risky, 
but fortunately, the plan worked and we were all across with only minimally-
soaked feet.  “Onwards and upwards!” we cried, and set out through steadily 
rising forest paths along the Hanes Valley.  Between air green with life and 
gorgeous waterfalls over high cliffs, we had inspiring views to carry us 
forward.

Lesson Number Three: Being a mountain goat is hard work.

After steady hiking with brief  pit stops for snacks or the wringing out 
of  soaked socks, the trail opened up into a boulder-strewn scree, rising up 
into the mists of  the mountains.  We accepted this new challenge bravely, 
climbing up boulders slick with mist and rain and beginning to fantasize 
about warm Grouse Mountain chalets.  Our spirits began to wane as we 
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realised that the climb was much higher and steeper than we’d first thought, 
and things became even more disheartening as the slick wet rocks became 
coated with icy slush and snow as our elevation increased.  Even fantastically 
frozen waterfalls weren’t enough to convince us that this was a completely 
pleasurable experience.  However, that portion of  the trek didn’t put us 
off  our quest, and we regrouped and forged on into the mountain forests, 
thinking we weren’t too far from our goal.

Lesson Number Four: The trail is always longer than you think or the weather 
is always colder than you think.

By now our expedition was through fresh white snow rather than 
puddles and mist, and the drastic climate change soon made our lack of  
preparation grossly apparent.  Most of  us were already soaked through, and 
now the drenched clothing was beginning to become frozen clothing.  More 
than one member of  the party was in running shoes, and few had anything 
resembling winter clothing.  At this point, however, there was no going back: 
if  we ever wanted to be warm and dry again, we’d have to push forwards to 
the Grouse Mountain ski area.

Unfortunately, the trail was doing everything to discourage us.  Through 
snowy meadows and steeply rising forest paths we trod, at one point using 
a brutally cold metal chain to scale a section more cliff  than path.  So many 
times we appeared to reach the summit, only to turn a corner and discover 
yet another switchback rising through the snowflakes.

Lesson Number Five: The prospect of  warmth is an excellent motivator.

Finally, finally, we reached the summit of  the trail, (about 1300 metres,) 
and began our descent to the ski area.  We quickly discovered that the easiest 
way to descend snowy slippery paths is actually to slide (whether intentionally 
or not!).  Astoundingly but perhaps not surprisingly, our pace increased 
rapidly as we reached the logging road that would take us to the chalet.  It 
was incredible how quickly we all walked that one kilometre road even with 
all of  our cold extremities, water-soaked clothing, and pained muscles.  Our 
fantasies of  hot chocolate and warm fires drew ever-closer to reality, until 
we finally reached the safety and shelter of  the Grouse Mountain chalet, 16 
kilometres and seven hours after we’d begun.  We burst through the doors, 
stripped off  layers of  wet clothing, and huddled in front of  the fire in an 
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attempt to stop the uncontrollable shivers and regain warmth.

Lesson Number Six: Surviving self-inflicted hardships actually makes you 
look cooler.

As our fingers and toes tingled with renewed feelings and our bodies 
shivered their way back to warmth, we chatted with various parties of  people, 
tourists and Grouse Grinders alike.  Everyone’s faces took on looks of  
incredulity when we related our story, and people inevitably were impressed 
with our feat.  We were too, once we’d put on dry clothes and downed large 
quantities of  hot chocolate.  Throughout the U-Pass-funded trip home, 
our conversations with each other revolved around marvelling at our own 
determination through amazingly adverse conditions, and joyfully celebrating 
the completion of  our adventure.

After the swim in Garibaldi Lake Rebecca Goulding

Although we all had to travel our separate ways, we left as friends, 
bonded together through adversity.  We might never have chosen each 
other, but in sharing such a challenging yet fantastic experience, we created 
something between us.  As we returned home to piles of  laundry and even 
bigger piles of  homework, we savoured the lessons we’d learned, and couldn’t 
wait to apply them to our next adventures.
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THREE UNANSWERED QUESTIONS 
ABOUT HIKING

_____________________________

BY MIKE HENGEVELD

1) What would hiking clothes look like coming out of  a 
bear’s ass?

2) What are the elemental constituents of  a “hike”?  Was 
the escape from Egypt a hike or a fleeing?

3) When on a long backcountry hike with a hot girl you 
don’t know very well, when is the best time to ask for 
sex? 

 
Before the Storm, Podocarpus National Pk, Ecuador Conor Reynolds
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TAPIR TRACKS
_____________________________

BY REBECCA GOULDING

The dusty red pick-up truck rumbled to a stop at the bottom of the steps 
of Madre Tiera, our hostel in Vilcabamba (Valley of Youth), Ecuador.  We had 
just finished our regular leisurely breakfast of granola, yogurt, freshly-baked 
wholegrain loaf, eggs and coffee.  Our activities in Vilcabamba seemed to primarily 
revolve around mealtimes, breakfast and dinner at the Hostel was certainly not 
to be missed (especially since it was included in the price).  Up to this point 
we had been coasting along, dozing in hammocks at noon, reading novels in the 
soothing late afternoon sun.  There was a lot of time to be spent reflecting the 
beat of a hummingbird’s wing.   After four days of this style of living our restless 
westernized legs were starting to fidget about, so we hatched a plan to get them 
oiled again.  The nearest park to Vilcabamba was easy to access by pick-up, so we 
roused a few interested fellow tourists to join us.  Conor and I were planning on 
spending the night high in Podocarpus Park near some lakes at the end of a 14km 
trail.  The others did not have the time or equipment for such a trip, so instead they 
opted for a shorter loop trail that would only take 4hrs or so.  Moments after the 
arrival of the pick-up we clambered aboard and soon we were bumping down the 
road out of town towards the cloud forest.

After a steep hour and a half of rough trail we said goodbye to our new 
friends at the turn off for the Lakes Trail.  From here we followed what I was 
positive were tapir tracks.  The low scrub landscape leveled out and before us 
we could see the ridge extending on and on.  Low overcast skies interrupted our 
full view of the journey ahead.  Just as feeling rather content with our progress 
and position, three enormous bright green horseflies came on the attack buzzing 
around my head in formation. (each about 1.5 inches long, with bright green eyes, 
I shit you not).  Now if there is one insect I hate more than any other on this 
planet, it’s a goddamn horsefly.  I frantically swatted in every direction. I had 
this stick from earlier (the Ecuadorians like to give you big sticks) and I jabbed 
the air relentlessly, desperately trying to fight off the little buggers.  Conor was a 
little head, just up on a rise and had a perfect view of my predicament.  I think he 
thought it was quite funny.  I became so panicked that I ran screaming as fast as I 
could uphill towards him, hoping that the flies would get distracted by new prey, 
or better still left behind (nice strategy, no?).  No such luck, they had no interest 
in Conor.  I threw off my bag (quite dramatically) and uttered the most guttural of 
war cries.  With my light saber, eh sorry stick, I focused my attention on the lead 
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fly, the biggest one, the most influential.  In a moment of indecision he landed on 
my pack.  There in his green splendor he hesitated for enough time for me to strike 
a hideous blow with my sword. 

‘HE EXPLODED!’ I screamed in absolute shock. ‘HOLY SHIT!’

‘Well what did you think would happen?’ Conor asked, highly amused by the 
display.

That was enough for the other flies; they simply vanished.  I felt proud of 
my achievement, I felt strong.  The protector.  Yes, I liked my stick now.

We battled our way up the long ridge. The trail was extremely muddy at 
this point and the landscape was even more obscured by low clouds and mist. 
There was little texture to our vista other than the bushy, spiky low marsh that 
the trail ran through.  Without warning the heavens opened and we were both 
soaked in seconds.  A hail shower quickly followed.  We had good gear for the 
weather, but no hot food. In a moment of daftness we had decided to leave a lot of 
our camping gear at home in Canada, convinced that this holiday would be spent 
experiencing ‘cultural stuff’for the most part.  We weren’t in Ecuador long before 
we realized our mistake and came to the conclusion that what actually chilled us 
out the most was being in the hills, not time spent in yet another church admiring 
yet another gory scene depicted in glass. So we bought a US$50 tent, a foam matt 
and a compass (one of us would sleep on the foamies from our backpacks).  We 
had good hiking boots and waterproofs. For food we just bought all the croissants 
and cheese we could find.  We had previously successfully hiked through El Cajas 
National Park, near Cuenca in the same style, although we were able to buy fish 
from a random fisherman and had the delightful company of two French guys 
who had a pot.  We lit fires and had hot beans instead of miserable cold croissants. 
With neither stove nor fire on this trip, we had to be careful not to stay wet for 
too long.

As we moved farther up the ridge we saw bright flashes in the sky. The 
whole Park erupted into a symphony of light and sound.  We became very nervous 
of moving further up the ridge.  Looking down in the gloom on other lower down 
ridges not too far away we could see forks of lightening touching down.  We 
huddled together off the ridge, counting the delay in seconds.  After it had subdued 
a little we moved on, and up the ridge.  We hiked the remaining ‘is it over the next 
hump?’ clicks, hoping to find a flat spot by a lake.  In the end we abandoned 
thoughts of the lakes and simply camped on the marshy spiky scrub.  Our tent did 
us proud!  We munched on our croissants and cheese and chocolate before drifting 
off to sleep to the sound of the rain.  I wondered to myself if we’d see a tapir in 
the early morning light.
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APPALACHIAN TRAIL
_____________________________

BY VERENA BLASY

Last year I hiked the Appalachian Trail (AT), a footpath which runs almost 
entirely through the woods from Georgia to Maine.  I started hiking with my friend 
Anne in late March and by August we had hiked through fourteen US states. Here 
are a couple pictures and a map of  our adventure. 

Snort on top of  Charlie’s Bunion, Smokey Mountains National Park, 
Tennessee.

Red trilliums, Tennessee.  I ran into these two beauties the day after I had 
heard the news that Johnkim Millar and Guy Edwards had died in the 

mountains of  Alaska.  I feel that these two trilliums were Johnkim and Guy 
saying hello. 
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SUNSHINE, LOLLIPOPS AND RAINBOWS

THE NOOKTA ISLAND TRAIL
_____________________________

BY MILENA SEMPRONI

I knew it was my kind of  trip when Johann threw his guitar into the 
trunk of  the car.  There we were, setting out on a six day backpacking trip to 
the remote and rugged Nootka Island Trail, and my companions and I were 
laden down with a guitar, two bottles of  wine, (we’re too classy to drink from 
bags), a very large jar of  Nutella, and copious amounts of  chocolate and 
candy.  The summer had been a busy one for all of  us.  Coming from two 
months of  scrubbing toilets and bussing tables in Jasper, I was more than 
ready for a little R and R.  

The Nootka Trail has been an ambition of  mine and my friend Mona’s 
for years.  Several ill fated attempts to organize a trip to this remote island at 
the mouth of  Nootka Sound on the Central West coast of  Vancouver Island 
had left us determined that this would be our chance.  After a few false starts 
and some unsuccessful attempts to recruit people, we finally managed to get 
Johann and Sarah on board.  With fingers crossed that no one would bail, we 
went ahead and booked our transportation – a float plane, a boat ride and 
two ferries.  

It took the better part of  a day to get from Vancouver to Gold River, 
where we were to catch our float plane.  Thank god we had an eclectic mix 
of  Spanish Pop music, hip hop and Bon Jovi to keep us entertained.  I think 
Johann was already regretting his decision to sign onto a trip with three girls.  
As we drove Sarah’s little tin can car, packed to bursting, into the parking lot 
of  the Gold River Marina, we were met with an ominous sign.  The clouds 
we had been eyeing warily all afternoon finally began to unleash their wrath 
upon us.  Those who have been caught in a storm on the West Coast know 
the particular misery of  endless buckets of  cold rain pouring down from the 
sky.  Mona and I began to reminisce about a previous excursion on the West 
Coast Trail when a snorkel and flippers would have been more useful than 
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Nookta’s delights include wolves, seals, eagles and black bears 
Milena Semproni
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sunscreen and sunglasses.  When we stepped into the float plane office, the 
pilot warned us that the winds were bad and getting worse, the rain was the 
same, and he did not recommend us going out that afternoon to the island.  
It took little to convince us that we would be better off  waiting until morning 
to fly out.  

After a slightly soggy night spent at the Lions campground near Gold 
River, we headed back to the float plane office under a grey, but thankfully 
no longer rainy, sky.  We hopped onto the plane and watched, fascinated, as 
the beautiful coast revealed itself  to us through patches of  fog.  Small bays, 
creeks, waterfalls, rocky outcroppings and sandy beaches would make up our 
home for the next five days.  We were let off  in a Louie Bay, and immediately 
headed into the rainforest as the float plane buzzed off.  The forest was 
wonderful, green as only a West Coast forest can be.  As the sound of  the 
float plane died off, we were consumed by the sounds of  the forest.  Our 
voices and those of  the animals and trees were the only sounds we were to 
hear for the next few days.  

After an hour or so we emerged onto a sandy beach, and ate breakfast 
under a rapidly clearing sky, bookended by forest and ocean.  Johann, as was 
to become a tradition during rest stops, pulled out his guitar and played for 
us until we decided that we wanted to get more than an hour of  hiking in 
that day.  So we continued on, down the beach, occasionally venturing into 
the forest when the headlands blocked our progress.  Over the next few days 
we settled into a steady rhythm: days spent meandering along the beach and 
through the rainforest catching glimpses of  wildlife including black bears, a 
wolf, seals and bald eagles; nights spent sitting by driftwood campfires on 
secluded pocket beaches, watching the stars and listening to Johann strum 
away at his guitar.  One day, we packed up camp in the early morning under 
the watchful eyes of  a large grey wolf, and headed off  down the beach.  After 
an hour or so of  walking we came across Calvin Falls, a gorgeous cascade of  
water running out of  the forest and onto the beach.  We decided we could 
afford a day of  rest and played in the waterfalls all day, stopping only to nap 
in the sunshine for a couple hours after lunch, and to construct a driftwood 
sauna with our tarp for enjoyment later that evening.  That night, after our 
sauna and a celebratory bottle of  wine, we went further down to the water’s 
edge to get a better look at Mars which was passing particularly close to earth 
that night.  We watched in delight as glowing trails of  phosphorescence traced 
the paths of  fish and other creatures in the waters close to the shore.  I have 
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no words to describe how amazing those sights were to me, but suffice to say 
that I would have been more than content to spend the entire night staring 
at the multitude of  stars and watching the ocean glow, had I not tripped over 
a pile of  seaweed and managed to soak my pyjamas! At that point I decided 
to call it a night.  

 The next morning, more sunshine, more gorgeous sights, more 
creeks to wade across and tide pools to explore.  This pattern continued 
for the remainder of  the trip, days melting into one another as we happily 
explored the fabulous coast of  the island, until finally our last night was upon 
us.  We spent it in a rocky cove, sheltered from the wind by the towering 
headlands on three sides.  We built a last fire, ate up the last of  the chocolate 
and candy and tried not to think about the fact that three days later we would 
be starting school again.  It wasn’t hard to push those thoughts from our 
minds because civilization seemed so far away, even though Friendly Cove, 
home to a few families and a historical attraction to tourists interested in 
West Coast history, was a mere 45 minute walk away.  The next morning, that 
is where we headed to meet the MV Uchuck II, the boat that was to take us 
back to Gold River.  We climbed onto the boat and watched as the sunshine 
we had enjoyed for 5 days began to disappear into a mass of  grey clouds.  
At that point we were convinced that there had been something unusually 
special about our Nootka Island Trip because, in my case anyway, the sun 
usually disappears on the first day, and not the last…
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NAKED BY A RIVER
_____________________________

BY SANDRA NICHOL

Last August, as fires blazed in the interior and the Forest Service 
issued warnings against backcountry travel, my friend Karen Faller and I 
planned our trip to the Stein Valley.  We had heard that it was a beautiful 
area with minimal crowds, and that there was a guidebook.  Unfortunately, 
the guidebook proved elusive - it was out of  print and no copies were left 
at MEC or Chapters.  The whole trip was organized in a last minute sort of  
way, so we had to abandon hope of  finding someone to borrow a copy from, 
and head out with the map from the BC Parks website.  At the last minute, 
we found a third person, Chrissy Spencer, to come with us.  I had done a 
couple of  day hikes and an overnight to Lake Lovelywater with Karen, but 
had never met Chrissy.

Scott very kindly shuttled the three of  us, and our three heavy packs, 
to the bus station.  I met Chrissy when we picked her up and was impressed 
to hear that she had signed on to the trip knowing only that it was a seven day 
hiking trip, somewhere in southern BC.  I would later find out that it was her 
first multi-night hiking trip.  

One long bus ride to Lytton later and we were searching out the 
visitor’s centre (every small BC town has a visitor’s centre), where we bought 
a nice looking map and were warned again that the fire hazard was very high 
and that we were going at our own risk of  a crispy death.  Duly warned, 
we asked if  we could use the phone to call a taxi to take us to the trailhead.  
Sorry, no taxis in Lytton.  

Undaunted, we set off  on foot bravely swimming the Fraser (via the 
ferry), and getting picked up by two men from Chilliwack, who detoured to 
the trailhead to drop us off  and stretch their legs.  We were very sorry to 
find that one of  our water bottles had leaked all over their sleeping bags, but 
they were pretty forgiving.  Sometime around noon we started off  down the 
trail.
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Day One

We covered about 10km the first day, climbing one of  the larger hills 
in the Lower Stein (anticlimactically named the Devil’s Staircase).  On the 
way we took a bit of  a food inventory.  I am used to packing food for myself  
and Scott for mountaineering and winter trips.  I had finished packing my 
food when I found out that there would be a third person, and Karen had 
said that she was taking care of  the extra food, (while Chrissy frantically 
packed the rest of  the stuff  she needed).  I was a bit worried that we would 
be skimping, but needn’t have, since Karen, Chrissy and I together eat about 
the same amount on a summer trip as Scott and I do on a winter trip.  As 
usual, there was lots of  food to spare, and the packs were heavy.  We met 
plenty of  day hikers returning to their cars, who were suitably impressed that 
we were going all the way across, (the whole trail is around 90km, depending 
on how much hiking you have to do at either end to get from the roads to the 
trailheads. The logistics are tricky since you start and finish in very different 
watersheds).  We camped at the Earl’s Cabin site - all sites in the lower Stein 
are marked, ‘official,’ and have outhouses and bear boxes. We had a lovely 
green curry with zucchini dinner, and watched the river flow by.

Day Two

We began to notice some differences between the website descriptions 
of  the trail and the trial itself.  Many of  the landmarks are streams (‘cross 
East Fickle and West Fickle’), and many of  the streams were dry - no trace 
of  one of  the Fickles could be found.  Not a major navigational problem, 
since the trail in the lower valley is easy to follow, but it led to much cursing 
of  the expensive map that we purchased at the Lytton visitor’s centre.  We 
continued on along the valley, crossing from the south to north side of  the 
river in the morning.  The lower Stein valley is filled with gorgeous semi-
arid vegetation.  If  you’ve been to Skaha, you would recognize it: skinny 
lodgepole pines, grassy and small undergrowth, berries, and fireweed.  Karen 
and I both had some experience with plant ID, and between the two of  us, 
we could identify a lot of  yummy snacks.  I spent a lot of  time on this trip 
wishing I had brought my Pojar and McKinnon along.

We surprised a bear shortly before lunch.  The trail was quite close to 
the river and we were starting to think about finding a nice gravel bar to sit 
on when we heard a twig snap uphill from us.  Undeterred we walked on - it’s 
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always a mouse or a bird, anyway, isn’t it?  Then a crashing sound and good 
view of  a bear’s backside as it dashed away.  I’ve been hiking in BC’s bear 
country for a great many years, and seen countless tracks, a few bears from 
the car, one about 500 metres from the Cheakamus Lake parking lot, and one 
in the Cheakamus Lake parking lot, (interesting that the Function Junction 
dump is close by), but this was the first backcountry bear experience I’d had.  
I felt lucky to see it, lucky that it ran away, and sorry to have disturbed its 
lunch.

The trail wound on, climbing Snake Bluffs (complete with several 
snakes), uphill of  some swampy and disappointingly moose-free floodplain 
areas, and on to Cottonwood Creek campsite, for a 19km day.  It was quite 
cool to see the vegetation change through the day.  In the swampier areas 
our roof  was made of  doug fir and red cedar, and on the better drained 
bluffs we walked around pines.  We met the last of  the out-and-back hikers 
shortly after lunch; everyone else that we would meet until we reached Caltha 
Lake on the sixth day were hikers that were going through.  Cottonwood 
Creek campsite is really quite nice - good flat tent spots, open vegetation, 
good views...  and some men from Kelowna who were through-hiking in the 
other direction.  They had had some poor weather in the alpine sections and 
described walking along a knife-edged ridge above Stein Lake.  The patriarch 
and his two strapping sons exhibited concern that three girls such as ourselves 
were planning to attempt the route.  ‘It’s hard! Dangerous! If  the weather 
goes bad....’  He seemed to be intimidating Chrissy, who had minimal route 
finding experience, so I quietly told him not to be distracted by the boobs and 
that we would be fine.  The older strapping son laughed with good humour, 
while the patriarch either didn’t notice or brilliantly pretended not to notice.  
We excused ourselves and set up camp.

Everyone has a luxury item they like to bring hiking.  Karen’s was a 
thermarest chair - one of  these frame thingies that you fold your thermarest 
into and that holds it in a chair shape.  Chrissy and I wantonly coveted it.  
Karen very generously shared it - whoever was making dinner got to sit 
in it until dinner had been made, and sometimes even longer.  Karen is a 
sweetheart.  Chrissy had yet to come by a luxury item, but by the third day 
she had become very fond of  my duct tape.
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Day Three

It’s a beautiful day!  And Chrissy’s foot was hurting a lot.  She had 
developed a blister the previous day, but we had doctored that and it was not 
a major problem.  Unfortunately, something else was wrong.  Listening to the 
symptoms I got worried - it sounded just like what I did to myself  on the 
West Coast trail.  We figured she had strained her Achilles tendon, and I knew 
that that could be a fairly painful thing, but we weren’t sure, and she did not 
want us to turn back, (and we sure didn’t, but health has to come first), so we 
duct taped her up and walked for a little ways to see how it felt.  Sometimes 
things feel a lot worse in the mornings.  Chrissy proved herself  to be tough 
as nails, and decided that she would be okay and we should go on.

And on we went, and found ourselves at a ranger camp.  There was 
no one there, but they had a big stove and a basketball hoop, (well, a bucket 
nailed to a tree), and several large tents.  But there was no trail continuing on.  
Shoot, back to the camp.

Now following the correct trail, we came to the cable car crossing at 
Cottonwood Creek.  A huge and modern car that held all three of  us easily, 
and gave us a great view of  Cottonwood falls.  Shortly afterwards we came 
to a second, smaller cable car that could only fit one person and one pack.  I 
went first, then Chrissy, and we had a bit of  a mishap when Karen’s hand got 
caught in the pulley.  The car stopped quite suddenly, and I couldn’t really 
see what had happened, but Chrissy started motioning to go backwards, so 
I sent her back.  Karen, her hand now free of  the pulley, told Chrissy to go 
on.  When we got Karen to our side she said that she’d felt her hand go in the 
pulley, looked and seen it, been momentarily frozen, been happy that we sent 
the car backwards, and then felt a little sick.  Thank heavens the pulley was 
plastic - apart from a couple of  dents, her fingers were fine - the skin wasn’t 
even broken.  They bruised later in the day but looked normal soon after.

We had another fairly long day, we had some difficulty finding a 
campsite; the map clearly stated that all the campsites had toilets and bear 
boxes, but when we reached what we thought should be Lookout Camp there 
was nothing.  So, we went on for a bit and continued to find no positive sign 
of  a camp, not even an old fire ring.  Fires have been prohibited in the park 
since a fire set by a camper went wild and burned a huge area, of  the lower 
Stein in the mid 1990s.  We were searching for a campsite in the midst of  this 
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burned area, as it started to get dark and settled for a flat spot large enough 
for the tent.  The major downside was that there was no creek near the camp. 
We had enough water for dinner and about half  a litre more.  There were few 
trees, since they had burned down, and we had a hell of  a time getting our 
food hung up.  Aiming an almost empty water bottle at dusk is tricky, and the 
three of  us threw like girls.  Somewhat demoralized and covered in soot we 
went to bed.
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Day Four

We got up, drank what was left of  our water, ate a little, and set off, 
planning to have a proper breakfast when we had reached a good water 
source.  At each little stream we crossed we drank and moved on; they were 
all overgrown with fireweed and other bushes and not pleasant enough to 
merit stopping.  At midday we reached the river again - late the previous day 
we had started climbing above it as the river went through a canyon.  There 
was as a great beach by the campsite and we were in the river moments later, 
swimming and scouring off  the soot.  There are few pleasures in life greater 
than letting the sun dry you, naked by a river.  Shortly after we got in the 
water we thought we heard bells, but they stopped, or never were.  Later on, 
Karen went to use the outhouse and upon returning, reported that there 
were two men having lunch in the campsite.  We packed up our stuff, and 
they came to talk to us on the beach.  They gave us some information on the 
trail along Stein Lake (there isn’t one, so take the ridge), and never mentioned 
avoiding the beach we were on.  I don’t think any of  us would have cared if  
they had come to take a swim.  Their bells jingled as they walked away.

The afternoon’s walk took us to a nice campsite by Stein Lake.  On 
the way, we saw our second bear.  We had stopped for water and a look at the 
map when we heard a noise.  Looking up, we saw a black bear walking along 
a log not fifteen metres from us.  It was almost silent and moved gracefully.  
At the end of  the log, it hopped to the ground and continued on its way.  It 
never glanced at us.

At the outflow of  the lake is a terrific logjam, where we sat and enjoyed 
the evening, and that we would use the next day to cross the river.  I did a 
bit of  scouting and found a trail heading toward the ridge, complete with 
marking tape!  Inspired, we went to bed optimistic.

Day Five

The first order of  business today was the biggest climb of  the trip, 
taking us from the forest to the alpine, leaving the trail behind.  It was a 900m 
climb, which I hoped to get to the top of  in good time, as there was no short 
way to Tundra Lake.

The day’s first adventure occurred, right at the beginning - as we were 
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crossing the logjam, Karen discovered a bee’s nest and got stung.  Avoiding 
the route she had taken, I stepped on a rotten bit of  log and my leg shot into 
the water.  I landed on another log and was out of  the water a moment later, 
a bit phased but not hurt, (I later discovered a minor cut and a bruise on my 
ribs).  On we went, following the markers, and came upon a cable car!  How 
we missed the other end of  it the day before, I haven’t figured out, but there 
it was, one of  the new, huge, three person cars.  Our website information 
mentioned a cable car, but the map said to cross on the logjam and, since we 
had seen no sign of  a car, we assumed it was an error.  To all who read this 
and decide to follow the Stein; there is a cable car!

We did manage to make good time going up the hill, although our 
progress along the ridge was delayed by the views and the rough terrain.  The 
second adventurous part of  the day was the descent, via shrubbery rappels, 
from the ridge top to a large boulder slope.  It was rather steep and we were 
getting tired.  The boulder slope was slow for the same reasons.  As we 
crossed it, I looked back the way we had come and saw a tower of  smoke 
in the distance.  A big yellow water bomber had flown by earlier in the day, 
I assume from Lillooet Lake, and a second one flew by as we watched the 
smoke.  I was quite pleased that we were above the treeline.

Our map indicated a campsite by Tundra Lake, but if  there was one, 
we didn’t see it.  We reached the ridge a long way above the Lake and came to 
a small tarn with a flat spot next to it and good views in both directions.  It 
was good enough for us.  We ate our last vegetables for dinner; I had decided 
to try growing sprouts on this trip so I soaked some alfalfa seeds in a water 
bottle the first night and rinsed them twice a day.  By the fifth evening they 
were filling up the bottle, so we scooped them out.  Sprouts have never tasted 
so good before.  Our campsite gave us a good view of  the headwall between 
Tundra Lake and Caltha Lake.  One of  the possible routes around Caltha 
Peak, it looked like it might be a bit cliffy, and at any rate a bit above the 
level of  Chrissy’s technical experience, so we opted to take the longer route 
around the south side of  the mountain instead.

Day Six

Day 6 was a bit of  a slog over boulders for much of  the day.  There 
were some cairns to follow, but they did not seem to be going the right way.  
We followed them anyway and found ourselves at the bottom of  a wall.  I 
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had a look at it and figured we could do it and asked if  anyone had any 
objections?  There were none so up we went.  I took Chrissy’s pack for a 
few of  the steeper bits and we went from ledge to ledge to the top.  When 
we got there Chrissy asked if  the scrambling part was done, I said yes and 
she started crying with relief.  Apparently she had thought that there weren’t 
any other options, we had to climb that cliff.  I felt pretty guilty, as I should 
have noticed that she was scared, but she did so well the whole way up that 
I didn’t clue in.  I told her to tell me if  she was frightened again and that we 
would find another way around.  I certainly picked our route more carefully 
from then on.

I learned a wonderful thing about pikas.  I knew from guidebooks 
that pikas are vegetarians and had heard that they dry plants to store for the 
winter, but to see piles and piles of  flowers spread on the rocks, obviously 
gathered from all around and laid out to dry, was quite cool.  At first we were 
very puzzled by them, but then realized what they probably were.  Industrious 
little rodents, pikas.

We lunched at Figure Eight Lake just on the outside of  the Stein 
watershed.  The afternoon took us to Caltha Lake where we swam, drank 
Bailey’s, and chatted with a group of  young men who had been camping 
there a few days, climbing peaks.  They were very nice, but were having stove 
troubles, so after our dinner, we lent them our stove.  The thing that struck 
me most about them was that they had the oddest facial hair.  One had 
mutton chops, another had a strangely shaped goatee, and I think the other 
had a full beard.  The sunset was beautiful.

Day Seven

Anyone who has hiked in the Lizzie Lake area will probably have 
visited the places we crossed on the last day.  We were up pretty early, climbed 
some meadows to Cherry Pip Pass, passed Iceberg and Heart Lakes and had 
lunch at Arrowhead Lake.  We ate a lot of  our food so that we wouldn’t have 
to carry it out and met a family up hiking for a couple of  days.  They had a 
big dog.  We hiked to the Lizzie Lake cabin and had a good look around, then 
made our way to the trailhead.  There were blueberries everywhere, which 
slowed our progress, but made our tongues blue and our bellies smile.  At 
the parking lot we found a notice on a parked car: the backcountry had been 
closed by the forest service and anyone who stayed in the area could be fined 
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up to $10,000.  Hmm.  Scott and Karen’s boyfriend Andy had been planning 
to meet us at this parking lot, but it seemed that they might not be able to 
come up the road.  It was shortly after noon, and we had twelve kilometres 
to go to get to a road likely to have cars on it.  Shit.  We didn’t really have an 
option other than to saddle the packs and get going.  We hadn’t been going 
long when we heard a car coming towards us.  A forest service truck came 
lumbering over a hill, and Scott jumped out! Scott and Andy had arrived at 
a roadblock and explained to the forest service guys that they had to pick us 
up, so Bob had agreed to come up and get us.  It was a bumpy ride down to 
Andy’s waiting car.  On the drive to Whistler, where my parents had invited 
everyone for dinner, Karen, Chrissy and I talked non-stop, trying to tell them 
everything we had seen and done.  A good trip will do that.
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TRAVEL WITH KIDS
_____________________________

BY ROLAND BURTON

Read this: some day it may apply to you.

Does getting married and having kids ruin life for you?  Well, sort of.  
But it happens.  At some stage you will yearn for the Outdoors, and you will 
want to bring the kids, if  the Outdoors is important to you.

When they are at the ‘roast turkey’ stage you just throw them in the 
pack and limit your travels, meanwhile wondering when they’ll be old enough 
to participate.  Around age two, when walking is suddenly joyously discovered, 
they become surprisingly resilient, and will walk until they literally drop.  Still, 
you have to tailor the trip to the participants, which is a recurring theme in 
life.  A two year old is happy to wander around on the edge of  a golf  course 
and eat worms, and will not benefit much from glacier travel or camping out 
in cold locations.  So review your trips and decide whom you designed the 
trip for, who is benefiting most, and who is over-extended.

The right gear is important.  But don’t get it from MEC.  Buy it at a 
second-hand consignment store, or get it second-hand from your friends and 
relatives (that’s what cousins are for).  We have equipped our three kids with 
boots, fleece pants, jackets, raincoats, and waterproof  pants for less than the 
cost of  a single trip to MEC.  But beware, unlike adults, kids grow.  Expect 
that after a couple months, they will announce, as you get into the car, ‘my 
boots don’t fit any more’.  Be prepared to offer sympathy and advice until you 
can find some larger boots. 

In brief, you have to build up their capabilities gradually; start small, 
and persist.  You should discuss the upcoming trip, especially any concerns 
you have. For example: the second day has a lot of  elevation gain; bring rain 
gear and if  it’s not raining we can leave it in the car; do we have too much to 
carry? will we run out of  food? how far do we have to walk today? and so on.  
This makes the kids participants in planning and organizing; otherwise they 
are mere clients in a guided trip.
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Finally, keep them warm.  Kids have pretty good built-in heaters, but 
they have a large body surface area to weight ratio so they can cool off  fatally.  
This is what hypothermia is all about.  And they get pretty whiney when they 
are cold.

Here are some Adventures we had the past year.

Hoping to try out the new four-wheel drive vehicle, in the spring we 
went to Cerise Creek, and we had the whole Flavelle Hut to ourselves.  There 
was a guided group a hundred meters away, tenting, but they didn’t give us 
any trouble.  We had an Adventure on the way in, when eight-year-old Kevin 
stepped towards a big boulder sticking out of  the snow and dropped out of  
sight down a hole.  Carla got pretty excited for a few moments, but we looked 
down the hole and there was Kevin, none the worse.  Our other Adventure 
was Running Out of  Toilet Paper, but we found various mosses, lichens and 
other natural materials, which sufficed, and now the kids bring their own 
supply.

A little later, in early July, Greg announced a trip to work on the Brew 
Hut Foundations.  Carla and the kids and I set off  down the train tracks 
and up the summer route, preceded by Chris and Ashley.  It was blazing hot 
and we had used up all our water by the time we got to the rockslide.  Chris 
kindly went up to the stream and got us some water, otherwise we might 
have hallucinated or something.  What with messing around with water, we 
used up most of  the day. We decided to not hike half  the night in the snow 
to get to the Hut, but instead lay out our sleeping bags on the glacier-scoured 
granite just below the snow line and enjoyed the night.  The next morning 
we were all rested up and keen when we arrived at the Hut.  No appreciable 
amount of  work was done on the Foundations, because it was tough work, 
and mainly the weather turned bad.  In the Hut the second night the wind 
was a-howling, rain was pounding on the roof, and Greg and Harmony, who 
had dropped most of  their warm clothes beside the trail so they could haul 
in building materials, lay huddled and shivering.  We were fine in our down 
bags.  The next day, on the way out in the fog and rain we got to do a little 
GPS navigation, and test out our rain gear.

For our annual trip to the Rockies, we went to Berg Lake with another 
Family.  We broke the trip into two days in and two days out, and explained 
the second day in would be the longest, with lots of  elevation gain.  The kids 
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were happy to know that we only had ten km to cover per day, because they 
know how far that is, and they’ve done it lots of  times before.  At Berg Lake 
we found some icebergs floating around, which had broken off  Berg Glacier, 
and the kids were able to wade out and capture one and haul it ashore.  There 
was also some very satisfying mud to walk in for an hour or so, beside the 
campsite.  Before starting the hike out, we went up to the Robson Glacier and 
got on it and under it, and I reminisced about climbing Robson, years ago.

In early September, we followed the VOC up the very long knife-
edged ridge ‘railroad grade’ to the Baker Glacier School.  Arriving at the place 
to camp, pretty desolate, lots of  volcanic ash, ice, sand, dust, the kids opted 
to not explore the glacier and instead dammed up the stream going through 
our campsite.  Kids need to do this, and so do adults, but most adults have 
lost touch with this need.  The next morning it was blowing and raining and 
maybe even snowing as we made it down the knife-edged ridge to the car.  
Kevin had a poncho, and the updraft on the ridge kept blowing it over his 
head so he couldn’t see where to put his feet on the ridge.  We had to take his 
poncho off  and let him just get soaked; gambling that we would get warm 
from traveling and from loss of  elevation, enough to counteract the heat loss 
from the wind and the wet.   Indeed, it worked out ok and I didn’t need to 
supply Kevin with my clothes.   

So the kids are tough, maybe tougher than me.  Some day soon they 
may be pushing my wheelchair up the trail.  So I’d better be nice to them.
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A trip into the mountains isn’t black or white.  There is no point at 
which you can say ‘I quit’ because stopping isn’t an option.

There are some trips that help inspire life’s journey.  It may be the 
weather, the scenery, the terrain, the powder or the sheer physical force 
required.  We never forget those trips.

During the toughest trips, one may not do a whole lot of  soul searching.  
All energy is required for moving forward.  All thoughts are on the immediate 
situation.  Through the pain there is simplicity and understanding for how we 
work. In some ways you wish every trip could be like that and in some ways 
you never ever want to go through that again.  The yearning for the good 
side, however, keeps people coming back for more.  Very rarely does a trip 
‘suck you in or spit you out’, but more often it will help you to determine your 
level of  interest.  There are many shades of  grey.

It comes to reason that as we do more trips, better decisions are made.  
Decisions are based on experience, weather, the group, timeline; so that even 
if  the weather is bad, there are no problems.  The down side to this is that 
that ‘epic’ trip, with the extremes of  physical fatigue and emotion, will never 
happen again.

The first morning of  the trip is where you can let your guard down.  
By this point, you’ve done your research.  You have obtained detailed route 
descriptions, checked the weather forecast, (innumerable times), and are 
conservatively confident on the success of  the upcoming days.  You are not 
yet ‘out there’ exerting yourself  in dangerous country, and as such, this is 
when enthusiasm can get the better of  you.  Decisions should not be made 
unless you are on your guard.

She has just come to complete a ‘weekend with Tim and Robin’.  I 
should not use the word ‘complete the trip’ nor even ‘survive the weekend’ 

MANY SHADES OF GREY
_____________________________

BY TIM BLAIR
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for there was no other option.  She was unfortunately ill equipped and the 
Coast Mountains threw everything they had at her.

Every trip is an adventure.  They all have highlights.  The ones we 
seem to reminisce about are the ones where difficulties were encountered for 
the first time.  We recall these experiences in order to better anticipate and 
avoid future pitfalls.  I like helping other people to get out there.  I like to give 
people a chance to push themselves while above a safety net.  The safety net 
is to ensure that nobody has to gain experience the hard way.  Much to my 
frustration, however, foreseeable problems do sneak through unseen.

This trip has made me think a lot.  I hope that she will continue to let 
the mountains be a part of  her life.

Pointy Peaks are The Business Vèréna Blasy
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A SUCCESSFUL DISASTER STORY
_____________________________

BY TOM CHEN

 When asked, ‘So why do you want to hike the Juan de Fuca anyway?’, 
my response was usually the aimless and utterly unoriginal answer, ‘Well, 
because I’ve never been there and I want to see it.’  Somehow, I didn’t believe 
it myself.  The Juan de Fuca marine trail was no more than a dotted line on a 
map that promised, at the very least, a story to tell.

 While everyone else appeared too eager to board jet aircraft, to return 
to where they feel most familiar, for me the winter holidays felt like the 
prime opportunity to undergo a pilgrimage.  Through my eyes, I was not the 
poor lad who could not go back home to feast on sugar products, but rather 
someone who was truly free in his choices and not mentally restrained by 
expectations of  ridiculous luxury.  It truly is difficult to be unafraid to accept 
free will, something that we are all condemned with.  Otherwise it’s all too 
easy to fall into a mid-life crisis twenty years later.

 The gentle acoustic guitar brought to life by the radio alarm suited 
the sight of  blackness pouring in through the window.  The gear – one half  
of  it borrowed and the other half  inadequate – felt lighter than it did when 
I had finally crawled into bed four hours ago.  I gracelessly slung the 70-litre 
pack, and left Totem Park without having to say more goodbyes thanks to the 
unholy hour of  6.00 am on an exam-ridden Friday.  The campus’ blackness 
turned into the Waterfront Station’s grey.

 The ferry strike of  2003 made the crossing from Vancouver to 
Vancouver Island scornful.  Instead of  paying $9.50 for a government-
regulated ferry pass, $25 was required to board the Harbour Lynx, which 
did not go to Victoria at all.  Instead it had a route to Nanaimo, which added 
some 150 km to the trip.  In light of  my stubbornness, I went ahead and 
narrowly managed an isle seat after waiting two hours in a gigantic line-up.  
There was only one interesting discussion going on at the time, for the rest 
had turned into the hockey game on the ceiling television.  The man with the 
ponytail one seat in front of  me was a hotshot with some quantum physics 
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company.  Something about putting a giant laser beam super accelerator on 
the moon or whatnot.  On that note, I fell asleep. After the ship’s intercom 
roared me to consciousness again, the step off  the boat offered a blast of  
sunlit springtime air, a contrast to the dark clouds during departure.  I knew 
that it was still cold, overcast, and rainy back in Vancouver, and I savoured 
that fact.

 It was my first time ever being on the island, let alone Nanaimo.  I 
have in the past graciously consumed the creamy bars named in honour of  
the city, but that did not help with navigating the highway to Victoria.  I had 
to get to Port Renfrew, which is the town conveniently located at the dead 
end of  the highway leading north-west from Victoria, after passing Sooke 
and Jordan River.  This was some 250 km away, crossing too many suburbs 
for memory.  With $20 excess in the wallet and $1.07 in the bank, the private 
buses were ruled out.  After the usual small chat of  asking if  I was going on a 
backpacking tour, the first person I talked with asked me next, ‘Do you want 
any herb?’ The place was just like the tour book said it would be.  The jolly 
pot dealer pointed me towards the island highway, and I lingered in Nanaimo 
no-mo’.

Juan de Fuca Trail: Sights and sounds abound Tom Chen
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Hitchhiking is taboo in Ontario, where I come from, because automobiles 
are worn as clothing, and perhaps due to the influence of  the car-obsessed 
culture of  its US neighbours.  Metaphorically naked, the first day proved to 
be the first time I had used my thumb to solicit free rides.  With a serious 
dose of  skepticism and doubt, I tried my luck in front of  a major intersection 
that transitioned directly into the highway leading south to Victoria.  Within 
a nervous two minutes, I was traveling 100 km per hour next to a flannel-clad 
man who had a liking for Japanese pickup trucks.  Now that the stigma of  
being transported by voluntary strangers was overcome, the journey’s eight 
subsequent hitchhikes became more reassuring.  In fact, conversing with the 
drivers gave excellent information as to the climate and terrain around the 
south-western coast.  Two additional cars later, I was sitting underneath a 
shelter in a Victoria suburb, foolishly hoping for the rain to disappear and 
waiting for the bus to pull into the loop.  The Tim Horton’s neon sign across 
the street pleaded for me to keep them company, although the sprawling 
suburban emptiness reminded me of  why I was there: not to be amongst air 
conditioners, unnecessarily large vehicles, and commercials suggesting that 
one could not be happy without proper anti-aging vitamins spilt over one’s 
skin.

 While en route to a bus stop in Sooke, the sky remained downcast.  
The fact did not subtract from the magnificent oceanic view that appeared 
every so often.  Spotting a girl on the bus who was the west coast twin of  a 
previous romantic interest made the one hour ride very pleasant; she even 
had the same elegant slouch.  Once delivered to the proper destination, in 
front of  me was the last line of  houses before a two-lane road carved its way 
between high coniferous towers, guided by low deciduous bush.  The fear 
that I had felt on waking up that day returned.  There was no sign of  life 
on this small highway that connected the western-most block of  the town 
of  Sooke to Port Renfrew.  As is characteristic of  most teenagers, I became 
confused and unsure.  Walking straight down the rapidly darkening path took 
me off  such trivial states of  mind.

 Half  an hour later, my forth driver took me to French Beach. Being 
dropped off  there, roughly 75 km from the destination, proved to be a surreal 
experience.  In the ever darkening twilight, the movement one perceives in 
the undergrowth contrasts with the above orange clouds brings about an 
aura of  mystery and unknowing.  Being able to just ‘be’ and exist, without 
acknowledging self-consciousness, is an ineffable experience.  After 45-pound 
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bag found its way onto my back, I entered the tunnel-like entrance to French 
Beach, as a preview to the experience of  being submerged in the rainforest 
canopy.  A great white owl with a tremendous wingspan took flight at that 
moment, hardly three meters in front of  me.  Its dynamic form faded as it 
flew deeper into the encompassing darkness.

 Two hours later, my morale grew weaker as each turn in the road 
led to another stretch of  road, with only the light of  the moon behind the 
clouds.  If  it were not for the reflection of  the sky in the puddles of  water, 
it would have been impossible to see where the road is. In such darkness, it 
is impossible to hitch hike.  Frankly, it is hard to place blame on the dozen 
or so people in the last two hours who refused to stop.  Being immersed in 
impenetrable darkness in a temperate jungle really feeds insecurity.  At one 
turn, twelve km before reaching Jordan River, there was a clearing.  In the 
darkness, one appears to see tombstones spread out across a vast expanse.  
Such disorientation prompted me to shine a flashlight in the general location 
of  the graves, revealing only a clear-cut area with white markers on the tree 
stumps beneath an indigo sky.  The next car after that point was heading 
towards Jordan River, a mere 50 km from the trailhead at Port Renfrew, 
and unlike the others, this particular driver understood the plight of  the 
hitchhiker.  Past the point where we parted at Jordan River, the traffic really 
died down.  Just as it seemed hopeless to get to Port Renfrew that night, 
the miracle of  a hippy couple found me.  After stumbling for roughly three 
hours in unfamiliar lands with virtually no vision, a car that pulls over makes 
for an event that will produce tears of  relief.  This Volkswagen, draped with 
far eastern tapestries, had red fake fur covering the floor, which endured 
the weight of  several expedition sized backpacks.  The girl worked on trail 
maintenance on the West Coast Trail.  One interesting fact she gave was that 
it is now illegal to even be on the WCT in the winter, a law only ratified this 
year – probably due to people like me.

 Even after arriving at Port Renfrew, I could not give you a description 
of  it.  The town has barely enough street lamps for each finger of  my hand 
and remained a nondescript dot on a map.  At that time, all that I was aware of  
was its infinitesimal population of  300.  The timing of  my 8.30 pm arrival was 
extremely lucky, as the visitor’s information centre closed half  an hour later.  
There, a heavily bearded man, who chose not to let his gums be obstructed 
by teeth, kindly showed a map of  the entire trail, outlining the tidal areas 
that prevented passage during certain times.  Crossing a wooden bridge to a 
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nearby campsite, the sounds of  violent ocean currents were strangely absent.  
The gentle lapping of  the bay calmed my uncertainty and tension from earlier 
fears of  not being picked up.  It did not appear that the second day could 
hold more uncertainties now that I only had to depend on my legs to carry 
me across the 47 km of  the Juan de Fuca trail.

Seashore views Tom Chen

 At dawn, I gradually awakened in a foetal position.  The sleeping bag 
must have been really warm, because there was moisture all over my body, 
yet strangely enough, I was shivering.  Extending my legs out of  the curl 
and down the bottom half  of  the sleeping bag explained the odd position.  
The lower half  of  the bag was in five centimetres of  water.  The $99, five-
year-old Canadian Tire tent had never seen the relentless rains of  the west 
coast.  Overnight, the nylon absorbed water, and sagged.  This pooled some 
rainwater that furiously dripped into the interior of  the tent, where the water 
accumulated due to a thick groundsheet.  Pulling off  the heavy sleeping 
bag, the next 20 minutes was spent motionless.  My personality is nothing 
unusual, with perhaps one exception.  Most people are stubborn, granted, 
but it would be fair to say that my stubbornness is above that of  the average 
student.  Those 20 minutes were spent trying to convince my stubbornness 
that continuing the hike would be far too dangerous.  Wetness while hiking 
is acceptable, but when the body is inactive, sleeping in such conditions in 
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single digit temperatures is plain stupid.  I do not suppose it would take much 
convincing to say that having to abort, after going through much planning 
and trouble to even get to the beginning of  the trail, was just devastating.  
At certain times, I was ready to pack up the tent and sleeping bag, and hit 
the trail.  I grudgingly convinced myself  hat such follies were to be avoided.  
The gorgeous view of  a coastal mountain that greeted me outside the tent, 
amongst the most inviting beach, did little to ease the disappointment.

 Many of  the residents of  Port Renfrew live in trailers, with a notable 
flock of  chickens outside one of  them.  There are few houses greater than 
two stories tall, which are mostly accommodations for tourists in the summer 
season, thanks to the West Coast Trail.  The outdoor equipment and souvenir 
shops outnumbered the single general store, which unfortunately was not 
open until 11.00 am.  Sitting down on the curb at the edge of  the town’s 
central park, chocolate almonds served both as comfort food and breakfast.  
For the greater half  of  the next hour, a large brown dog of  a mixed breed 
kept me company, and ended up as an exceptionally good listener to my 
anecdotes. During the time in the park, my next destination became the 
general store.  I needed to find a way to stay underneath dry shelter.

 The story is that I had to meet up with a friend of  mine in Victoria, 
who was not done exams until four days later.  Once again, stubbornness 
came into play as I waited for a friendly lady with curled brown hair to open 
the general store.  Lingering outside, I proceeded to offer my services as a 
dishwasher or general labourer to various locals in exchange for a roof  on 
top of  my head.  After the fourth person, a tall blond haired man with an 
enormous moustache came back out of  the store and informed me that there 
was a possibility of  an empty trailer.  The man, who introduced himself  as 
Evan, worked as a driver during the summer to transport tourists to and 
from Port Renfrew and Victoria.  He situated his home next to a recycling 
yard, full of  faded cans and bronze bottles.  On the property was also a 
small trailer, which Evan described as ratty.  There is no better word for it.  
All the windows were broken and had to be duct taped together, the door 
would not close, the furnishings missing, the gas stove inoperable, and the 
lights missing.  The prospect of  sleeping in that palace rather than under 
a pine tree excited me.  An ideal that fits the small town stereotype is that 
the residents are extremely friendly, with the exception of  one man known 
around the area as ‘Jungle Jim.’  He was one of  the people I conversed with at 
the general store, and aside from the soot that covered much of  his clothes, 
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he conducted himself  as an easy fellow to get along with.  However, when 
Evan initially asked if  he could park his trailer-royale on his property for me, 
Jungle Jim replied with a flurry of  outrage that suited a sailor’s demeanour.  
Jessica, the owner of  the local Rainforest Café, happened to have property 
that bordered Jungle Jim’s camp, so a change of  50 meters in location solved 
that.  Needless to say, spending the night was a harrowing experience when 
uncertainty and numbing cold plagued mind and foot.

 The next three days taught me all about west coast weather.  The 
pattering of  rain was magnified by the aluminium shell of  the trailer, and thus 
the Weather Network was brought to me live.  When the sound stops, there’s 
always an hour of  no precipitation before you have to return to escape the 
upcoming shower.  It was a certainty of  coastal life, next to taxes and ‘No 
Trespassing’ signs.  There must have been a sign factory I missed.  Between 
the sheer number of  ‘Keep Out’, ‘Private Property’, and the aforementioned 
signs, one could open up a flourishing business in manufacturing such placards.  
It made sense though; if  anyone were to choose to be left utterly alone, yet 
still receive necessities such as water and electricity, the town surrounded by 
dense forests at the very end of  the highway on a relatively small island suited 
the need.  That is not to say that there were necessarily security issues as it 
was more of  respecting each person’s right to be peculiar.  Jungle Jim comes 
to mind. The other days were spent wandering about on a day hike at the first 
few km of  the Juan de Fuca, exploring the town, uninterrupted thinking, and 
forcing myself  to finish the remaining pound of  chocolate almonds.

 The third and last night I spent in the trailer did not happen.  I 
suffered sleep depravation from the sheer cold.  The sleeping bag that had 
been hanging since the second day was still wet, not moist, to the touch.  
Nothing dries out on the west coast in winter, unless one chooses to wear it.  
I would fall in and out of  sleep on a cushioned sofa built onto the wall of  the 
trailer, but would wake up less than an hour later with severe aching in my 
feet.  I took the sleeping mat to a public bathroom and into a changing room 
by a shower stall.  After placing the air mattress there, I stretched my feet up 
against the wall, high in the air, while my shoulders rested on the ground.  
The leg muscles received a thorough stretching that night.

 Rejuvenated from the ordeal in the bathroom, it was time for departure 
in the morning.  On the way back, two surfers returned me to Victoria.  We 
stopped off  at some truly refreshing places, such as Whiffin’ Spit Park, to 
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scout the ocean swells.  After discussing the ferry strike situation, the driver 
told me, ‘Oh yeah, they also caught Saddam Hussein’.  That is one great thing 
about coming back from any trip; the world you return to is more refreshing.  
The evening wrapped up with a surreal session with an old Daoist man from 
the United Kingdom named Olar, who was eerily a reflection of  what I would 
imagine myself  being – a Cambridge University engineer who followed the 
Dao, on the island with a pony farm after finding the corporate careers 
too furious.  Philosophical discussion ensued, with some truly enlightening 
information.  Did I know that my previous life was spent as a peaceful monk 
who died through persecution in a war, and that my goal in this lifetime 
was to try to put an end to violence?  Nope, but I did learn that in forcibly 
imposing the will of  a pacifist upon violent individuals or groups is in itself  
an act of  war.

 Since then, I have completed the Juan de Fuca trail during Reading 
Break, again as a solo trip.  It proved to be a simple two and a half  day trek 
through some outstanding scenery with no great disasters, and there was 
even a good dose of  sunlight.  Still, the Christmas attempt has been the most 
spectacular trip thus far.  If  anyone has never been backpacking, like me, 
then there is no better place to start.  It offers a perspective on one’s mental 
working limits while stimulating the legs with frequent changes in elevation 
and giving the sensual experience of  the gentle sea breeze, the soothing 
roar of  the waves, and the sight of  everlasting permanence of  the coastal 
rainforests.
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THE GARIBALDI NEVE 
AND 

THE ELUSIVE MAMQUAM
_____________________________

BY MATTHEW BROWN

5th - 6th April 2003

The oft attempted but rarely climbed Mamquam Mountain again 
proved to be elusive.  On a joint expedition, Matt, Reid, Stock and Aaron 
would cross the Garibaldi Neve, while Steph and Chris would shadow us up 
to Opal Cone before peeling off  towards Mamquam.

Motorway on the Névé Matt Brown

It seemed that the world and his wife were out that day (*).  First we 
crossed paths with Chris Michalak, Roberta Holden and Stefan Albrecher, 
who were engaged in a superlight ‘extreme alpinism’ activity.  This involved 
spending a night without sleeping bags huddled around a heater in the Elfin 
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Shelter.  Considering the prevailing conditions not condusive to ‘extreme 
alpinism’, they decided to head back without completing the traverse.  Not 
so for James Floyer.  He must have been wondering what all the fuss was 
about when he ran across the entire Neve traverse in a blistering 12 hours 
end to end, before hitching a ride back to Squamish for a party.  Fuelled by 6 
whiskies the night before, this is considered the first ‘Scottish Style’ traverse 
of  the Neve.  Congratulations, James.

The ancient prophecy of  Mamquam was fulfilled by Chris Majewski.  
Carving a sweet turn over an invisble-from-above cornice, Chris took a 
spectacular tumble into Ring Creek ten metres below.  Fortunately, the worst 
of  his worries were his wet underpants, and he toddled back to Elfin hut to 
warm them up again.  Chris would like to point out that this event was in no 
way related to the ‘motivational bowl’ he had smoked minutes earlier.

Seeing his partner fall by the wayside, Steph cancelled the Mamquam 
attempt and joined the Garibaldi crew.  Luckily for us, environment Canada 
were as clueless as ever about the weather, which dawned bright and clear the 
following morning.  In shorts, t-shirts and blazing sunshine we reached the 
top of  the Neve, and five minutes later it was a complete white out.  So we 
walked out on a bearing and that was that.

Extreme alpinists    Chris, Roberta, Stefan 
12hr Whisky Induced Neve Traverse   James Floyer 
10m Pot Induced Freefall  Chris Majewski 
Apostatized    Steph Durocher 
Diarrhoeally Challenged   Aaron Barsky 
Debut Telemarker   Matt Stockinger 
Homemade Skis    Reid Holmes

* Editors note: A modern interpretation of  this cliche should read:
‘The world and his/her wife/husband/partner (read in any combination of     
words desired’
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The Flight Path Matt Brown
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REFLECTIONS OF A NOVICE TELESKIER
_____________________________

BY JORDAN TAM

Being a naïve adventurous young lad, admiring those execs that glide 
over fresh powder with sharp turns, the epitome of  technical grace of  
winter snow sports, telemark skiing appeared to be the next logical step on 
the ladder to fulfill my ambition of  becoming a VOC exec.  No honestly, I 
thought I could actually pick up this new form of  skiing with a couple falls, 
but nothing too bad, and a good spirit.  How wrong could I be, oh let me 
count the ways:

1.  Teleskiing is nothing like downhill skiing, yes you do go down a hill, 
but probably not how you would expect.  The first time I tried teleskiing (up 
to Red Heather hut) wasn’t bad, going up.  It was pure death going down, 
truth be told my best guesstimate would be 50-75 falls, all of  them awkward, 
some of  them painful and wholly exhausting and frustrating.  In conclusion, 
you should have low expectations of  turning, and high expectations of  falling 
(aim for soft snow).

2.  The train that “thought he could” was going up.  Even if  you 
think you can, (I’m convinced) there’s no way you’re going to make a proper 
teleturn on your first ever outing and with only a mediocre background in 
downhill skiing.  Unless you “think you can fall”, disappointment will rise 
to unbelievable levels, and will be disproportionate to the actual skill being 
exhibited.  This is what I learned on my first and second times trying to tele.  
In conclusion, the train that thinks he can, can die.

3.  Leather boots that are too big equate to blisters and gangrene of  
the feet.  Sometime being old school is cool; sometimes being old school is 
hardcore.  Realistically old school is cheaper but in the case of  tele boots old 
school means tender feet are going to be schooled.  Taping hot spots with 
duct tape is a good idea as my fellow tele travelers Trish, Tom, Al, and Krystil 
told me.  One of  them conveniently noted as I was applying the tape to my 
already delicate feet, duct tape can also rip off  layers of  skin if  they aren’t 
taken off  with some care.  Fortunately my skin decided to stay on that day.  
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In conclusion, duct tape proves Gods existence, don’t listen to the skeptics, 
duct tape is proof.  Also, old school is cool because it’s cheap.  

4.  Narrow skis make you go faster.  Narrow skins make you go slower.  
Long skis make control harder, and make me want to grow taller.  Short legs 
do not help the situation.  Therefore, you should aim to acquire fatter skis, 
fatter skins, and shorter skis (that match your height), and longer legs.  All 
of  these I failed to do, but I’m still alive so I guess that says something… 
about my sheer luck.  In conclusion, all of  these make perfectly legitimate 
excuses that can be used to explain falling, additionally it defers attention of  
observers from the real cause, lack of  skill.  

Jay Burbee cruises the pow pow Jonathan Luckhurst

 5.  Everyone loves powder, glittering, pristine, virgin snow lying 
on the open hills waiting for you to make a mark on them, with skis…or 
otherwise.   Please draw your attention to the key word here: open.  Colliding 
with a single tree is usually a mark of  stupidity.  Impassable tiny clusters of  
trees make for obstacles.  Skinny tree lined paths that must be taken to get 
back to the car, the only escape out of  hell (the mountains) spell certain 
injury, and if  pity shines down on you, death, to put you out of  your misery 
of  having fallen so many times already.  In conclusion, I hate skinny tree lined 
paths.
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6.  Okay, well I mean there’s got to be a bright spot here somewhere, 
and there is.  What I have discovered is that if  you look as helpless as you 
really are on skis, sprawled out in the snow with legs twisted in awkward 
positions and a pole in the branches of  a tree, people often stop to ask if  
you’re alright.  Which, of  course you would reply yes and leave it at that.  
People also often ask if  you need help, to which the proper reply is a light-
hearted chuckle and a “No, I’ll be alright thank you”.  When you really can’t 
get up, for example if  your legs are wrapped around a tree and skis dug into 
the snow (hypothetical situation) swallow the pride, face the embarrassment 
and accept the offer.  In conclusion, nice people do exist and they don’t 
laugh, accept help from people who don’t speak much English, it’s much 
easier to avoid questions.  

7.  Poles are your best friends.  They help to steer and help you when 
climbing steep slopes.  More importantly however, they slow you down when 
going too fast, help you get up when you’ve fallen (actually these handy tools 
are often required to recover from an “ass in four feet of  snow” position to 
standing up).  And perhaps most importantly of  all they are great crutches 
when your legs just don’t work anymore.  In conclusion, buy poles, they’re the 
most crucial part of  a telemark gear setup, love them like your children. 

 

Jacqui Hudson ripping it up Jonathan Luckhurst
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8.  Teleskiing has opened up a whole new winter world to me, 
making available never before accessible wonderlands that I would regret 
never seeing.  My appreciation for winter has grown a hundred fold and my 
fitness activity has also grown by about the same amount.  Great company, 
spectacular views, fantastic exercise, challenges, excitement, and good laughs 
are all part of  my beginner tele experiences so far.  It is a very rewarding sport 
that has already given me a new sense of  adventure and friendships among 
many other things.  In conclusion, get out there, don’t be afraid, and enjoy 
every moment of  this fantastic winter pastime!  Oh, and don’t be put off  by 
the aforementioned points about teleskiing, it really isn’t too bad… if  you 
can laugh about it.

A Diamond Head Moment Jordan Tam
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WINTER LONG-HAIKUS
_____________________________

BY LISA BLACHUT

Cars stuck on highway
Winter chains would have been smart, 
To avoid pushing

Parking lot chock full
All getting geared up to hike
Some only in boots

Freshly fallen snow
And an uphill slog onwards
Think its time for lunch

Contemplate: packing
Choices may have been foolish
Four litres of  wine?

Welcoming campsite
Shovel snow to build our beds
The smart ones bring tents

Feasting to keep warm
All hot food seems appealing
Even the haggis

A toast to warm booze
Mulled wine and Baileys hot choc.
Mingle in bellies

Stomping and singing, 
We’ve almost made it to nine, 
Then it’s time for sleep
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Morning’s deathly cold
Toast boots over cooking stoves
Munch oatmeal and tea 

Trample on snowcaves
Many stronger than we thought
But now just rubble

Pack up and head home
The coast downhill seems too short
Mmm sweet car heaters

Pass out in the back 
Pity the suckers who drove 
And dream of  warm baths

Awesome winter trip
Coolest part are the hoards who 
Love playing outside 

Playing in the snow at Winter Longhike Jordan Tam
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IT AIN’T A WALK IN THE PARK

SOLO TRIP ACROSS THE GARIBALDI NEVE
_____________________________

BY JAMES FLOYER

 Even before the incident with the avalanche, things had been somewhat 
more hardcore than I had expected.  There had been the 4.00 am wakeup 
followed by the winding drive along the Sea-To-Sky through torrential rain, 
concentration on max, just like the wiper blades, all the time telling myself  
that this was simply a temperature inversion and that conditions would be just 
fine high up on the mountain.  Leaving the city I realised that I’d forgotten 
my bike.  I was supposed to place this as a backup in case I couldn’t get a 
hitch back up to Diamond Head to retrieve my car after the traverse.  Not 
worth going back for.  I’d place my trainers instead as a physiological gesture 
to convince myself  that in the event of  not getting a lift I could somehow run 
up the road after an all day marathon ski tour across the Névé.  Yeah, right!

The trail up to the Elfin Lakes hut had been a joy.  Groggy at first, 
I’d soon found my stride, the hangover from the previous night’s somewhat 
imprudent whisky binge fading into the contours of  the landscape together 
with the steadily falling snow.  Fast and light, gliding over Paul Ridge, 
confident, unstoppable.

At the hut I met Chris, Roberta and Stephan.  They’d come up the 
previous night and spent a miserable night, huddled in their down jackets, 
trying to get some kip on the hard wooden benches in the main room of  
the hut.  They were worried by the conditions.  The snow was still falling 
and the visibility was really down.  Theirs was a middle-weight expedition.  
Enough gear to survive one night in a hut but unprepared for a second, 
thereby necessitating a long day to reach the safety of  the trailhead by that 
evening.  It was already too late for them – they were heading back.

 
The trail was still well broken as I pushed on, moving through the 

wooded section under The Gargoyles and down into Ring Creek.  This section 
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contains avalanche hazard from above, so I welcomed the previously forged 
tracks, since it cut down the length of  time I was subjected to a possible snow 
slide.  If  an avalanche had caught me, there was no one to dig me out and I 
would have perished for sure.  Good to be conscious of  the risks involved, 
that way you can pretend to yourself  that they’re calculated.

Pete Hudson Skining up 007 Bowl Jonathan Luckhurst
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The trail wound its way up, passing under the impending flanks of  
Opal Cone.  I passed a party of  eight camping in the shadow of  this circular 
feature, which, on account of  the dire visibility, had assumed a proportion 
far greater in magnitude than would have been warranted for such a minor 
feature had the day been clear.  I’d caught one of  the lads squatting with his 
pants down, emptying the remains of  last night’s chili into a shallow snow-
pit.  What were the chances of  someone else coming by on such a day!  Sorry 
dude!  But man, what a smell, and despite the raging hoolie blowing around 
us.  I sure didn’t envy that poor guy’s tent buddy!  I stopped with my back to 
him for privacy, clenched my nostrils and ascertained that they had broken 
the trail that I’d been following the previous day, but they too were heading 
back.  I’d be ploughing through the soft stuff  myself  if  I continued from 
here.  I wasn’t in the backcountry to experience the first hand effects of  a 
nuclear meltdown, so I quickly skied off  into the mire.

Now, I really should have known this before I set out, especially 
considering my degree in geophysics, but you cannot trust a compass on the 
Garibaldi Névé.  The magnetite-bearing volcanics, of  which much of  the park 
is comprised, were magnetised by the earth’s magnetic field as they cooled 
from lava 25,000 years ago.  These rocks were subsequently tilted, misaligning 
the local magnetic field, creating areas where a compass bearing deviates 
significantly from the desired direction of  travel.  It was therefore somewhat 
in vain that every 15 strides or so I would stare down at my compass and try 
to realign myself  with its dial, occasionally even turning round to take a back-
bearing off  my disappearing ski tracks.

 After some hours of  this toil, I spotted the outline of  what I thought 
must be the Sharkfin.  This is a prominent blade of  rock that sticks out of  the 
glacier, surrounded on all sides by ice.  A nunatak to geomorphology buffs.  It 
must be the Sharkfin – I was confidant I knew where I was.  It looked a little 
less blade-like than I had imagined, but I was probably approaching it from a 
different angle and besides, I couldn’t see Jack Shit anyway.  Yes, I’d convinced 
myself  that I was there and promptly skied down the ridge that branched off  
to the north-east, which, on account of  its existence, lent further weight to 
my belief  in my location.  It was only once I’d gone partway down the ridge 
and realigned my compass to the north expecting to start climbing up again 
but instead found myself  descending an ever-steepening slope that I realised 
that something was amiss.
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The slope steepened to a point of  high concern.  There was 20 cm of  
new snow and I was setting off  small sluffs under my skis as I traversed.  I 
couldn’t see a damn thing and I was feeling my way across, using my ski poles 
to detect the slope ahead of  me like an insect would use its antennae.  Just at 
that moment, an instantaneous break in the clouds occurred, like a snapshot 
into a once-familiar world, and I saw the real Sharkfin below me at the base 
of  the slope.  This time there was no mistaking it.  That was the feature I’d 
seen in the pictures.  The previous feature was an impostor and must have 
been the rocky feature on the summit of  The Tent and I must have been 
pulled round too far to the west by the local magnetic perturbations.  The 
situation was still fairly dire, however.  Although I now knew where to go, 
I needed to work out how I could get there.  The direct route down was 
dangerously steep, but did I really have the willpower to retrace my steps and 
go back up and around?

 
Rebecca Goulding and Conor Reynolds pig out Krzya Majewski

The Sharkfin appeared out of  the clag.  At that point I was struck 
by the sheer lunacy of  my situation.  Here I was alone on a section of  
glacier notorious for its crevasses, actively contemplating trying to set off  
an avalanche so that I could ski down the resulting slide path, which would 
then be immune from further avalanche activity.  I briefly entertained the 
notion that I was totally sane and simply reacting to a given situation in a 
calm and rational way, then tossed the idea out in respect for those who 
possess a greater perception for self-preservation than myself.  I tried ski-
cutting a section of  the slope.  The second time I pushed, the surface layer 
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slid gracefully down in slow motion, carving an arc out of  the slope below 
and piling up soft ripples of  snow in the runout.  I didn’t hesitate.  I didn’t 
want to hang around on that slope any longer that I needed to.  The skiing 
was slow, defensive, body braced against the variability of  terrain rendered 
invisible by the whiteout.  I glided past the narrow blade of  the Sharkfin and 
dropped down the ridge that at one point I thought I’d already skied.  The 
features now mapped out as they should and to make things even better, I 
picked up someone else’s tracks.

 
I was happy to be following tracks again.  Four hours of  breaking 

trail had sapped a lot of  energy and I still had quite a way to go.  The crux 
was over though and I’d passed the point at which it was easier to continue 
onwards than retrace my tracks the way I had come.  There was one final uphill 
push and then it was downhill all the way to Garibaldi Lake via the Sentinel 
Glacier.  The slog across the lake was interminable, like sailing towards the 
shore against the tide.  Luckily I’d brought kick-wax and the wind was at my 
back.  Still, it seemed like I was crossing that lake forever.

 
Finally I reached the other side and ducked into the day hut that stands 

on the far shore.  My face felt somewhat tight – then it dawned on me.  In 
my haste to keep moving and having been focussing intensely all day on 
navigation and terrain I’d overlooked applying sun screen to my sensitive 
Anglican skin.  I looked into the stainless steel counter top and saw my 
warped outline, but the emanating glow told me that I was going to pay for 
my venture with pain by the following morning.  I tried repenting to the gods 
and as a late offering even applied some sunscreen but I knew it was too late.  
Oh well, could’ve been worse, could’ve been caught in an avalanche.

 The final descent to the Garibaldi Lakes parking lot went by in a 
flailing flash of  switchbacks punctuated by impossibly abrupt turns and other 
ill-positioned obstacles like fallen trees.  No complaining, nature grooms 
itself  and we must enter as guests, treading lightly over what she throws in 
our path.  Show no respect and you’ll not get out alive.  I showed only partial 
respect and with my size 13s, wasn’t treading particularly lightly, so I was 
scraped by a few trees, ran a few rocks and then at a particularly tight turn, 
immediately after a narrow section of  trail, found myself  in a crumpled heap 
up against a tree.  Deserved.

 
A few curses later and I was down at the trailhead looking for people 
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BRIDGE-LILLOOET DIVIDE
_____________________________

BY SCOTT NELSON

May 2003

Day One

I watched as Chee got out and opened the hood of  his parent’s minivan 
and a thin cloud of  smoke rose from the engine.  The engine had obviously 
overheated, so we gave it a few minutes to cool.  He drove another 50m 
uphill, and the engine cut out again.  Fortunately we had reached the start of  
the snow just in time.  We parked the cars on the side of  the road, content to 
deal with the problem later.

Sandra, Chee and I had been planning this trip for a few weeks, and 
we had recruited Tim Metzner to join us to round out the party to four.  At 
the last minute, I got a call from Kristen Loseth.  She wanted to come too, 
and had a couple friends to bring along.  They would be self  sufficient, so 
we didn’t have to adjust our plans, and they were planning to do the trip a bit 
quicker than us, in five days instead of  seven.  We decided to team up for the 
car shuffle, so we met them at McDonalds in Squamish at 7.00 am.  That’s 
when Martin Berka just showed up and announced that he was coming along 
too.

The fourth car, courtesy of  Martin, but actually Kristen’s car, proved 
to be very useful.  We left the van parked at the top of  the road and started 
the long car shuffle to Salal Creek.  The others would start the trail breaking 
and we would presumably catch up later.

At km 42, the Lillooet main was blocked by snow.  We left my Nissan 
and Johannes’s van at a pullout and we all piled into the old Subaru for a very 
bumpy ride back down the Lillooet main; the old shocks didn’t appreciate 
the extra load.

Back up at the Hurley road we found Martin and Kristen’s other friend, 
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(I forget his name - I’m terrible with names), waiting for us.  Sandra, Chee 
and Tim had gone ahead to break trail.  We donned our skis and alternately 
skinned and walked up the road until we spotted some tracks heading into 
a cut block towards railroad creek.  One was definitely a skin track up from 
the creek, and with some detective work we eventually figured out that the 
other three had gone this way too.  A short, knee-wrenching descent through 
mushy snow brought us down to railroad creek, then we followed their tracks 
up the other side, through a clearcut and into the forest.

Traversing to new heights Scott Nelson

After a quick check of  the GPS I realized that we were probably 
climbing too high, but there’s nothing one can do when following a track like 
this.   Just as things started to get really steep and a bit cliffy, we caught up to 
them for lunch.  

Traversing the base of  the cliffs after lunch lead us to a nice subalpine 
bench on which we quickly reached the headwaters of  railroad creek.  The 
skiing was getting easier, but navigation was getting frustrating.  I made a 
wrong turn and led the group up an opening that ended in a steep face above 
Donnelly Creek.  Backtracking, we made our way into the alpine and reached 
a nice camp at a series of  alpine lakes just south-east of  Face Mountain.  
From here, the route indicated by John Baldwin climbs high over Face 
Mountain, but there is a steep descent coming back down a south facing 
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slope.  The weather forecast was completely useless, as an ‘unstable air mass’ 
was lingering in the mountains.  The weather at camp was deteriorating, so 
we planned a lower route skirting south of  Face for tomorrow.

Day Two - Into the Mist

I’m up by 6am, but it was immediately clear that the weather was not 
good.  All I could see were the other tents, and a few trees barely visible 
through the thick fog.

Johannes and Kristen were sceptical about the weather.  They only 
had five days of  food, and conditions were not looking very good.  With 
only limited vacation time, Johannes would rather not have spent his holidays 
sitting in a tent waiting for the weather to clear.  Eventually we decided on a 
plan.  Sandra, Chee, Tim, Kristen and I would continue on, and the others 
would head back and take Kristen’s car to get the van.   Kristen gets some 
extra food from the others who are heading back, and we are set.  We also 
trade tents, exchanging Chee’s small tent for Martin’s Nunatak to make some 
extra room.

Sandra and I skied ahead to find a route through the fog.  We lost 
contact with the camp in a minute, and we were wandering in an endless 
blank landscape.  Judging from the map, the best route was to climb up the 
toe of  a steep ridge, and then to continue west along near the top until we 
reached some nice mellow benches.  We found the toe of  the ridge without 
much difficulty, but then our reality began to crumble.  What looked like a 
large cliff  turns out to be waist high.  We reached distant ridges in a matter 
of  a few steps.  We switch-backed our way up steep slopes, around rock 
outcroppings and trees caked in rime, with no idea of  what lay above or 
below us.  I wore my GPS around my neck because I had to check it so 
frequently.  Chee, Tim and Kristen caught up to us rather quickly.  Then 
somehow, without really knowing what happened, we ended up on the wrong 
side of  the ridge.  I checked my GPS again, knowing that the reading was 
probably about the same as it was 200m back.  We doubled back and made 
a descending traverse across a steep slope with no idea of  what might be 
around the corner.  The steep terrain, heavy packs, poor light and climbing 
skins still on the skis made things awkward, but somehow it worked out.  No 
blind luck, no leaps of  faith yet.
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We hit a bench on the south side of  the ridge and the going got a bit 
easier.  We skied along the bench linking together single trees that were our 
only landmarks.  The trees were just close enough that we always had at least 
one to head for.  Now at the back, I had no idea what Chee was doing up 
ahead.  Then we pulled off  our skins and coasted down toward a nice looking 
basin, dropping out from the clouds.  We ate lunch while standing around a 
tree, so that we didn’t get vertigo.

We traversed and then climbed, reaching a ridge where we faced a 
steeper descent.  It was impossible to tell what was below, except that there 
was definitely a cliff  on the left.  Chee and I jockeyed for position along the 
ridge-top, trying to guess at what was below.  Eventually Chee slid out onto 
the slope, traversing to the right.  He found his way down, and the rest of  us 
followed.  Soon we reached a safe spot in the valley bottom and began the 
next climb up to a 7000 ft. col between Face and Handcar.  We reached the 
col without difficulty, but it looked like there was a large cornice stretching 
all the way across on the other side.  We couldn’t see well in the fog, and no 
one wanted to venture too close to the edge.  The decision was made to pitch 
camp there, after skiing a mere four kilometres.  We set up the tents, built 
snow walls, played cards, and hoped for better weather. 

Day Three

The alarm went off  at 5:30 am, but the weather was still terrible, so I 
went back to bed.  At 9:00 am it wasn’t any better so we make breakfast and 
played more cards.  Today Sandra and I taught the others to play contract 
bridge.  We poured over the maps, discussing possible escape routes in case 
the weather was to clear briefly.  Pebble Creek and North Creek looked bad, 
but exits back to the start via the North or South fork of  the Hurley River 
looked good, if  long.  We made a couple forays from the tents to try to 
scout out the cornice.  First I climbed up from the col to the south, towards 
Handcar peak, but I couldn’t see anything at all.  Then Sandra and I tried 
the other side, towards Face, and made equally poor progress.  Finally we 
decided that we should belay someone out to look over the edge in the most 
promising spot - high on the north edge.  Chee got the job, but I don’t 
remember if  he volunteered or it he drew the short straw.  We built an anchor 
from our skis well back from the edge and I belayed Chee out into the soupy 
unknown.  The first news from the front weren’t too bad, as he’d found a 
three metre vertical drop.  Then he followed it up and right, and it eventually 
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petered out.  We’d found a way around, and were set for tomorrow with our 
hopes pegged for better weather.

Ski all the way home James Floyer

Day Four

The weather broke overnight, leaving us with a beautiful blue sky 
and some nice fresh powder snow to work with.  Mt. Samson shone in the 
distance, an irresistible beacon inviting us on for the day.  We gobbled down 
breakfast, packed up as fast as we could, and started skiing at 7:00 am.  First 
up was the descent into Sampson Creek.  We hiked up the right side of  the col 
to the point where Chee made his explorations the day before.  He traversed 
up, around the corner, and was soon down into the bowl.  Kristen, Sandra 
and Tim followed.  I skied the bowl last, and the snow was surprisingly good - 
smooth consistent powder all the way down into Sampson creek.  We passed 
an old wet avalanche that, despite its small size, had snapped a six inch tree in 
half.  It had obviously been triggered by solar radiation during the previous 
week of  warm weather.  We all just stood in awe around at the foot of  the 
slide for a while, and then continued down a gully into Samson Creek.  We 
skinned up the other side of  the creek, following some old ski tracks north 
and then up into a mellow bowl south of  Mt. Samson.  There were more 
solar avalanches here, but none comparable to the one we saw earlier.  The 
final climb up the right side of  the bowl proved rather difficult as the south-
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facing slope was very icy.  Kristen did a great job leading up through here, and 
soon we reached our second col of  the day.  I was beginning to think that if  
we pushed hard we could make it to Pebble Creek before dark and that would 
make up for the time we lost to the bad weather.

We had another great run down the other side to Delilah Creek 
with more light fluffy powder on a firm base.  As we hit the treeline, we 
headed right and then skied a gully down to the creek bottom, where a huge 
avalanche track lead up the valley.  The forest to the side was quite dense, so 
we skinned up the edge of  this avalanche track, trying not to stop too often.  
When I ski along these things mid winter I’m usually thinking - ok, the really 
big avalanches usually happen in the spring when the snowpack warms up, 
only now I’m doing it in May and the sun is climbing higher and higher into 
the sky.  We could see the start zone for this particular slide high above on 
Mt. Samson, and I caught myself  watching it out of  the corner of  my eye, 
as if  that would help.  We scurried along and were quickly clear of  the slide 
path, and back into the alpine.  Dellilah Creek offered easy passage up to the 
middle of  the boomerang glacier - which is really two glaciers at the divide 
between the Hurley River and North Creek.  We stopped for a snack (lunch 
#1) at 11:00 am in a safe spot at the head of  the creek.  From here we spotted 
a helicopter dropping off  a few heli-skiers far in the distance.  Through 
the 10x binoculars, I could barely make out three people and identify the 
colour of  their jackets.  They soon dropped off  the other side of  the peak.  
Amazingly, this was the only time in the entire trip that we saw another group 
of  people.

After lunch we dropped down onto the boomerang glacier, skied 
through the flat pass and then had a pleasant, gentle run down into North 
Creek.  The terrain wasn’t very steep, and the snow was getting warmer and 
heavier under the midday sun, but we still got in a few good turns.  We stayed 
right to keep our elevation for the climb into the other fork of  North Creek 
and up to a pass leading to pebble creek.  The plan to stay at the North Creek 
Cabin was abandoned in favour of  skiing on.  If  we had stayed there that 
night, we’d have had a hard time getting out with another day of  bad weather.  
It we made it to Pebble Creek, we’d have two days of  skiing left and three 
days of  food.

Rounding the corner, we quickly reached more beautiful alpine 
meadows at the head of  North Creek.  We angled up skiers left and climbed 
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into a bowl that leads onto the glacier above Pebble Creek.  The ski down 
the Pebble Glacier was unlike any descent I’d made before.  The glacier was 
just steep enough to keep you moving, but not so steep that you ever had to 
turn.  We just glided along effortlessly, watching the scenery go by.  Someone 
commented it was like riding a tour bus.  I was even bold enough to pull out 
my camera and take a few pictures as I glided down the glacier.

Joffre Peak, Cerise Creek Jordan Tam 
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Eventually the glacier became steeper and I was forced to make some 
sort of  turns, but the snow was complete crap.  It was so bad, we all just did 
the ‘traverse and kick-turn’ routine down the toe of  the glacier.  We found a 
nice camp on a protected moraine where we weren’t exposed to avalanches.  
There was a really big one nearby, on a south-facing slope.  The debris looked 
like it was about three metres deep.

Day Five

Up at 5:30 am, skiing by 7:00 am again, another clear day.  We skied 
down the open moraine below our camp until we were level with the pass 
between Pebble and McParlon Creeks.  The bush on the edge of  the moraine 
was thick, but thankfully not with alder.  After searching for a weakness, and 
finding nothing, we strapped skis onto our packs and crashed the bush.  The 
first 50m was bad, and I had to walk backwards through trees a couple times, 
but the forest soon opened up and walking on the hard crust was almost 
pleasurable.  After a while, some put their skis back on, and others continued 
to walk.  I’d heard about a cabin in Pebble Creek, so I wasn’t surprised when 
we came across it by accident.  We stopped briefly, wrote an entry in the log 
and continued on across the pass.  Only 100m past the cabin, we spotted 
grizzly bear tracks in the snow.  From the tracks we could tell that the bear 
had been through here dozens of  times and stepped in exactly the same place 
on each trip, except that once it made a little detour, so we could tell what 
was going on.

When we hit the other side of  the pass things got steep, but the snow 
was still nice and hard.  The skis went up on our packs again and we boot-
packed up a narrow spur that paralleled a gully coming down from FASP 
mountain.  The climb through the forest was steep, but not bushy, and 
the snow was solid from a good freeze the night before.  Once we hit the 
subalpine, the skis went back on our feet.  From here, Baldwin recommends 
climbing through a col near FASP mountain, but the final ascent to the col 
looked very steep on a south facing, sun affected slope.  We decided instead 
to ski through a higher 8000 foot col further west.  Tim led the charge up 
the open south facing slopes.  With no good safe spots to stop, he continued 
traversing and switch-backing up the slope in the hot sun.  Eventually we all 
reached a safe spot on the crest of  a moraine.  After a snack, we climbed the 
final slope into a col between two minor bumps.  Kristen, Chee and I stopped 
to have lunch, while Tim could not resist the allure of  climbing the summit 
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west of  the col.  We sat back and watched Tim ski up a ridge, disappear 
briefly at the top, and then come back down.  When he reached us, we were 
ready to go and we packed up for the descent down onto the glacier.  We 
skied down a bit, stopping above a convex roll that could have been hiding 
some crevasses on the other side.  Chee traversed around and gave the ok, so 
we skied straight down the slope to the bench below.  We made our way left 
to avoid an obvious icefall, and then got a few more turns on the way down 
to the middle of  the glacier cirque.  Kristen and I started out the next climb, 
up across the glacier towards a col north of  Icemaker Mountain.  I was on the 
lookout for crevasses when a sudden rise in the snow caught my attention.  
‘It’s too big to be a crevasse’, I thought to myself, ‘so it must be a wind 
drift’.  Later on, when we could look down it from above, it was obviously 
a wide crevasse with a sagging bridge.  I was probably already a third of  the 
way across a five metre wide snow bridge when I thought, ‘Hmm, is this a 
crevasse?’

We climbed into a cirque north of  Icemaker and snuck through a 
narrow notch in the steep walls.  On the other side we found a delightful 
north-facing ski run down to Athelney Pass.  The top of  the run was marked 
with a flag, evidently for heli-skiing but there were no tracks yet.  We skied the 
first pitch one at a time, sliding down carefully over a bridged bergschrund 
and then onto some sweet powder turns. We regrouped and skied another 
pitch down to the flat section of  the glacier and from there it was a mellow 
ski down the wide open expanse of  ice to Athelney Pass.

We chose a campsite on a moraine, because there were some nice rocks 
around that looked good for relaxing and cooking off  the snow.  Everyone 
was bagged from two straight days of  hard skiing, but there were still a lot of  
smiles around camp.

Day Six

After two hard days, we took a well deserved break and slept in.  After 
a leisurely breakfast, the weather was looking ok so we set out to ski up 
Icemaker mountain.  As we worked our way up the climber’s right side of  the 
glacier, the high clouds started to descend.  It seemed like we were about to 
lose the light when we reached the start of  a crevassed section.  Continuing 
on could be difficult, and would jeopardize our good ski run back to camp if  
the weather continued to deteriorate.  Also, the thought of  picking our way 
through crevasses in the fog on the way down was not appealing.  We had a 
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snack and then started the descent - a beautiful run down the glacier back to 
camp.  We spend the rest of  the day sitting around outside in the cold playing 
bridge while our clothes dry on a line strung between skis, and trying to eat 
all our extra food so we wouldn’t have to carry it out.

Sandra and I had packed a one-pound, solid chocolate Easter bunny 
along with us, and we got it out to share.  But once the head had been 
consumed, no one could break off  any more pieces from the solid block; 
it was just too cold.  Finally we orchestrated a solution.  Some clean granite 
boulder nearby provided a convenient chopping block, and we crowded 
around while Chee hacked the bunny to pieces with an ice axe.  It wasn’t 
pretty, with shards of  chocolate bunny torso flying in every direction, but it 
was effective.

Taku Glacier on the Juneau Icefield Roberta Holden

Day Seven

Our last day of  travelling was somewhat anticlimactic, especially after 
all the glacier skiing and the bunny dismemberment.  We cruised out along 
the flat valley bottom of  Athelney pass in the morning while the hard snow 
still provided a good surface for skating.  A quick stop at the old cabin in the 
pass revealed it to be a real dump.  Some of  the walls were broken in and the 
cabin was full of  snow and garbage.  We continued on, skiing down some 
moraines in the upper part of  Salal Creek and on past Mt. Athelstan.  Where 
the valley flattened out we stayed right and skied through the forest, trying 
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our best to connect intermittent meadows.  Eventually we reached a canyon 
section where some snowshoe tracks had crossed to the other side.  After 
determining that there was no snow bridge left, we climbed a bit above the 
canyon, traversed through the forest for a couple hundred meters and we 
came to a long flat, open section along the creek bed.  An amazing view of  
Plinth Peak across the Lillooet river opened up around a bend, and we knew 
we were almost home.

At the end of  the last meadow we headed into the forest, following 
some flagging along a prominent bench.  This worked for a while, but when 
we got below the impressive granite west face of  Mt. Athelstan, we lost 
the track.  Flagging tape put in by loggers misled us through the forest, but 
eventually we made it out to a clear-cut.  Following the road back to the car 
in the soggy snow was a chore compared to the previous week of  skiing, but 
it was all part of  the trip.  We ran out of  snow with two kilometres to go, and 
put the skis up on the packs.  From here on it was patchy snow down the 
Lillooet main to the car.  Unfortunately, one of  my tires has a slow leak, and 
it had become completely flat during the week.  I changed to the spare, which 
really squeezed us for trunk space to the point that we had to pack two full 
packs onto peoples laps in the back seat.  

We made it back to the Hurley, and Chee’s van started fine, but the 
adventure was not over yet.  The van did alright on the continuous downhill 
of  the Hurley road, but overheated soon after we hit the valley bottom.  Some 
investigation proved the culprit to be a leaky radiator hose, but the solution 
was beyond us.  Fortunately Chee had BCAA, (civilization to the rescue!), 
and the tow truck driver helped us fix the hose.  We caravanned back to 
Vancouver in relative (stinky) comfort, and so completed an excellent spring 
ski trip in the mountains.
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TELE TOURING IN OZ
_____________________________

BY CAM SHUTE

 We hatched the plan to go for a ski tour over a case of  Victoria Bitter 
while eating Jaffles, (Aussie for grilled sandwiches), on a hiking trip in the 
‘Garden of  Stone’ national park in New South Wales, Australia.  Although 
the weather was clear and around 20 degrees, it was still winter, so we decided 
to grab some tele boards and head to the snowies, as they call them, for a 
tour.  As the token Canadian in the group I figured that seeing the Australian 
version of  skiing in the ‘mountains’ would round out my travels here, and be 
entertaining to boot.

 We left Sydney with an expedition carload of  gear, and headed to 
the ski center of  the Australian Alps, Jindabyne, on our way to Kosciuszko 
National Park.  We checked out a few local shops, and managed to hire some 
tele gear.  The forecast wasn’t looking good for the Saturday, so we decided 
to hedge our bets, and only go for a day trip up to the Ramshead from Dead 
Horse Gap near Thredbo ski resort.  We headed out early, and ripped up the 
swerving road towards Dead Horse Gap, passing dozens of  dead kangaroos 
and wombats.  Too bad that my first sighting of  the cool looking nocturnal 
wombat had to be the road-kill version.

 Just as we suited up and started skiing the weather moved in.  
Snow propelled by howling winds pelted us as we slogged up through the 
snowgums.  The region had been devastated by massive bushfires during the 
previous summer, and the huge impact on the forest was very evident as we 
weaved up further and further towards the Ramshead through the charred 
remains.  The resilience of  the Australian bush is amazing, and even though 
the gum trees burn they don’t necessarily die, and buds that hide out beneath 
the bark begin to grow again after a big fire.

 As we reached the open alpine we were engulfed in a blizzard with 
whiteout conditions.  Though the terrain isn’t necessarily steep and gnarly, 
what makes navigation so difficult is the similarity of  it all.  Every tree looks 
the same, as does every bump and ripple of  the rolling terrain.  We decided 
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that since we couldn’t see anything we would descend to the valley bottom to 
ski the trees and use our only real landmark, Bogong Creek, to find our way 
back to the car.  We managed to find decent corn snow lower down on fun 
gladed runs, which kept us entertained for the rest of  the day.
 

Turns on Neal Dave Campbell

We met up that evening with Gregg, Sarah’s brother, and we had to 
employ devious psychological trickery in order to convince him to leave the 
warm comforts of  his cozy caravan accommodations.  Trying to sell him the 
idea of  a long slog with a heavy pack, in order to sleep out on a frozen lake 
with us, wasn’t easy.  Sounds normal for touring in Canada, but since Gregg’s 
passion is normally surfing, we had our work cut out.  The next morning we 
rented some gear for him, and jumped in the car.  A quick drive on winding 
mountain roads took us to Guthega, a tiny resort that links up with the bigger 
brother Perisher.  As soon as we got packed, and were ready to head out 
we encountered a Problem.  The trunk of  our shiny not-so-new-but-new-
to-us car wouldn’t lock, no matter how much pleading to a greater power I 
did.  But fear not!  As I purported to be an engineer, I racked my brain for a 
solution that would let us start our tour.  Aha!  A ski strap was just about the 
right width to jam between a nut and the locking mechanism to provide the 
necessary spring back force.  I secured the rubber strap, crossed my fingers 
and slammed the hatch shut.  Click… YESSS!  The hatch locked, and we 
celebrated with the remains of  Gregg’s wine.
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 We descended to the snowy river, upstream of  the Guthega 
powerstation dam, and crossed it via a handy cable bridge.  We had planned 
on skiing over the shoulder of  Little Twynam (2100m), and decending down 
to Blue Lake to camp.  The weather had cleared, and we were blessed with 
gorgeously clear skis, but now we had to battle the lack of  ozone and the 
scalding hot sun.  Eventually, after climbing up a series of  ripples, we ended 
up on top of  Crummer spur and had a great vantage of  the awesome terrain 
surrounding Blue Lake.  Beautiful granite buttresses separated by gnarly 
little chutes lifted our spirits as we committed to a couloir, and ripped tele 
turns all the way down to the lake.  That night we dined on a magnificent 
Italian dinner with red wine, and for dessert I had a surprise that I was really 
stoked to show the others.  Self-saucing pudding in a can!  What an amazing 
discovery it was to find such a treasure in the shopping mart.  All it required 
was boiling for half  an hour, and voila, a self-sauced pudding delight… 
whatever that is.  After about 20 minutes of  boiling, I realized that I hadn’t 
brought enough fuel, and that maybe this self-saucing pudding idea was only 
half-baked.  We popped the lid, sauce side up, and dug into the delicious 
chocolate goo creation.  Spurred on by the dinner and the full moon, Gregg 
and I boot-packed up a chute above camp to make a midnight decent.  As 
Gregg’s skull is most likely not as thick as mine, he quickly realized the folly 
of  our plan and decided to ski it from half  way.  I kicked steps into the icy 
slope, and eventually pulled over the steep rollover entrance to the chute.  
After tightening my undies and adjusting my headlamp, I plunged over the 
edge into darkness and ice.  I managed to hold it together, but not by much.  
Soon I met up with Gregg and we hollered our way down the rest of  the 
slope.  We slept well that night, and recorded an icy cold, (even by coastal 
standards), minus 13 degree temperature overnight.  It really felt like winter 
here!

 The next morning I was able to cook oatmeal, but the stove ran 
out of  gas before I was able to melt enough water for us to drink for the 
day.  Now people weren’t as excited as I was about the self-saucing gas pig! 
Fortunately Gregg’s scientific approach of  using a combined solar/body 
heating approach ensured that he had enough water to drink all day (read 
that he filled his water bottle with snow, and kept it in down his pants in a 
special warm zone to melt).  Sarah and I fortunately had some reserves from 
the day before, and managed to scrape by with a little snow melted in for 
good measure.
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 We spent the day thoroughly sessioning the chutes and surrounding 
slopes of  the Mt.  Twynam area, before making a mad rush over the top 
of  the peak and back to Paddy Pallin’s.  We returned our rented gear only a 
half  an hour after closing time – many thanks to the rental dude who was 
very understanding.  Totally spent, we wound up in pizza joint in Jindabyne, 
fueled up on much needed carbs, and rehydrated with Victoria Bitter before 
embarking on the six hour drive back to Sydney.  Thankfully for me, Gregg 
kept me awake for the driving, and we tried to work out a solution to our 
existence on this planet during the ride home.  Just when I thought we had it 
figured, I wound up realizing that I was just as confused as before.  Ah well, 
I guess I’ll just keep living day by day, and making turn after turn….  

Jonathan Luckhurst
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FREE HEEL BETA
_____________________________

BY CONOR REYNOLDS

 When you eventually progress beyond the Tele-beginners Never-
Ever land, you may have enough poise to think about some more technical 
tips.  If  you focus on one or two items from this short list, I guarantee that 
you will see dramatic improvements in your free-heel skills.

1. Face down the slope.  Everything except your legs should be 
pointing in the direction you want to go; your hips, torso, shoulders and head.  
(Look where you plan to ski!).  You can still control your speed completely by 
working those legs to aim your skis back and forth across the slope.

2. Balance your weight between both feet.  The ideal is said to be 
about 50:50, but it is hard to get enough weight on the back foot so you 
should concentrate on that.  One trick to achieve this is to drop your inside 
leg back to initiate a turn instead of  pushing your outside leg forward.  Both 
ways end up looking the same to an observer, but actively dropping that leg 
back automatically puts more weight on your back ski.

3. Keep your upper body straight, then squat down evenly over your 
tele-stance.  Try this at home, to get comfortable with the ‘right’ position.  
There should be at least a foot, (the length of  one of  your feet!), between toe 
and heel.  Your bum should be close to your back heel, and you will know that 
your front leg is bent enough when you can’t quite see the toe of  your front 
boot.  Related to this is the ‘Big Toe, Little Toe’ concept.  To keep the edges 
of  your skis biting into the snow when you turn, focus all of  your weight on 
the big toe of  your forward foot, and the little toe of  your rear foot.

4. Plant your poles in front of  you, never behind you, as you ski.  This will 
keep your weight forward and you will be in the right position to initiate 
your turns.  If  you always seem to be stabbing at the snow behind you, in 
an attempt to keep yourself  upright, stop for a moment.  Be confident: face 
down the slope, balance your weight over both skis, stay low and try again.  
Imagine the ski-pole to be a long paintbrush.  Your goal is to dab some 
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bright paint on the snow, at a point that will become the centre of  your next 
turn.  Having said this, sometimes it is good practice to ski without poles!

5. Transition smoothly between your turns.  I find this one hard to do 
well when I’m tired, so try it early in the day.  The idea is that as you switch 
from one turn to another, you rise up from the tele-stance and then sink 
into it again, swapping feet smoothly during the transition.  You see a lot of  
novice tele-skiers keeping their legs straight until they absolutely have to drop 
down, and then popping back up again as their speed picks up and they get 
nervous.  Here’s a trick: try staying down in your stance for an entire turn… 
no matter what happens.  You will eventually curve uphill and slow down.

Finally, don’t get frustrated!  When everything is going pear-shaped, 
stop.  Take some deep breaths, (try inhaling a chocolate bar).  Forget about 
the lessons for a while, and just enjoy being outside.  You see, if  you keep 
plugging away at this telemarking game, it is impossible not to get better!  Just 
envision yourself  a year down the road, as you arc through some untracked 
powder and chortle to yourself  about how hard it used to be.  Admittedly, I 
am still a long way from that time, but I plan to keep trying.

* * *

Recommended further reading: ‘Allen and Mike’s Really Cool Telemark 
Tips’, by Allen O’Bannon and Mike Clelland.  Before you rush out and buy 
this, you can always sample some pages from the comfort of  an in-store, 
MEC sofa.  It’s got great illustrations, and from personal experience it takes 
only about an hour to read the whole thing.
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 This is not going to be a ‘how I spent my week in the backcountry’ 
type of  report.  There are plenty of  that category of  article elsewhere.  
Rather, this is intended as a digest of  the many topics covered during a very 
excellent seven days spent learning and practicing in the Esplanade Range 
near Golden, BC, on a program sponsored by the ACC and North Face, as a 
means to improve leadership skills.

Avalanche transceivers

 The base upon which all backcountry rescue is built.  There are now a 
large number of  models, all operating at 475kHz, and compatible, although 
some are more compatible than others.  There’s no doubt in my mind that the 
digital units (that use 2 antennas, and can give range to victim) are superior.  
While this may seem a nicety, the difference between knowing whether a 
victim is 2m below you, or 2m in front of  you is enormous.  Think about it.

 Transceivers transmit electromagnetic waves in a field pattern similar 
to ‘elephants ears’.  Thus, if  you stand in a circle around a transmitter, some 
find their strongest orientation pointing at 90 degrees to where the unit 
actually is, others at 45 degrees.  Following the strongest signal, you curve 
in towards the target.  When you are in close, do NOT rotate your unit, but 
keep it pointing in one direction, as you move it LOW over the ground.  This 
avoids strengthening or weakening the signal based on antennae orientations, 
and means you read range (distance to target) differences only.

 There’s no substitute for practice, especially for the inexperienced.  On 
every trip, spend half  an hour (or more) getting the weaker members familiar 
with the technology.  Thirty minutes now will save 3 minutes later.  And your 
life.

 A transmitter without a probe and shovel is only half  the story, unless 
the victim is showing on the surface.  Get a probe, and know how to assemble 

A SUMMARY OF LEADERSHIP SKILLS
_____________________________

BY RICK HUDSON
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it quickly.  When shovelling snow, if  you’re not exhausted in two minutes, 
you’re not working.  Dig fast, then pass the shovel to someone else.  Time is 
of  the essence.

Q: What’s the difference between God and a mountain guide? 
A: God doesn’t think he’s a mountain guide.

Digging snow pits, and do rutschblock tests

 This is a practical process, and cannot be effectively described in print.  
Learn from others.  There are many tricks to getting meaningful answers.  
But in reality, even meaningful answers don’t mean a great deal.  It is, after 
all, one snow pit, dug at one location.  Conditions change between ridge and 
valley, between bowl and bulge.

Evaluating avalanche terrain

 The million-dollar question: ‘Is it safe?’ You will never know for sure, 
but here are some suggestions to bear in mind.
1. Have similarly oriented slopes avalanched recently? Pay attention all day.
2. Windward slopes (usually west-facing) are more prone to slide.
3. West-facing slopes are more likely to go in the afternoon sun.
4. Rain will load a slope, making it more prone to slide.
5. Warm weather (especially overnight) makes a slope more unstable.
6. What’s down-slope? If  the bowl converges into a channel (rubble 

deepens), then the consequences are more serious than if  the slope 
spreads out (rubble thins).

7. Convex slopes are more likely to release than concave ones.
8. The first 24 hours after a snow dump is the highest risk.  Avoid traveling, 

if  you can.
9. Most avalanches occur on slopes between 30 and 50 degrees.  Less than 

that, they are relatively stable.  Above that angle, they slide continuously.

Q: What’s the difference between a mountain guide and a mutual fund?
A: A mutual fund will mature and make money.

Traveling across potentially hazardous slopes

 So, you have to cross it anyway.  How can you minimize risk? Use the 
STEPS algorithm: Snowpack, Terrain, Exposure (duration of  risk), People 
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(their skills) and Severity (or consequences of  an accident).
1. Move between ‘islands of  safety’.  A ridge is safe.  A clump of  mature 

trees suggests that it is not swept by avalanches.  Break the route up into 
segments, stopping at each island of  safety.

2. Have everyone stop above the leader, so they can avoid what you may be 
on top of.

3. Move one at a time.  Sure it takes longer, but it means that if  the slope 
goes, you’re looking for one victim with many shovels, rather than the 
opposite.

4. When leading a weak group, avoid backing up a route.  It lowers morale.  
Better to say ‘I’m just going ahead to check the route.  I’ll call you on if  
it’s OK’.  That way, if  it doesn’t go, you haven’t made a ‘mistake’.

5. Watch everyone across, not just the first few.  The last skier can trigger 
the slope too, and often everyone is looking ahead at that moment.

6. In trees, ski in pairs (the buddy system).  It’s really easy to get lost in the 
trees.  Shout a lot.  If  you drop into a tree well, you’ll need to shout.  And 
a buddy.

During a rescue

1.  Evaluate whether it’s going to avalanche again.  There’s no point being 
buried while you’re digging.  Appoint a spotter (one of  the weaker members 
of  the party) if  there’s a danger.
2.  Appoint a leader.  There should be no egos here.  Just get in there and 
help/dig, even if  you are more experienced than the designated leader.
3.  Establish how many victims there are.  The leader must keep count.  This 
isn’t easy in a confused situation.
4.  Zones just above trees or below boulders/cliffs are likely stopping spots 
for victims.
5.  Work in small groups, a group per victim if  possible.
6.  If  there are visible signs on the surface, get those people out first.
7.  Shout to the leader when you’ve found a victim.  Let him/her keep 
score.
8.  When digging out a victim, clear the face and chest only.  Switch off  their 
transceiver.  Then get on to the next victim until all are found.
9.  If  you have one of  those transceivers that automatically reverts to ‘transmit’ 
after 5 minutes in receive, control it.  A sudden new signal can cause a lot of  
confusion.
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Your responsibilities as a leader

 To yourself  - it must be fun, of  course, and safe, but you must 
represent the Club positively.  It’s your responsibility to be in good health 
and have adequate fitness - within your capabilities as leader.  As a leader, you 
are responsible to the environment more and more these days.

 To the Club itself, you have the responsibility of  ensuring you cover 
all legal liabilities, and follow whatever rules (park, wilderness, access) are 
laid down.  You are an ambassador of  the Club to non-members.  Of  
primary importance is the safety of  the group, so keep your club leader skills 
current.

 For the participants, it must be fun and safe, of  course.  As the leader, 
you must define the expectations before the trip (screening), communicate 
hazards prior to departure (avoid hearing ‘I didn’t realize it was going to be 
this difficult!’), have alternatives in case of  weather/transport changes (a Plan 
B), and monitor the group’s abilities during the trip.

Q: What’s the difference between a canoe and an ACC member? 
A: A canoe tips.

The anatomy of  a rescue

1. It’s going to happen, so pre-plan.  Determine who gets called, and   
in what  order.
2. Call-out.  A rescue has five possibilities:  Plan A: you are on    
standby. 
Plan B: Select number needed and will be collected or must get there a.s.ap.  
Plan C: All groups to respond to the crisis.  Plan D: Stand down after the 
incident.  Plan H: Helicopter is down.
3. Take charge.  Communication is vital with all groups.
4. Access the accident scene.
5. Locate the patient.  This is usually not a problem in non-mountain  
accidents, but may be a key element in the mountain rescue.
6. Safely reach the patient.
7. Perform triage.  Only treat life-threatening injuries.  Do it fast, and then get 
onto the next patient.  Perform the ABCD: airways; breathing; circulation; 
deadly bleeding.  On ‘apparently dead’ people, CPR has a very low probability 
of  success, especially away from medical support. It is unnecessary unless 
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Trish Stathers struting her stuff  Tom Chen

the patient has been a) recently killed, b) had a cardiac arrest, c) hit by 
lightning, d) drowned in cold water.
8.  Make an urgent survey and critical analysis.  In other words, step back and 
look at the big picture.  Make reports, radio calls, send runners, etc.
9. Protect the patient and rescuers from the environment.
10. Treat patient, do secondary assessment.  Perform first aid.  Apply 
psychological care (reassurances are very important).
11. Plan for transportation to road head. 
12. Carry out transport plan, and evaluate progress.
13. Transfer patient to next level of  care (at helicopter, road head, etc) with 
documentation.  Use AMPLE: Allergies, Medication (both pre-accident and 
post-), Past medical history, Last meal, and Events preceding the transfer.
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14.  Demobilize resources (teams, helicopters, vehicles, etc).
15.  Debrief  both the rescue itself  (analyze what went right and wrong) and 
the rescuers (who may themselves be traumatized by the accident and need 
counselling).

First aid kits

 Always interesting to see what mountain guides consider important, 
since they use their kits a lot more than the average weekend warrior.  And 
since you can’t carry it all, pack for the highest probability.  It turns out that 
upper and lower extremity fractures, significant bleeding, and blisters are the 
most common ailments.

Blisters – Compeed is best.
Gloves –  Intrile are better, and don’t dissolve on contact with tape, unlike 
normal latex.
Decent pair of  scissors ($9).
Sam Splint is a versatile and light tool.
Tincture of  benzoin (Friar’s Balsam substitute) swabs, to dry sweaty feet 
before plastering (available at MEC).
Clear, breathable adhesive skin substitute –  brand names are Opsite or 
Tegaderm.  Both are expensive.  Place over sutured wound.  Good in wet 
conditions like paddling.  Can be used for many days provided there’s no 
underlying infection, which can be seen through the covering.
Large pressure dressing – 24” wide.
Newer dressings have calcium, which stems bleeding rapidly.
Saline ampoules/tubes for cleaning wounds.

General comment: make a list of  drugs’ uses, side effects, doses, and store 
with each drug so others can treat you with your medical kit!
Q: What do you call a mountain guide without a girlfriend?
A: Homeless.

Emergency kit

Folding pruning saw – cuts both wood and snow – from Home Hardware
Nylon tie-wraps are like duct tape.  Use anywhere.
Hockey tape works better in the cold than duct tape.
Mini Vice-grips.
Epoxy A + B.
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Lighter.
Brass wire.
Piece of  old ski pole to act as a splint for new pole, + hose clamps.
Handheld multi-bit driver with many bits and drill, for making new screw 
holes in skis.
Ski wax – MEC.
Sewing kit.
Spare screws in a film canister.
Helicoils.
Spare pole basket.

Radio communication

Available services are:

1.  Cell phone – cheap, but limited backcountry cover.  It’s better in the US.  
Ironically, the best units are the older AM units with a higher signal output.
2.  FRS – family radio service – those little paired radios you buy at Radio 
Shack.  Range 1-3 km, 1/2W o/p.
3.  CB – up to 4W o/p, but largely being replaced by FRS.
4.  PLB – personal locator beacons (like an ELT in an aircraft).  Sends basic 
message only.  You need to register with a central authority so they know your 
call sign.  Now cost about $600.  No ongoing service charges.
5.  Satellite phone – the advantage is you can describe what the emergency is, 
unlike PLB.  Now about $600 + activation fee.  But can’t contact VHF users 
like guides, operators and helicopter pilots.

In another class altogether are:

6.  VHF amateur – operator must be licensed.  Involves taking a simple test, 
usually administered by local ham radio club, or Industry Canada.  With a 
license, you can operate on designated bands.  The most common are in the 
2m band-VHF.  You can listen to anything in that range (except cell-phone) 
– all legal.  What is illegal is to talk on any band you’re not licensed for, except 
in the case of  ‘life threatening circumstances’, when authorities turn a blind 
eye as to your radio license status.

7.  VHF commercial – the radio is licensed, not the operator.  More 
stringent control, units built to a tighter specification, robust equipment.  
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You are allocated a frequency to operate in given geographic area.  With 
other licensee’s permission, you can apply to IC for permission to use that 
frequency too.  Well-known VHF units are made by Yaesu, ICOM, Kenwood 
and Motorola.

 Other comments.  To get better reception and transmission, buy 
an antenna tuned to the frequency of  interest.  The rubber ducky antenna 
supplied with most radios is very lossy.  Try for a half  way dipole or better.  
Telescopic antenna can have its length adjusted to get better gain.  The 
difference in range will surprise you.

Three common communication problems: bad batteries, un-tuned antenna, 
operator. Make a laminated sheet that describes exactly how to operate and 
call for help, so anyone can use it.

Further reading

‘Backcountry Avalanche Awareness’ Bruce Jamieson, Edition 7, $7.95.
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High Ball, Steve Ogle
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NEVER PEE 
INTO THE WIND

_____________________________

BY CAMERON SHUTE

After an hour of  sitting alone at 4200m, with 500m of  steep crevassed 
terrain above me and 300m of  ice below me, (that I didn’t want to downclimb), 
I have to admit I felt a tad lonely.  From my vantage high above the valley 
glaciers, I could see the north face of  South Kennedy, which we had climbed 
two days earlier.  Even though the weather was perfect I was still worried 
about being alone and lost in the feeling that if  I fell into a crevasse no one 
would ever know.  ‘Hug a tree’, my grade school instincts screamed out. 

A quick look confirmed that the entire topographic map consisted 
of  rock and ice.  OK, hug some ice instead.  Jeff  Krueger’s head eventually 
poked up over the lip of  the ice section and I was able to make out a smile 
from ear to ear as he put in a belay.  Brian Cutts followed suit, and we 
were together once again.  My doubts and fears instantly vanished, and we 
efficiently began to move together as a three-person team up to the summit 
of  Mount Hubbard via its south-east face.  We had to keep moving along.  
Our friends Steve Ogle, Mark Parminter and Mark Tinholt could already be 
on the summit, having climbed a different route on the southeast face.  At 
8.00 pm the six of  us stood atop Canada’s thirteenth highest peak straddling 
the border of  the Yukon and Alaska.

Stumbling across the summit plateau under the effects of  the previous 
2000m of  climbing and thinning oxygen, I asked Steve, ‘How long have you 
been here?’  He looked a little confused.  ‘I was going to ask you the same 
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question.’  Fantastic, we had summitted within minutes of  each other. 

After snapping a few photos we decided to begin the 2000m ski descent 
down the standard route of  the mountain.  According to the topo map it 
looked as though we would need to ski down to a plateau atop the east ridge 
(4200m) and then choose the correct chute to ski down on the north side of  
the ridge in order to connect back to Cathedral Glacier.  Sounds easy enough, 
but selecting the correct chute proved to be difficult in our exhausted states.  
Perched above the steep entry to the chute we craned our necks over the 
brink to see if  it looked like it connected to the glacier 800m below.  Since it 
was hard to discern much and as the light was quickly fading, we made the 
decision hastily.  The two Marks were leading the way and we could see that 
at about halfway they were stopped by something.  They signalled us to keep 
a high line and traverse around to the next chute. 

But Steve and I were enjoying the amazing powder in this sheltered 
north-facing chute and skied down too far.  We all wound up traversing and 
reclimbing about 100m in order to get around the Yukon-sized bergschrund 
blocking our passage.  Once around the edge of  this massive hole, we made 
quick work of  the rest of  the slope and were on Cathedral Glacier once 
again. 

Aside from a few ‘hog tying’ incidents on the way down, skiing roped 
together hadn’t been too difficult.  Hoping that the worst was behind us, 
we set off  down the broad gentle glacier, travelling as fast as was safely 
possible.  However, the sun-affected corn snow of  the afternoon was quickly 
becoming an icy nightmare for us as the night approached.  The last 600m 
of  skiing down through the icefall above our camp was horrendous.  I found 
that negotiating turns on ice above gaping voids in the dark while extremely 
fatigued required all my remaining mental energy.  Getting back to camp 
around midnight we managed to cook dinner and inhale it before all six of  
us lost consciousness.

* * *

The motivations to do this trip started in early fall of  2002 after a 
kayaking trip when Mark Parminter had said to me, ‘Man, we have to go 
skiing in Alaska this winter’.  Sparks and wheels started turning in my mind, 
and I began sending out e-mails to the usual suspects in order to gauge 
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interest.  After determining that one of  the crew couldn’t ‘legally’ enter Alaska 
we decided to compromise and go into the Yukon, ski to a summit on the 
Alaskan border and Piss On America.  With this as our guiding inspiration, 
the POA expedition was born. 

Hundreds of  e-mails and many trips to the library later, our plan was 
hatched: we would converge in Whitehorse and fly to the south side of  the 
Alverstone-Hubbard-Kennedy massif  to do some ski mountaineering from 
Cathedral Glacier.  Having never been to the St. Elias range before, it was hard 
to know what to expect, but one thing was for certain: the area is renowned 
for its brutal weather.  In particular I had read in the November 1999 High 
Mountain Info bulletin about an epic joint British/American expedition 
attempting the unclimbed South Kennedy peak (3656m) in the exact same 
area.  They received a startling 4.5m of  snow and had snowfall 19 out of  their 
21 days. Their trip had been in mid to late May.

Mark Parminter above a sea of  peaks Steve Ogle

On April 20th, 2003, we flew with Doug Makkonen of  Trans North 
Helicopter into Kluane National Park and touched down at around 1900m 
on Cathedral Glacier.  After hearing the horror stories of  people waiting for 
weeks to fly into the St. Elias, we figured that being able to get in on our 
first day put us at least a week ahead of  schedule.  That same day we hauled 
our gear and all the food up through the first icefall and established our first 
camp at 2030m.  I was ecstatic with how good the weather was, and the 
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pressure was holding.

The following day we decided to transport some supplies higher up 
the glacier, so we hauled nine days of  food a further five km to just below 
the second icefall at 2680m.  The early-season conditions made travel by ski 
with our ‘krazy-karpet’ sleds on the lower glacier very straightforward.  The 
clouds were starting to roll in from Disenchantment Bay so we skied back to 
Camp I, which took only fifteen minutes.  The following day dawned sunny 
and clear, so that morning we moved our camp to our food drop, establishing 
Camp II.  The rock and ice walls rimming the glacier and the amphitheatre-
like atmosphere they created gave me an appreciation for the apt naming of  
Cathedral Glacier. 

The remains of  the day were spent consuming vast quantities of  
burritos and tea while speculating on the odds of  us climbing South Kennedy 
the next day.  The route up the col between Kennedy and South Kennedy 
appeared to be relatively straightforward, aside from finding a safe passage 
through the icefall just above Camp II.  Barometric pressure was on the rise 
as I was trying to sleep, but I had difficulties relaxing due to the anticipation 
of  the day to come, lack of  oxygen owing to Mark Tinholt’s ‘tent-melter’ 
farts, and sore eardrums from his relentless chainsaw snoring.  Fighting fire 
with fire I finally fell asleep after much elbowing and kicking.

We left Camp II around 6.00 am on April 23rd in patchy weather, but 
managed to pick our way through the extremely broken ground to gain the 
eastern flank of  South Kennedy.  As we reached 3100m the weather turned 
for the worse and we were completely whited out.  After much debate the 
voice of  reason—or at least the loudest voice—cut through the wind and 
snow as Brian exclaimed, ‘This isn’t weather!’  This was quickly supported by 
Jeff, ‘You see all that blue up there!?!’  Looking up, I was only further lost in 
the milky whiteness of  it all.  Naïvely putting logic aside we continued slogging 
upwards, essentially willing the weather to perk up.   Upon our reaching the 
col at 3450m the weather had improved considerably, and we quickly kicked 
steps up the north face reaching the summit around noon.  According to 
everything I had researched we had just completed a first ascent, and everyone 
was stumbling, hugging and grinning like stunned lottery winners.  During 
breaks in the clouds we had amazing views of  the Eastern St. Elias and the 
magnificent Hubbard Glacier spilling out into the ocean at Disenchantment 
Bay.  From that distance it was difficult to work out, - in the vast blueness 
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of  it all - where the exact point was where the glacier merged into the ocean.  
The ski descent was also a first, and we were relaxing in our underwear at 
camp by 2.30 pm, being treated to profound one-liners by Mark Parminter 
such as, ‘Time to get puffy!’ and ‘I kinda feel like pigging out!’

Somebody stole my clothes up there Steve Ogle
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From the summit of  South Kennedy we had eyed the southeast face 
of  Mount Hubbard, our next worthy objective, (since at the time we weren’t 
aware of  a previous ascent up that route).  We later found out that in 1981, a 
Canadian party climbed Mount Hubbard via the southeast face.  (Oh well, at 
least they were Canucks).  Route information in the CAJ article was minimal 
without any photos, and the party had a forced bivouac high up on the 
mountain.  Walter Wood’s expedition in 1951 completed the first ascent from 
a high camp of  almost 4000m.  Motivation to move our ‘not so high’ camp at 
2680m any higher was low, so we were faced with almost 2000m of  altitude 
gain in order to get on top of  Mount Hubbard (4577m). 

After a day of  rest we got started at around 4.00 am on a crisp clear 
morning.  The low-angle light at sunrise painted the most beautiful scene I 
have ever been lucky enough to see in the mountains.  The only real crux 
of  the first 1200m was summoning the cajones to cross the mother of  all 
crevasses on a solid yet narrow bridge.  By 11.00 am we reached the broad 
south shoulder of  Mount Hubbard at around 3900m.  Mark Tinholt and I 
decided to traverse west around the shoulder in order to get a spectacular 
view of  Mount Vancouver, Mount Foresta, Mount Logan, MacArthur Peak 
and Mount St. Elias.  It was at the base of  the southeast face that our group 
decided to split up a little.  The two Marks and Steve wanted to recce the line 
directly up the centre of  the face in the hopes of  skiing it.  Jeff, Brian and I 
chose to climb the big patch of  blue ice on the left side of  the face directly up 
to the summit.  Both routes had few technical difficulties, but Brian managed 
to do an impressive back flip while attempting to mantle up an awkward 
bergschrund.  From the summit we were able to see all the major peaks of  
the range from Mount Fairweather in the southeast to Mount Steele in the 
northwest.

While trying to fulfill the trip premise of  peeing over the border, in a 
land where borders don’t really make much sense, Mark Tinholt had a bad 
case of  stage fright and wasn’t able to perform the requisite task.  It must have 
been a continuation of  his string of  bad luck at American borders, (which 
lately can be stressful places to be no matter where you are).  The morning 
of  the 26th came and went as we slept in until the heat was unbearable.  It 
was only Day 7 of  our trip, and our group expectations had been so far 
surpassed that we felt justified in taking another rest day to enjoy the searing 
hot sun and our seemingly endless supply of  butter.  The high pressure was 
holding, and that evening we decided to attempt Mount Kennedy (4238m) if  
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the weather was good in the morning.

Feeling refuelled for another climb after our day of  rest and eating, we 
were off  early for the mellow west ridge of  Kennedy.  We made great time 
skinning up with only one icy shoulder slowing us down a little and requiring 
crampons.  The highlight of  the day—that could have been a real bummer—
was Jeff  and Brian narrowly avoiding a large serac fall that threatened to 
sweep them off  the exposed slope they were crossing.  After emptying their 
shorts they joined us at the base of  the west ridge around noon.  Since it was 
a five-star weather day we had a leisurely lunch and then climbed the final 
250m up the broad ridge to the summit.  Fun climbing, excellent scenery and 
great people made for an amazing day out.  The thing that made this trip 
especially successful was that no one missed out on any of  the summits.  I 
learned a huge amount about working together to achieve a common goal.  
We skied back to camp on amazing spring corn in a ‘V’ formation to leave 
pretty tracks, and got back to camp midday for dinner.

Much to our amazement and at the cost of  our faces the hot sunny 
weather continued to hold.  We decided to brew a nice butter coffee to soothe 
our sunburned lips, and try to decide what to do next.  Feeling tired and 
happy with having bagged a couple of  fun ascents and descents we decided 
to go play in the ‘baby’ mountains close to our landing site.  Our sights were 
set on a peak we called the Shark’s Fin and some other spots on the southern 
edge of  lower Cathedral Glacier.  On Day 9 we completed our gift exchange 
which degenerated into an all-out glacier party with far too many stories, 
howls, and renditions of  bad 1980s Canadian rock anthems, (a big thanks to 
Stevo for his vast depth in this field).

After two more days of  fantastic skiing the pressure started to drop, 
and we decided to head out to civilization.  After one day of  waiting for 
a flight, Andy Williams swooped in with his Heliocourier to take us out.  
Altogether we spent 12 days on Cathedral Glacier in pretty much perfect 
weather—an unreal experience in one of  the most beautiful places I’ve ever 
been to.

(Cam Shute is now in the process of  trying to change the name of  
South Kennedy Peak to McKim Peak in honour of  our lost friends. See 
McKimmunism in the Guy and JohnKim Section)
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OVERLAND FROM HELLRAVING

A TRAVERSE THROUGH THE 
PANTHEON AND WADDINGTON RANGES

_____________________________

BY DAVE CAMPBELL

I can’t totally recall how this particular location got suggested.  
Sometime after new years, I found my living room floor covered with a big 
assortment of  maps for the Mt. Fairweather area.   An assortment of  scruffy 
characters were pondering the maps, and wondering where this spring’s 
adventure might take them.  A few months later we met again at Don’s place, 
now with our eyes set on the icefields around Mt. Waddington.  We thought 
that the best thing to do would be to approach overland from the Bluff  Lake 
in the interior, and end at the logging camp at Scar Creek, up Bute Inlet.  This 
route would take us through the drier parts of  the Pantheon Range, and into 
the rugged, glaciated mountains around Mt. Waddington.  The idea was to 
do the trip self-supported, carrying all our food and gear we would need for 
three weeks.  From Scar Creek we would get Dave King, (of  Whitesaddle 
Air,) to pick us up in his fixed-wing aircraft and take us back to Bluff  Lake.

We were a fairly eclectic group.  Fred, Tim and I had done trips 
together in the past.  Don Funk had been introduced to Tim and Fred while 
they were traversing the Monarch Icefield.  Some lone skier came into there 
camp one evening, about seven days in either direction from nowhere, and 
this turned out to be Don.  It was in fact the Don Funk, who had already 
received notoriety amongst the group from stories of  his adventures, (always 
ludicrously long ‘day’ trips), from Bivouac.com.  Chris Michalak, VOC’s past 
‘El Presidente’, rounded out the group.
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 After a bit of  early morning confusion, we made our way from 
Vancouver on April 19th.  Out to Williams Lake, then along the Chilcotin 
Highway towards Bella Coola.  Somewhere near Tatla Lake we turned south 
to the King’s Ranch at Bluff  Lake.  We chatted with Dave King and made 
arrangements for our flight out.  That evening we drove out towards Middle 
Lake and camped at the point where the road became no longer driveable

The next day we started our adventure.  The early morning was spent 
trying to fit 21 days, (21 for Tim, Don and Fred; only 19 days for Chris and 
I), worth of  stuff  into our packs.  We all had crazy carpet sleds that we hoped 
to pull behind us to lighten the load in our packs.  Chris had the lightest pack, 
probably about 100 lbs.  Chris is fully keen when it comes to going light.  This 
man knows the precise weight of  every article of  clothing and every piece of  
gear that he owns.  Gear is chosen to minimize weight in order to optimize 
efficiency.  My pack was a bit heavier than Chris’, and in fact Chris and I were 
the only ones who could get everything on our backs at once.  Tim had a 
little bit more stuff, Fred a little more than that, and we were just beginning 
to learn of  the assortment of  things that were crammed into Don’s pack 
and sled.  Each day new things would emerge from the pack.  Things that I 
had never dreamed of  bringing on a trip.  Things I have never used in the 
city.  Batteries.  Lots of  batteries.  An am/fm radio (It’s always good to try to 
get a weather forecast for Vancouver).  And to top it off, there was even the 
kitchen sink.  Yup, you always need a washbasin to do a bit of  washing up 
mid trip.  Need some clean socks?  Bob’s your uncle.  And when you do wash 
your socks on Day 5, Don had not only brought the clothes line to hang them 
to dry, but also had a collection of  clothes pegs to make sure that his socks 
didn’t blow away in the wind.
 

Baldwin described the journey to Nirvana Pass as being a two-day 
trip up Hellraving Creek.  Unfortunately, 2003 was a particularly low snow 
year, and this proved to be somewhat problematic.  Hellraving Creek has a 
lot of  windfall throughout the whole valley, and with little snow covering the 
ground the approach involved a lot of  bushwhacking.  This, coupled with the 
fact that we could no longer sled our heavy loads through the forest as we had 
hoped, led to an involved and slow and arduous double-carry approach.  Our 
progress was somewhat laughable.  I think we made about two kilometres 
our first day, and not much better the next.  Needless to say there was a lot of  
cursing, but four days later we finally (and thankfully) found ourselves at tree 
line, at the head of  Hellraving Creek.
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 Rockies Peak Beckons Scott Nelson
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 On Day 5 we made our way up into the alpine north of  Mt. Siva.  
The views down Hellraving were spectacular; it is a fully unlogged valley; nice 
to look at, but not too travel in.  A bit of  a steep section was negotiated by the 
group in different ways, and we decided to set up camp on the icefield north 
of  Mt. Siva that night rather than push on to the Siva Glacier.  The next day 
we worked our way through the fog, (with the help of  Chris’ GPS), down the 
Siva Glacier.  We descended a short steep bit on the south side of  the main 
icefall, though the route may have been better to the north.
 

Nirvana Pass at last!  At the end of  our sixth day we finally made our way 
to the pass.  It was a bit overcast and we couldn’t see the surrounding terrain 
too well, but what we could see was fantastic.  Nirvana pass at treeline is just 
at the edge of  the alpine.  Around us were all sorts of  meadows and pockets 
of  trees with craggy, ice-covered peaks surrounding the valley on all sides.  On 
day seven the weather was not so good.  We were torn between resting a day 
or pushing on.  We had hoped to be at Nirvana Pass on our second or third 
day, so we felt that we were running a little behind; we had already used a third 
of  our time but had only covered maybe a sixth of  the terrain.  However, we 
decided to spend the day resting.  Our intended route was to continue down 
Twist Creek to access Bifrost Pass.  This involved dropping back into the 
forested valley-bottom.  After our Hellraving experience, we were looking for 
an alternative to more double carrying.  We spotted a route that John Baldwin 
had used on a traverse around the Mt. Zeus area, and we dubbed it the ‘Zeus 
variation’.  It looked pretty steep on the map, so Tim and I decided to spend 
the rest day skiing over to the Zeus valley to see what the route looked like.  
After missing a valley, we made our way below the base of  the Mt.  Zeus 
group.  This would be a great place for a summer mountaineering camp.  Lots 
of  low to moderately technical peaks.  Unfortunately, (or perhaps fortunately 
in hindsight), the ‘Zeus variation’ looked pretty involved.  The route required 
finding a way through steep bluffs that had some passageways of  snow in 
between.  Not necessarily the best place to go with a big pack.
 

So we decided to stick with the original plan and headed through Twist 
Creek.  This turned out to be a really good call; the snow was much deeper 
through the forest than it had been at Hellraving, and made fairly easy going.  
That night we camped at treeline up the south fork of  Twist Creek.  Tim got 
a fire going and we attempted to dry a few things out.
 

Day 9 and the weather was still so-so; not too many amazing views 
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but not too bad either.  We worked our way up some steep terrain out of  
the Twist valley.  We nipped through a col, and then, in low light, descended 
some more steep terrain onto the Frontier Glacier, where we made camp.  
 

The next day dawned pretty clear.  We were perched fairly high and 
had some good views of  the backside of  the Mt.  Zeus area.  We skinned 
up to Bifrost pass and stayed for a while as the clouds slowly drifted in and 
out of  the mountains, revealing new peaks and icefields.  We also got our 
first glimpse into the heart of  the Waddington Range.  What we had seen of  
the mountains up to this point was pretty impressive.  As the clouds opened 
slightly, though, we started to see huge mountains off  to the south.  ‘That 
must be Waddington,’ we said, figuring that anything big to the south would 
be that, and things looked pretty big.  But then Waddington appeared, and 
loomed even higher over the ‘big’ peaks we had just seen.  Maybe it was just 
our vantage point, but it really does dominate the surrounding area.
 

Pleased that we were getting some better weather and some views, we 
skied off  towards Pocket Valley and the Scimitar Glacier.  The day turned 
sunny, and warm, and this softened the snow up a lot.  Skiing into Pocket 
Valley wasn’t too graceful, but we made our way and had lunch near trees 
in the valley.  A bit of  messing about got us through the valley and over the 
lateral moraine of  the Scimitar.  From the valley bottom we had commanding 
views of  Tiedeman and Asperity.  The mountains and the whole area was 
tremendously rugged.  We set up camp on the Scimitar Glacier near the 
confluence of  the Radiant Glacier.
 

Day ten was an absolutely perfectly clear day.  The sleds worked 
perfectly and we quickly made our way a dozen kilometers up the Scimitar 
Glacier.  Along the way we had fantastic views up the steep walls of  Mt. 
Hickson, and of  mountains around Hermit Peak.  We had also arrived at the 
crux of  our route, Fury Gap.  Fury Gap is a 500m snow-ramp that connects 
the Scimitar Glacier with the Dais Glacier.  The last couple of  hundred meters 
of  the ramp are fairly steep, 50 degrees or so.  We were a bit concerned about 
doing the climb up Fury Gap during the warmth and sun of  the mid-day, 
so we lounged about and soaked up some rays.  In late afternoon we started 
up the ramp, and Fred managed to kick great steps up the whole slope.  It 
was definitely one of  those things that I was pretty glad to have behind me.  
Unfortunately, Fred and Don had to do the face twice, as their packs were 
still too heavy to do in a single carry.  We set up camp right just above the top 
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of  the Gap just as the sun was setting.  The skies were clear, and Chris kept 
on joking around, ‘It’s going to be a cold night!’   
 

The next day we lounged around a bit in the morning, then headed 
off  for a look at climbing Mt. Chris Spencer.  A few of  us went to a shoulder 
on the side of  the mountain, and Fred and Tim climbed up a gully to a false 
summit.  From the top we were over a thousand meters above the Scimitar 
Glacier, almost straight down.  It was one of  those views that make you feel 
like you are in an airplane.
 

That afternoon we skied around the west flank of  Mt.  Waddington, 
and set up camp on the Dais Glacier below the South Face.  There were three 
other parties camped on the Dais as well.  We hoped to give the NW Peak of  
Waddington a go the next day, so Tim and Don decided to set a track up to 
the base of  the route that evening.  Hopefully that would help us save some 
time finding a route through the crevasses along the way, so that we could 
travel in the dark.
 

Day thirteen we woke up early and started off.  Fred had climbed 
this route a few years earlier so he decided to sleep in and then go climb 
Peak 2562.  Another party that was camped on the Dais also headed off  for 
Waddington the same day.  From the end of  the Tim and Don’s tracks we 
had a steep gully to ascend.  The early morning snow had been quite hard, 
and we wore crampons, but the gully snow had a breakable crust the whole 
way and wasn’t too difficult.   From the top of  the gully we had to work our 
way to the north side of  the mountain and onto the Angel Glacier.   We were 
able to wear our skis most of  the way after the gully, but at some point, (and 
I can’t really remember why now), Tim and I decided to take the skis off.   
Near the top there were two peaks, and we weren’t sure which to go for.  We 
headed off  to the right, and had a short steep section over a bergschrund.  
We set up a rope for this bit and just left it up as a hand line over the steeper 
section.  We ended up on the wrong NW peak, but it seemed silly to spend 
a long time getting over some tricky terrain just to be a couple of  meters 
higher.  The views were absolutely incredible.  We had the classic view of  the 
true summit of  Waddington, and could see a lot of  the Coast Mountains in 
all directions.  Mountains that had towered over us a few days earlier were 
now tiny humps far below.  The last little bit to our summit had a short au 
cheval section, and Tim, Chris and I took turns shimmying our way to the 
top.  From there our boots dangled over the 2000m drop down the South 
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Face to the Dais Glacier.
 

We hung out on top for about an hour, then made our way down.  
Other than the short hand-line section at the top, we could ski the Angel 
Glacier.  Tim also skied the approach gully, but it was a bit stiff  for my liking.  
We were back at camp before dark and enjoyed a hot meal and some rest.  
 

After a bit of  a sleep in on Day fourteen, we decided to head off  to 
climb Mt. Munday as a day trip from camp, and to look at possible exits over 
Mystery Pass.  It was definitely an ambitious day given the late start and our 
previous day; over 20 km round trip and about 1700m of  elevation.  Again, 
Fred had climbed Munday earlier and decided to climb Mt. Agur.  We ran 
in to a guided party on the false summit.  There is a short gap between the 
false and true summit that is not too difficult, but is really exposed (over 
1000m straight down).  To the north were the big walls of  the Serra Peaks, 
and then Waddington off  to the west.  We decided to rope up and went over 
one at a time to the true peak.  The views were absolutely breathtaking.  The 
Whitemantle Range lay to the south, and is the most rugged, heavily glaciated 
group of  mountains I have ever seen.  The way down was fast, despite the 
hard time I was having trying to ski some fairly crusty snow.
 

We decided to move camp and start making our way out the next day.  
I had to be back in Vancouver, and only had 19 days total for the trip; though 
I could have used an extra day back in town.  The weather had deteriorated a 
bit, and we moved camp a few kilometres down the Dais Glacier before the 
weather fully socked in and we set up camp.  The weather kept us in our tents 
for the rest of  the day.

Day 16 was still pretty bad.  We lay around all day, mostly packed up so 
that we could take off  at a moment’s notice.  The weather finally cleared up 
at about 8.00 pm, and Chris and I decided to go for it.  In the last hour or so 
of  light we made our way down the upper part of  the Franklin Glacier and 
set up camp near a crevasse field before the Repose Glacier.
 

The next day we woke up early and made our way to the Glacier.  We 
had to skirt a major crevassed section by hugging the eastern edge of  the 
glacier.  A quick skin up the Repose brought us to the head of  Scar Creek.  
A few kilometres brought us down to logging roads, and a long march down 
to the logging camp at Scar Creek.  The road was pretty overgrown, and 
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there wasn’t enough snow to ski much of  it.  But it wasn’t too bad.  It would 
probably make a decent two-day approach into the Franklin Glacier.  By that 
evening Chris and I were at the logging camp.  We startled a black bear as 
we strolled into camp.  We figured out how to use the radiophone and called 
our pilot to come and pick us up the next day.  The folks at the logging camp 
also hooked us up with a room, and we just managed to catch the end of  
dinner.  Nothing like a big logger’s meal at the end of  seventeen days in the 
mountains!  Just as we finished showering, Tim strolled into camp, and then 
Fred shortly after him.

The next morning we went down to the gravel airstrip outside of  
camp and waited for Dave King.  Tim, Chris and I caught a lift, while Fred 
waited for Don to arrive at camp.  It was a tight fit for our gear and the three 
of  us.  As we were taxiing around on the airstrip I noticed that Dave kept 
his seat belt off  and his window open.  I half-jokingly asked why he did that, 
and in a fairly serious manner he answered, ‘just in case I need to jump out’.  
That didn’t add to my feeling of  security, being pinned under a pile of  gear 
in the back seat.   

The flight was amazing.  We flew up the Homathko River, and had 
views off  to the left of  Mt. Waddington and the area we had spent the past 
few weeks, and the Homathko Icefield off  to the right.  We landed at the 
King’s ranch back at Bluff  Lake.  Tim and I were privileged enough to get to 
chat with ‘Grandma’ King, while Dave drove Chris back to pick up his car.  
A long drive brought us back to Vancouver and the hustle and bustle of  the 
city.  Another adventure in the Coast was over.

Trip Participants:
Dave ‘Amazing Views’ Campbell
Tim ‘Can I start your stove?’ Blair
Fred ‘This isn’t a shower, this is a system!’ Touche
Don ‘Everything AND the kitchen sink!’ Funk
Chris ‘Techno’ Michilak

Editor’s note: An interesting perspective on this article can be gained by substituting the 
word ‘sex’ for ‘views’.
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John McKim Millar decending from Shivling, India Guy Edwards
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GLACIER SCHOOL, MT. BAKER
_____________________________

BY EMILY CHUNG

After a thorough tour of  the lovely town of  Concrete (marked by 
several pillars of  - you guessed it - concrete), we finally arrived at the office 
of  the Northern Cascades National Forest.  There, we appreciated the flush 
toilets for the last time, grabbed a few poop and scoop kits (complete with 
toilet paper) and went on our way.

The journey from the parking lot to the Easton Glacier of  Mt.  Baker 
was topographically challenging, but very picturesque.  We crossed a few 
streams, then headed up through the forest to some blueberry meadows.  
Then up along a ridge, then along another ridge, and finally to an area with 
a stream but not much vegetation, (I’m making it sound much faster and 
easier than it actually was.) The weather was brilliant - warm and sunny all 
the way.  Our final camping ground was a moon-like landscape close to the 
Easton Glacier.  After eating lunch and setting up camp, we headed up to the 
smooth and snowy slopes to practice self-arrest under the patient tutelage of  
Dave and Chris.

We returned to cook supper, which was delicious in spite of  the fact 
that you are supposed to add only one cup of  water, not two, to Liptons 
Sidekicks potatoes.  After supper, we hung out with the local rangers, who 
were a friendly bunch, and drank mulled wine, which was also very friendly.

Unfortunately, the weather took a turn for the worse over the course 
of  the night.  We awoke to find it very cold and rainy and windy.  It was under 
these conditions that we practised roping up.  Once we were convinced that 
each person would be able to drag everyone else down with them, we headed 
over to the crevassy part of  the glacier.  Since I didn’t have mountaineering 
boots, I was afraid that my crampons wouldn’t stay on.  But after lacing them 
around my boots a dozen times, they seemed to stay okay.  I was so pleased 
that I immediately wandered over to the edge of  a crevasse.  I couldn’t see the 
bottom, but based on the surroundings, I imagined that it was probably kind 
of  like slurpee down there.  After we lowered several foolish volunteers into a 
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crevasse and pulled them up again, I couldn’t feel any of  my fingers and toes 
anymore, so I headed back to camp and packed up as well as I could.

As we began the hike back, I casually inquired if  there were any toilets 
about.  Fred gave me directions to one, on another ridge perpendicular to 
the route we were following back to the parking lot.  Off  I went, and sure 
enough, at the top of  the ridge were several of  what looked like metal cash 
boxes, each about the size of  a Blue Box.  Each one had a toilet seat built into 
it.  I was happy to see that they were self-enclosed and weren’t just pit toilets 
because I had been drinking the local water all weekend without treating it.  
I was also grateful that I didn’t have to use my poop and scoop kit.  I lifted 
the lid off  one of  the toilets and noticed that it was quite full.  Nevertheless, 
it didn’t smell that bad (there was some kind of  disinfectant solution inside, 
I think) and I estimated that there was enough headroom available, so I took 
a seat.  I should also mention that there were no walls whatsoever.  If  you 
didn’t think about it too much, the toilet felt like a throne, from which you 
could admire a weeping view of  your majestic mountain kingdom.  Cradling 
their precious glacier, the peaks rose up behind the sparsely treed, nearby 
ridges and the green valleys connecting them.  In fact, as I sat there on an 
exposed ridge taking a crap, I could see other VOCers in the distance making 
their way down the ridge.  I wondered if  they could see me.

Anyway, after that I continued back down to the parking lot.  For 
some reason, the way back seemed way shorter.  

John McKim Millar adjusts to the Himilayan altitude Guy Edwards
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HIGHLIGHTS OF THE COAST

WITH REFLECTIONS ON JOHN CLARKE
_____________________________

BY DAVE CAMPBELL

I guess that the inspiration for this article probably came from a CAJ 
article I read a few years ago by John Clarke called ‘Special Places’.  In this, 
John talked about his favourite places in the Coast Mountains.  Now at first 
glance this might not seem so special.  John Clarke has written all sorts of  
gems for the CAJ over the years of  his far-flung adventures in the Coast, and 
this could be seen as just another article among many.  But perhaps that is just 
what had intrigued me so much.  Here is someone who had spent countless 
days, weeks, months, tramping around the Coast.  He’d seen a lot, (and it’s a 
pretty big place). One starts to get the impression then that if  John is saying 
that these are pretty amazing places, then they must truly be some of  the 
most spectacular places on the planet.

John Clarke has had a fairly big influence on my outlook on the 
mountains.  In ways it was really John who introduced me to the Coast 
Mountains, not by going on trips with him, but through his slides and stories.  
In so many ways he opened my eyes to what was there.  In a subtle way, 
he silently showed me what was possible.  Here was someone who could, 
and did, spend months of  each year in the mountains.  He would go to 
these distant places, that almost no one had heard of, often by himself.  The 
pictures and stories that he returned with were unbelievable.  Even though I 
grew up around Vancouver, I had no idea that places like this even existed, let 
alone so close to home.  And in some way by learning that these places did in 
fact exist, thanks to John, I became inspired to see them; to explore.  

The world of  John Clarke seemed to be a world of  fjords, granite 
ridges and cliffs, icefields and icefalls, mountain goats, tarns, wolverines, and 
often bad weather.  Along with this are the ideas of  wilderness, remoteness, 
being ‘way the hell out there’.   For some reason the idea of  being able to 
see for a hundred miles in all directions and knowing that you are likely the 
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only people around really appeals to me.  This world that John, (and I must 
also give credit too to the likes of  John Baldwin, Markus Kellerhals, Dave 
Williams and Steve Sheffield), had introduced me to was a world I wanted 
to explore, and in my undergrad years I seemed to try seek this world out.  
Weekend forays generally ended up being fairly wet affairs, and for some 
reason this mystical world that I associated as being the ‘Coast Mountains’ 
seemed to elude me.  With the completion of  my undergraduate years it 
seemed to happen.  I don’t know whether it is just that I started going to the 
right places, or maybe the weather just co-operated more, or I was influenced 
by, and going on trips with, the right people.  Or maybe I am just getting old, 
(I accuse myself  a lot of  this these days), and my perception of  my mountain 
experiences changes.  But for some reason this elusive ‘Coast Mountain 
experience’ that I had been searching for suddenly clicked.  The mountains I 
was exploring became like the experiences or atmosphere I had experienced 
through the slides of  John Clarke.

I don’t know for sure the first time I felt the ‘out-there’ feeling, but I 
really associate it with a trip I did to the Monarch Icefield right after graduating.  
A group of  five of  us spent nearly three weeks traversing the most spectacular 
mountains I had ever experienced.  Jagged peaks (Mt. Monarch, for example), 
big glaciers, wolverines running through camp, remoteness.  It was everything 
I had associated with the ‘Coast Mountains’.  I was hooked.  Trips over the 
past few years have tried to seek this out.  The Pemberton Icecap, McBride 
Range, Raccoon Pass (John Clarke doesn’t lie, you really have to go there!), 
Powell-Daniels, Waddington; these were the types of  places I had dreamed 
about.

So in a way I am feeling like these mountains are truly becoming a 
part of  me, and in some small way me a part of  them.  Trips to some of  the 
more distant places made me see that there are also some pretty amazing 
spots close to home.  All it really takes to get there is a bit of  imagination to 
stray from the ‘beaten-path.’  I keep on joking with the younger generation, 
that the ‘new world’ view of  mountaineering has been influenced by the 
Kevin McLane guide.  It describes lots of  nice routes on nice mountains, 
but his guide is definitely a ‘Select’ one.  It provides ideas for some great 
adventures, but in some ways it creates a ‘beaten path’ of  places to go, and 
in turn these routes and areas become the locations where mountaineering 
takes place.  The sense of  exploration is lost.  In many ways the guidebooks 
of  a given time have strong influences on the mountaineering community.  
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This certainly seems to be the tradition since Culbert.  For example, I grew 
up on the Bruce Fairly guide and old Canadian Alpine Journals.

Over the past few years I have been able to go on trips close to home 
that have really captured that ‘Coast Range’ experience for me.  They haven’t 
been long trips, often only a day or a weekend, but for some reason they 
haven’t hit the radar of  the mainstream community.  Therefore, I thought I 
would share a few of  the most spectacular places that I have been over the 
past two summers.  For some of  these trips, I’ll just describe the route, but 
for offers I’ll go into more detail.  In general these peaks are non-technical, 
(I don’t like to carry ropes anymore), but do require navigation and some 
mountaineering ability, like scrambling, or using an ice axe.  Maybe they aren’t 
totally ‘unknown’ to people, but they are places that, to me anyway, really 
capture the essence of  the Coast Mountains. 

Skier below Wedge Mtn Dave Campbell

Exodus Peak 

I headed off  to Exodus Peak in June two years ago.  I had just had a 
hiatus from the Coast Range due to a knee injury and a bit of  travelling.  I 
went there with Mark Grist, Tim Blair and Robin McKillop.  We brought skis, 
and it was one of  those fantastic late season ski trips.  This was definitely the 
best approach as there was still enough snow that we were able to cover a lot 
of  terrain.  The great thing about travelling to Exodus Peak is that it takes you 
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into the southern parts of  the Pemberton Icecap.  In ways you feel like you 
are on a big icefield traverse, while in fact you are on a short trip.  We made 
it from the Squamish River to Exodus and back in a day, but it would also be 
a nice weekend trip.  While we were up there we saw a family of  mountain 
goats crossing the icefield.  Mark separated his binding from his ski on the 
descent from Exodus, but we managed a pretty good field re-mount.

Mt. Ashlu

Now if  I could say one thing about Mt. Ashlu, it would be – ‘Go and 
do it!’  I honestly think this is one of  the best scrambles I have ever done, not 
just because the climbing is really nice, but also because the surroundings are 
so incredible.  As well, it can be done as a day trip, though a four-wheel drive 
vehicle helps for this.  The scramble is fairly sustained third class, but never 
really gets any harder.  The route goes up from Shortcut Creek, then ascends 
the gullies to the southeast of  Ashlu.  From there you work your way up the 
prominent rib to a col, and finally along the East Ridge proper.  There are 
good views over to Porterhouse Peak and the Ashlu-Elaho divide.  Ashlu is 
one of  those prominent peaks that you can see from all over the SW Coast, 
and this means that you can see quite a ways from the top.

Dave Campbell takes The Views 
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Mt. James Turner (June 2003)

This was another Robin McKillop adventure.  The ‘tucked-away’ 
nature of  Mt. James Turner is definitely one of  its appeals.  That’s the neat 
thing about Garibaldi Park.  It has some places that are fairly accessible, 
but it also has those out-of-the-way gems that require a little extra effort to 
get to, but are really quite spectacular.  James Turner is one of  these gems 
that is a stone’s throw away from the Wedgemount Lake Peaks just north of  
Whistler. 

Our plan was to blitz in on skis, and do the scramble route up the 
south-east side of  the peak, all in two and a half  days.  We headed off  from 
Vancouver on a warm June evening and made it up to Wedgemount Lake 
slightly after dark.  We bivied at the camp spots outside the cabin, which can 
be a bit of  a nuisance because of  the mice).  We did have to carry skis most 
of  the way up, but it really paid off  once we hit snowline, as the skis really 
made some of  the longer distances we travelled possible. 

We had an early start and were up to the Wedge-Weart col before too 
long.  Another party had camped near the col and were starting to get onto 
the North Arete of  Wedge as we passed.  The ski run down from the pass 
was the first part of  the trip and it somewhat set the trend for the rest of  it.  
The spring snow was just perfect for turns, and it was by far the best skiing I 
had had all season.  We dropped down onto the Weart Glacier.  It was early in 
the day, and as our plan was to try to climb Mt. James Turner on the second 
day, we had lots of  time to play around.  We decided to head to the toe of  the 
Weart Glacier and then skied up Oasis Peak.  From here we had some great 
views back up to Wedge and Weart, and north to Mt. Currie.  Some more ski 
turns brought us back to the glacier, and we skied back to Eureka Peak.  We 
took the skis off  and boot packed up Eureka, then carried on to the Needles 
Glacier.  At some point in time we joked about skiing down and climbing 
Mt. Neal, and it wasn’t until we set up camp on the Needles Glacier that 
we realized that this would be our window to do it.  We ate a bit of  supper, 
and skied off  into the evening towards Mt. Neal.  The Fairly guide suggests 
that Mt. Neal is a strenuous three day affair, so we were pretty happy to be 
there only 24 hours after leaving the car.  There was a cairn on top and the 
summit register had only three entries.  The first was from the first ascent in 
the fifties, the second was from a BCMC trip in the seventies and the third 
was from Neal Carter himself  (who the peak is named after).  Ski tracks 
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around the summit was a dead giveaway that ours wasn’t the fourth ascent, 
but I would be interested to know how often people make it up Neal.  We 
had some spectacular turns back to the Needles Glacier as the sun started 
setting.

The next morning we were up early.  We crossed around the north-
west side of  Fingerpost Ridge and dropped down onto the Berna Glacier.  
It was quite icy, so we switched from skis to crampons, and eventually left 
the skis to come back to later in the day, (not really all that necessary).  We 
continued contouring around to the south side of  James Turner, and had 
a go at some snow gullies on the southwest side.  This route seemed a bit 
precarious, so we backed off  and tried a line with more rock further around 
to the south-east side.  It was a bit loose in some places, but was more or less 
third class to the summit, where fantastic views from the top looked back to 
Wedge and Lesser Wedge, and south into the McBride Range.  It was quite 
the place to be.

We opted for some snow on the way down as it was starting to soften 
up a bit in the warm summer day.  The ski out seemed to take a while, back 
over to the Needles and Weart Glaciers.  The bonus was that there were 
plenty of  quality ski turns along the way.  It was definitely a strenuous couple 
of  days, but certainly a jaunt to James Turner isn’t unrealistic at all for a 
weekend trip, considering the side trips we did along the way.

Place Glacier (July 2003)

Place Glacier is a big flat pancake of  a glacier just east of  Birkenhead.  
In the winter, access is from the Duffey Lake road, and in summer you can 
approach up the steep trail that follows Place Creek.  This is the place to go 
for some great scrambling.  In July I came up here for a weekend with Katie 
Graham, Andre Zimmerman and Chris Michalak.  The first day we spent 
getting to the alpine.  The trail is a bit of  a grunt, but you get to go past a 
beautiful waterfall along the way.  After a steep rise, the trail mellows off  in 
a hanging valley.  Near the end of  the trail, you have to pass over a bit of  
a headwall to get up to the glacier itself.  This section is cairned, but route-
finding can be difficult.  It is also fairly smooth rock, and would be slippery 
if  it was raining.

There are some great camping spots around the outwash plain below 
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the glaciology cabins.  On the day we arrived, Chris and I scrambled up Mt. 
Gardiner, and the next day we did a traverse around to Mt. Olds.  There are 
lots of  other good scrambling peaks in the area too, for example a traverse 
from Mt. Saxifrage over to Place Glacier.

Mt. Pelion (September 2003)

Mt. Pelion is good because it provides the ruggedness and relief  of  
the Tantulus Range without the difficult access logistics.  I went up there this 
fall as a day-and-a-half  trip with Lena Rowat, Hamish Millar, Scott Nelson 
and Chris Michalak.  The approach is a good trail that follows Sigurd Creek 
along the Squamish Mainline.  The approach trail breaks off  from the Sigurd 
Lake trail and crosses over the creek.  We camped in a debris flow gully, (not 
a good idea if  it is raining), rather than dropping down into the big outwash 
plain below both Ossa and Pelion.  The plain would be the better place to 
camp if  you were climbing Ossa.  We did the scramble up Pelion the same 
day we hiked in.  Because it was fairly late season, we encountered a few 
route-finding problems that might not have been there earlier on.  The route 
is never difficult, but it always kept us guessing.  We crossed an icefield on 
the north-west side of  the mountain, and dropped through an indistinct pass 
onto the north-east side.  From there we crossed through another notch, 
back to the west side, then climbed up the prominent north-west Ridge.  
The views were amazing, and we even saw some brockenspectre!  A good 
weekend trip might be to climb Pelion one day, and then Ossa the next, but 
this would be pretty strenuous.

Fitzsimmons Range (August 2003)

I know the area around Singing Pass is popular, but I thought I would 
include it as it really is a fabulous place.  You can get there fairly easily by 
hitching or the bus, if  you don’t have your own vehicle.  I had wanted to visit 
the area for a while, and I finally made it just before the fire ban came into 
effect in late-August.  While the area directly around Russet Lake is busy, 
not too many people venture further back into the range.  The thing that I 
really appreciated with the area is the views south to the rugged, glaciated 
north sides of  the mountains of  the McBride Range, and the big relief  over 
Chekamus Lake.  Mt. Fissile and Whirlwind Peak are two obvious peaks to 
ascend.  If  you continue further back Mt. Overlord isn’t particularly difficult, 
but has nice views.  I tried Diavolo, but was turned back due to some ice, (and 
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I can’t say the rock looked particularly good either).  Chekamus looked like it 
would be good for a crew with crampons and a rope.  Fitzsimmons is a nice 
scramble.  The Spearhead traverse is a classic traverse on skis, but I bet that 
it would be a really fun trip in the summer, taking time to climb peaks along 
the way.  It would be a good trip to make you feel ‘out there,’ without all the 
logistics involved in other remote trips.

Sun Peak (September 2003)

‘Go there!’  I’m sorry to keep saying this, but this is truly one spectacular 
place.  It is real John Clark country.  Sun Peak is on the divide between Sims 
Creek (in the Elaho drainage) and Princess Louisa Inlet (you can’t get more 
coastal than that).  For many years John Clarke took groups of  school kids 
on a traverse through here, from Princess Louisa over to Sims Creek.  A lot 
of  John’s slides that had got me hooked were from this area.  Other than a 
few clear-cuts near the mouth, the Sims drainage is pristine.  To the north is 
the Clendenning Range, (on John’s ‘select’ list), and all around are spectacular 
granite domes, glaciers, and steep drop-offs to distant valley bottoms.  This is 
by far the most outstanding place I have ever been to on a weekend trip!

The trip starts with a long drive up the Elaho mainline.  I think you are 
further north than Whistler by the time you start, which should give you an 
idea of  the length.  The start of  the route is the trail that goes to ‘Bug Lake.’  
It is not an entirely spectacular lake, but a nice destination.  The trail has 
found its way into the new 101 Hikes book, and I think that the name, and 
the photo in the book, will likely keep huge crowds from going here, despite 
the fact that it is likely the most scenic area around.  One drawback is that it 
is a bit of  a grunt to get to the alpine, but isn’t that all part of  it?

At Bug Lake a memorial bench has been installed in memory of  John 
Clarke.  While we were up there we met the fellow who built and put the 
bench in.  From Bug Lake we followed the cairned and flagged ridge into the 
alpine.  From there the views really come into their own.  Hard to describe 
with any justice, it truly is a magical place.  To the north: the Sims, and peaks 
along the Clendenning-Sims Divide.  There was also great views of  Mt. 
Tinniswood, which is high on my ‘places-to-go’ list.  We rambled along the 
ridge towards Sun Peak.  There is a cliff  band to negotiate which prevents 
one from carrying entirely along the ridge and accessing the glacier below 
Sun Peak, unless you have a rope or strong nerves.  One possible way around 
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this is to go right, down a passably steep gully, and work your way around.  
Alternatively, (the way we went), you can head down left to a bench and gain 
the glacier.  It is definitely the easier route, but it is larger and you end up 
losing a fair bit of  elevation.

The scramble up Sun Peak is short, but nice, and the views are 
breathtaking.  From Sun Peak you can see 2300m back to the ocean, at Princess 
Louisa.  Wow!  From the peak we went back to the glacier and camped by a 
tarn overlooking the inlet.  The next day we contoured our way around Sun 
Peak, and regained the main ridge line away from the peak by cramponing 
our way up the snow gully we had avoided the previous day.  Then we had 
to deal with the long downhill back to the car.  Near the valley bottom there 
is still some amazing old cedar and Douglas fir trees that managed to escape 
cutting.

Some people do this traverse starting in Princess Louisa Inlet.  It 
would be nice to do the trip from the ocean, but it is definitely a lot more 
costly and logistically difficult to do this that way.  If  you had a few days for 
your holiday, it would probably be just as worth while to spend a few days 
rambling along the ridges around the divide, and maybe even heading over 
to Mt. Tinniswood.
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Conor Reynolds in the Himalaya Guy Edwards
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        The Alpine Club 
                             of Canada        

                                 Vancouver Section

           is pleased to welcome members
               of the Varsity Outdoor Club 
                    as affiliate members of the ACC!    
                                         Join us for mountain adventures!

www.alpineclubofcanada.ca/vancouver              voicemail: 604-878-5272

The Alpine Club of  Canada (ACC) was founded in 1906 as Canada’s national moun-
taineering club. It consists of  18 sections across the country, from Victoria to Montreal, in 
addition to the National Office and Clubhouse located in Canmore, Alberta. The Vancouver 
Section was founded in the early years of  the exploration of  the Coast Mountains. It currently 
has over 500 members who share a great enthusiasm for the outdoors.

Each year people of  all ages and experiences enjoy ACC adventures. The National 
Club offers reasonably priced trips, courses, and camps across Canada and internationally. The 
Vancouver Section publishes a full schedule of  local activities ranging from easy hiking and 
backpacking trips to more challenging mountaineering, backcountry skiing, snowshoeing, ice 
climbing, and rock climbing trips. We also offer numerous weeklong ski and climbing camps, 
and a variety of  skills workshops. Everyone is welcome to attend our monthly meetings and 
slideshows, starting at 7:30pm in the Floral Hall of  Van Dusen Gardens (37th Avenue and 
Oak Street in Vancouver) on the fourth Tuesday of  each month (except July, August and 
December).
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TIME SPENT IN RECCE IS SELDOM WASTED
_____________________________

BY MATTHEW BROWN

I’m not sure what Conrad Kain was thinking when he led the first 
ascent of  the infamous gendarme in 1916, but it certainly wasn’t, ‘I bet it 
takes a bomber Camalot’.  This was to be the theme of  Reid Holmes and I on 
our traverse of  Bugaboo Spire, August 4th 2003.  We came to the Bugaboos 
equipped with technical friends, rubber soled shoes and a stretchy rope.  But 
perhaps our most important advantage was information, or ‘beta’ in climbing 
lingo.  Our objective: To climb the Northeast Ridge of  Bugaboo Spire, one 
of  ‘Fifty Classic Climbs’ in North America, to traverse between the two 
summits at 3200m elevation, and to descend the Kain route via the infamous 
gendarme.

Day one was spent getting acquainted with the Bugaboos.  The Bugs 
are a geographically unlikely sight - huge fingers of  rock protruding vertically 
from glacial planes, tempting climbers upward with elegant lines from solid 
5.4 on Pigeon Spire to ED2 nightmares on Howser.  We began with the 
South Ridge of  Bugaboo Spire, named the Kain Route in honour of  its first 
ascensionist.  The climb is mostly 3rd and 4th class scrambling, with a few 
moves of  5th.  However, right below the summit is a gendarme, standing 
proud like a vertical sleeping policeman, blocking the route.  The unlikely 
line climbs directly up it before traversing left, and gets a YDS grade of  5.6.  
After giving due respect to Mr. Kain we surveyed our new surroundings.  
Snowpatch Spire: a sharp spike with no obvious weakness but a prominent 
patch of  snow.  Pigeon Spire: a small but perfectly formed chunk of  granite 
resembling a pigeon taking off.  The Howser Massif: Not one spire but three, 
protected by a massive bergschrund and a formidable looking north face.  
Looking north we could see that the traverse between the Bugaboo summits 
would be no walk in the park, a razor ridge of  5th class climbing with vertical 
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walls on either side.  After lunch we set about figuring out a sequence of  six 
rappels by which we descended off  the summit, past the gendarme and to 
the easier ground below.

On day two we rose early and went out to climb Pigeon by the 
moderate West Ridge.  After one and a half  hours of  super fun climbing and 
scrambling we arrived on the summit.  Strong climbers sometimes do this 
route without a rope.  In fact, the legendary Guy Edwards soloed the route in 
19 minutes up and down, naked!! After that, our main plan for the day was to 
follow up on a rumour. Apparently there was a photocopy of  the new Elaho 
guidebook in the Hut 250m below camp.  We already had the ‘Bugaboo Rock’ 
guidebook of  Bensen and Green, but were somewhat confused by its grades, 
in particular the liberal use of  ‘plus’ symbols.  For example, the Snowpatch 
route on Snowpatch spire is rated 5.6+ in Bensen and Green, which turns 
out to be 5.8 in the Elaho Guidebook.  (We trust Elaho grades ‘cause they 
wrote the Squamish guidebook!).  The new book looks great, is due out at 
the time of  writing, and luckily for us had a great description of  our intended 
North East Ridge route, which it put at 5.8 D-.

On day three we reccied the other side of  Bugaboo.  We figured we’d 
do the approach and get up the first pitch of  5.8 to learn the meaning of  this 
whole ‘alpine grades’ thing.  A bit of  route finding, scrambling and simul-
climbing led us to the 2770m Bugaboo-Crescent col.  I’m not really a fan 
of  simul-climbing, as it is only really to keep you on the mountain, and falls 
can be bad news, but it beats soloing.  We negotiated a low 5th class slab and 
ended up at the prominent white scar, the ‘rope up ledge,’ in 3 hours.  From 
here the vertical knife of  the north east ridge looks quite imposing.  Pitch 
one was a 30m 5.8 flake with some nice liebacky moves and bomber threaded 
slings.  We got to the top, faffed with the tat anchor and rapped down in just 
over an hour.

On the way down an idea began to crystallise.  Our estimates of  one 
hour per alpine pitch didn’t give us much time to complete the approach, 
twelve pitches of  climbing, traverse and descent before nightfall.  Carrying 
sleeping bags was out of  the question, so bivying en route would be seriously 
un-fun.  What about bivying up here on the ridge?  By doing that we 
reckoned on getting a super early start on the climb, traversing the summits 
and retreating down the Kain route without spending a cold night out on the 
mountain.
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Bugaboo Spire Matt Brown
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Returning to camp we had a minor setback when the warden reported 
thunderstorms were forecast for the next day, (Bugaboo Spire is the best 
lightening rod in the area).  Luckily he had his notes mixed up, so we set off  
back to the col with sleeping bags and thermarests.  We made it back there 
in a hour straight, twice as fast as before, thanks to the incredible speed 
advantage of  knowing exactly where we were going! We built a makeshift 
bivy shelter by piling up rocks around a flat patch, and dossed down for the 
night.  ‘It would be pretty inexcusable if  we weren’t the first ones on the route 
tomorrow’ said Matt, and fell asleep.

Sure enough at 4:40 am the next morning we awoke to a strange 
tinkling sound.  We sat in our bags rubbing our eyes as two enthusiastic 
climbers hurtled past.  After walking up the 5th class slabs they proceeded 
to simul-climb the 5.8 pitch.  Ha!  So much for being first on the route.  
After cereal in a ziplock we stashed the bivy gear and set off  at 5:15 am in a 
somewhat more stately fashion than the others.

The first five pitches of  this route are the really stellar ones.  Pitch 
one is the aforementioned 5.8 flake.  From here the climbing goes at 5.6 up 
a broken corner for about 45m, to a belay on a pillar.  Next is a puzzling 
5.7 face climb, with incredible views back to Applebee Dome, topping out 
at the base of  a dihedral corner.  This dihedral corner (pitch four, 5.6) is 
somewhat like the Apron’s Diedre, only it’s even better! It was one of  my 
favourite pitches ever! All the way the views off  the sheer northeast ridge to 
Snowpatch, Eastern Spires and the panorama beyond are truly stunning.

Pitch four ends at a ledge with a belay off  a piton driven into a hand 
crack.  Mistakenly assuming that the piton was on the route, I pissed on the 
correct route (a larger crack to the right), before heading up the hand crack.  
This turned out to be a ‘strenuous’ 5.8 variation.  Great fun, but I was glad 
to get back to the chimney at the end, even if  I did keep getting my axe stuck 
in it...  (we needed ice axes for the glacial approach and descent).  From here 
the climbing gets easier but still 5th class until the twelfth pitch finishes up at 
the North Summit.  We arrived on the North Summit at 3pm, having begun 
the climb at 6am, averaging 45 minutes per pitch.  

From here we could see the South Summit and our descent route, so 
near, yet so far.  The traverse of  the summits was breathtaking, though at this 
stage we’d had enough exposure for one day! Still, it wasn’t giving up without 
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a few more pitches.  At 5pm we arrived on the South Summit, relieved to be 
back to the relative safety of  the Kain Route.  Both of  us had sore feet from 
over tight climbing shoes, and after some unexpectedly cold spots (ice!) in the 
chimney, we decided that socks would have been a good idea too.  For that 
matter our mountaineering boots weren’t ideal either, being too heavy for 
technical climbing and a pain to carry in our rucksacks.  ‘The kit’ for Bugaboo 
climbing is the lightest pair of  shoes/boots you can find that fit crampons, 
and climbing shoes you can wear all day!

The descent went without a hitch, other than my rope twisting itself  
in knots on some of  the rappels - anyone who knows a good way to untwist 
a rope should let me know! The hot weather had deteriorated the condition 
of  the glacier, and seeing a couple of  foot-holes though the snowbridge, we 
opted to jump across and continue boot skiing on the other side.  We made 
it back to camp at 8:45 pm, just before sunset.

Luckily we were able to borrow bivy bags from some resident climbing 
bums (our sleeping bags were still at the col).  The Bugs are a great place to 
be a climbing bum – five dollars for a night camping and lots of  people to 
scavenge food from.  We were quite happy to donate a Mars bar or two to 
the cause in exchange for the loan of  a bivy bag.  With the borrowed bivy 
sacks, a wee dram of  whisky and the silhouette of  Bugaboo behind, the night 
wasn’t so cold after all.

According to the Elaho guidebook, half  the parties that set off  on the 
North East Ridge fail to make it back before sunset, and end up spending a 
cold night on the mountain.  I’m pretty sure we’d have been in the other half  
without our tactical reconnaissance.  We’d reccied the descent route, done the 
approach and the first pitch, and then bivied at the foot of  the climb.  It was 
a classic example of  the seven P’s - Prior Planning and Preparation Prevents 
Piss Poor Performance.
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GLACIER SCHOOL 2003
_____________________________

BY DAVE CAMPBELL

Backcountry bans in B.C. forced about 30 intrepid VOC’ers down to 
the Easton Glacier on Mt. Baker in Washington.  It was the first time glacier 
school has been held there, and it ended up being a good place to go.  It is 
a bit of  a hike in, but is super-scenic, and you can have groups there larger 
than twelve people.  

Saturday was spent trudging our way up the ‘Railway Grade’ moraine 
along side the Easton Glacier.  We set up a camp on a nice flat spot at around 
6000 feet (1800m) and practiced ice axe arrests and anchor building on some 
snow slopes nearby.  A late-comer crew finally made an appearance.  We had 
a nice evening sipping Bailey’s and chatting with the park wardens.  

Rains fell on Saturday night, and many people flailed to find tents to 
hide in.  Sunday could only be described as WET.  Several super-keen folk 
headed out for some crevasse rescue, while others did a quick bit of  rope 
practice before heading down.

Thanks to everyone for making Glacier School a fun time.  Despite all 
the uncertainty with backcountry closure, border crossing and such, things 
worked out pretty well.  The Easton Glacier seems to be a decent place to 
go.  As I said, it’s a bit of  a hike, but there were decent places around to 
practice, and we can bring a big group up there.  The biggest contrast from 
last year was the reception we had from the Parks’ staff.  Glacier school in 
2002 had some issues unfortunately because we exceeded the twelve-person 
limit within the park on the Coleman side of  Mt. Baker.  This year they were 
happy to have us around, (I think the Bailey’s helped with that).  Compare 
that with getting fined and letters being sent to the UBC President last year.  
Note that, if  people are trying to climb Mt. Baker by the Easton Glacier, no 
more than 12 people can go on the climb.  As well, large groups need to camp 
a bit higher up so they don’t take all the established campsites.  There is that 
nice flat area at about 6000 feet, where we had no difficulties fitting our crew 
of  a dozen or so tents.  One drawback of  this campsite is that this area can 
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get flooded during heavy rains.  You also need to get a ‘Forest Pass’ to park 
and camp in the area, which is $5 US per car per day.

Cheers.

John McKim Millar (again!) near summit of  Swachand Guy Edwards
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CITY FOLKS AND COUNTRY FOLKS

OR, EXPLORING YOUR COUNTRYSIDE WHILE YOU 
EXPLORE YOUR COUNTRYSIDE

_____________________________

BY KRZYS MAJEWSKI

There are two kinds of  people: country folks and city folks.  Most 
folks, however, even if  we lean mostly in one direction, also lean a little in the 
other.  It’s like telemarking: you want some weight on each ski.  The VOC 
probably won’t help you get in touch with your urban side – that’s what the 
Street Racing Club is for.  If  your country self  needs tender lovin’, on the 
other hand, you’ve come to the right place.  

The country folks / city folks dichotomy is everywhere, if  you look for 
it.  Especially in Vancouver, which is the first city I’ve seen whose inhabitants, 
by and large, hate cities.  A million people live here, yet there’s nowhere to go 
out after 11.00 pm (well, OK, besides Disco Night at the Commodore).   Ask 
Vancouverites about this, and they’ll say, ‘Oh, that’s because everyone here 
is into outdoor stuff.  We all like to get to bed early so we can go into the 
mountains in the morning.’  Actually, no.  You just like to get to bed early.  
There’s nothing wrong with that.  It’s what country folks do, after they’ve had 
dinner at their favourite sushi joint.

The VOC is to UBC what Vancouver is to Canada: a smart, 
sophisticated, healthy crowd that likes to get to bed early.  (The difference, of  
course, is that we get up early, too.  Well, not too early).  The VOC is where 
the country folks of  the university come together to hang out, and the city 
folks come to hang out with the country folks.  I don’t mean country as in 
redneck.  That’s just a wrong-headed city-boy stereotype.  I mean country as 
in, well, not-city.

Recall, for a moment, the blank stare that you are confronted with 
when you try to tell your non-granola-eating, non-fleece-wearing, non-VOC 
friend what you did over Spring Break.  The epic 10-day alpine traverse, 
on skis scraped from the bottom of  the gear room barrel, in a whiteout.  
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Carrying your food on your back, (all eight days’ worth of  it!).  The binding 
that broke, the ankle that twisted.  Visualize, when you explain that this was ‘a 
great trip’, your friend’s polite uncomprehending smile, and her hasty attempt 
to change the subject.

This misunderstanding is not surprising: you are a country person, 
while your friend is a city person.  You’re studying Geology, or maybe 
Geophysics (something with ‘geo’ in it, anyway).  She’s writing a dissertation 
on the  Feminist  Perspective  in  Old- and Early-Middle-School Hip Hop.  In 
her spare time, she takes black & white photographs of  ragged transvestites 
on Cordova Street, with a battered old Leica inherited from her grandfather.  
You prefer to shoot colour slides of  your climbing partner negotiating very 
steep ice, (occasionally snow or rock), using the trusty Olympus point & 
shoot you bought at London Drugs.  She’s into people.  You’re into people 
too, but only in the narrow sexual sense.  Otherwise you’re into all the things 
about this planet that are great until people destroy them.  (This makes you 
bitter, though not bitter enough to cancel out your hearty, adventure-loving 
optimism.  People will sometimes let you down, but glaciers will always be 
there.) 

That’s not the whole story, is it?  I mean, how country are VOC Folks 
really?  Most of  us are students.  Whoa!  Real hayseeds aren’t supposed to 
get college degrees.  (How d’you keep ‘em down on the farm once they’ve 
seen Matlab?)  And is your penchant for adventure sports really a return to 
the Spartan ways of  country living, or a decadent yuppie pastime?  (Hint: 
‘decadent yuppie pastime’).

But more importantly: do you really get out of  the city in order to get 
away from people?  More likely, you will become closer to the other people on 
the trip than you’d ever be in town.  Sharing a small tent with people whose 
last shower was before you knew them, and all that.  ‘Group dynamics,’ a 
wiser fella than myself  once said, ‘is everything’.

OK: so there are country people and there are city people, but most 
of  us are at least a little bit of  each.  By getting out of  the city on weekends 
and vacations, (or, in the case of  Geomorphologists, ‘field trips’), we leave 
the city self  behind.  Some people can’t understand the attraction of  this, but 
that’s probably just because they haven’t tried it.  (Or because they’re freaks.  
Freaks!)
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When you’re in the backcountry, the simplest things can take a lot of  
time and effort.  For example, just getting into frozen ski boots and persuading 
the stove to light without setting your gloves on fire.  Heating a chunk of  
snow from minus twenty degrees to boiling.  Everything is a challenge.  Some 
guy – at least I think it was a guy – once defined mountaineering as the art of  
finding a three-inch penis in six inches of  clothing.

But for some reason, these challenges are more satisfying than 
frustrating.  I might congratulate myself  for only taking two hours to get 
going in the morning, even if  the sun is high and the snow pack is degrading 
by the minute.  (OK, so I may not be moving quickly.  But I’m moving!)  
And all those banal housekeeping tasks that I avoid at all costs in the City 
– cooking, for example – are some of  my greatest pleasures in the Country.  
Others – showering – are dispensed with altogether.

When I’m in the city, my patience, in everything, is nonexistent.  I flush 
the toilet well before I’m done peeing, timing it just right so the last swirl of  
water collects the last drop of  pee, at which point I’m already starting to wash 
my hands.  (Don’t try this at home, by the way: if  it’s yellow, let it mellow).  
Not a second is wasted, and if  it is wasted it’s wasted at top speed.

In Vancouver, I’d rather dive into the car and drive for half  an hour in 
the wrong direction, running yellow lights all the way, than take two minutes 
to locate the objective on a road map.  In the backcountry, I won’t venture 
past the outhouse without taking a compass bearing first and packing extra 
clothes, just in case.  If  I have to turn back a hundred metres short of  the 
summit because it’s 1.00 pm and I said I would, that’s cool – it’s all about the 
journey, dude.

Maybe that’s why, for the first few days after a trip, I forget my haste.  I 
do even the smallest things carefully and deliberately.  My work is methodical, 
yet efficient.  I throw out the garbage when it gets full, not when it starts to 
smell bad.  For entertainment, I do the dishes: hot water on demand, what 
will they think of  next?

Eventually, this dignified country vibe runs out, together with those 
extra red blood cells I’d accumulated by being in the mountains.  I breathe 
heavily while riding my bike up the hill from Alma to Blanca, which has 
somehow become higher and longer than any weekend slog in recent memory.  
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Instead of  negotiating traffic with a calm, calculated courage, I curse car 
drivers loudly, damning single occupants of  luxury SUVs with foul-mouthed 
epithets in languages I don’t actually speak.  My hard-earned country poise is 
gone.  Then I know it’s time to plan another trip.

J-Tree Flowers Rebecca Goulding
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MY NAME IS TED HAYWOOD-FARMER
_____________________________

BY TED HAYWOOD-FARMER

I understand you are short of  articles for the VOC Journal, so here 
is one you might find a little crazy.  I don’t know if  you like putting hunting 
stories in the Journal, but hunting is MY favourite outdoor activity, so I think 
it’s just grand.  Tell me what you think, publish it if  you like, scrap it if  you 
don’t like it.  Anyways, here goes:

I live on a ranch about an hour’s drive south-west of  Kamloops, B.C.,  
and I like to spend every weekend in the fall hunting.  When I came to UBC 
that made things a little more difficult.  I don’t think they let you pack a gun 
around campus here, do they?  Anyways, I went home for a weekend in 
October to do a little deer hunting, so on Saturday morning I woke up before 
daylight and went out to my tree stand and waited for light to come.  I didn’t 
see much that morning, just a few does and fawns.  At about 9.00 am I got 
down out of  my tree and walked back to the house for breakfast.  At about 
10.00 am my Dad drove my brother, (Mark), and me up to the top end of  
the valley and dropped us off, and Mark and I made a four and a half  hour 
hike back to the house.  We saw a few does and a moose’s legs as it ran away 
through thick brush, and we saw one little spike buck but I couldn’t get a 
shot off  because there was bush in the way and then he ran away.   So, we 
arrived back at the house at about 3.00 pm and I decided I better do a little 
homework, so I did that for about an hour.  

About an hour and a half  before dark, Mark and I went out for an 
evening hunt.  We walked along the edge of  the hayfield paralleling the creek, 
and after about five minutes of  walking I saw a little spike buck and I shot 
him and he dropped like a sack of  hammers.  I was about halfway through 
gutting him when my brother looks up and says, ‘wow, there’s a bear!’  I turn 
around and this bear is about 10 feet away and still running at us.  So we 
literally jump out of  the way and the bear rushes in and grabs my deer and 
runs away, carrying this 150-pound deer in its jaws like it weighed nothing.  
If  Mark hadn’t seen the bear it would probably have beaten the crap out of  
us.  As it was it scared the crap out of  me.  So, after checking if  I needed to 
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change my underpants, (ha ha), I run over and grab my gun and I chase after 
this bear.  When I catch up it is in the bottom of  a big ditch with its head 
inside the deer, ripping off  big chunks of  flesh.  I put one on the bear, and he 
didn’t go twenty feet before he dropped like a sack of  hammers.  

So, that’s how I got a deer and a bear in ten minutes.  Just for the 
record, that bear was about three years old, weighed about 250-pounds, and 
was extremely fat from eating alfalfa out of  our hayfields all summer.  Very 
good eating.  The deer was a little on the leaner side but also very good 
eating.
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ADVENTURES WITH MOUNTAIN RESCUE
_____________________________

BY MARTIN BERKA

I joined a search and rescue group in North Vancouver because it 
seemed like a fun thing to do.  It is!  Now and then I get to see people 
in precarious situations and help them out.  Occasionally I get a ride in 
a helicopter, but mostly it’s just hundreds of  hours of  work with various 
rescue gear and training.  Roland seemed to enjoy some of  the obscenely long 
messages I write after a thrilling night out so much, that he convinced me to 
submit one of  them to the VOC Journal.

One Saturday, I had a winching course.  As I am well acclimatized to 
North America, the existence of  day long course teaching us how to use a 
winch on a truck did not sound as weird as it should.  After all, we are not 
talking about some sissy winch on your friend’s SUV; this is a winch that can 
be used as the proverbial stick on an elephant, should the carrot fail.  At least 
it looks like that.  

It was fun, especially the ‘practical’ half  of  the day, which started with 
a shock-training drive of  our 4x4 named Alice, with a trailer, through West 
Vancouver’s shopping mall parking lots in pre-Christmas rush traffic.

In a cold sweat, it took me some time to discover that Alice only has 
three gears.  We then made it to some pit with a few kilometres of  roads 
through knee-deep mud and creeks, various steep hills and other attractive 
winching places.  Our instructor, a hard-core 4x4 enthusiast, was thrilled, 
(partly because he was not driving with me in Alice, which on one steep 
ascent nearly flipped over).  And so we winched until dark, truck from a tree, 
truck from a truck, jumping trucks out from mud.  Mike, who was on the 
course with me, nearly destroyed part of  the bridge over a marsh.  It was 
all very different from my world so far, and poor Alice looked like she had 
driven across Nile’s delta.

By 7.00 pm I was home, showered, ready to start Matlab and get some 
homework done.  Water for my pasta had just started boiling when the pager 
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went off.  ‘Missing snowboarder on Mt.  Seymour’.  I made it up to the ski 
resort in good time, my car Arild showing his secret strengths in driving 
through 5cm of  snow in the last few kilometres.  It was snowing heavily 
and the visibility was about ten metres.  Ten people had responded to the 
call, and we were split into teams of  two or three and assigned various tasks.  
Co-volunteer Ales and I were whizzed to a little lake underneath Brockton 
point and asked to search for any tracks towards First Pump and then east 
towards De Ponzier bluffs.  It was really difficult because Amy, a 19-year 
old snowboarder from Calgary, had gone missing at 3.00 pm when it started 
snowing.  There were at least 10cm of  new snow on the ground and even 
tracks on ski runs were difficult to see.  We had a good time on our own 
but it was clear that we are looking for a needle in a haystack.  The visibility 
at the time she went missing was minimal and she could have easily gone 
the wrong way in Mt. Seymour’s confusing mix of  bumps and bluffs.  We 
could hear other teams doing ‘sound sweeps’, (shouting into a loudhailer and 
listening for a response), from Suicide bluffs and other areas, but otherwise 
it was just us and the elements.  The visibility was so bad that when a tree 
appeared some 20m in front of  us, I thought I saw a night view of  the Lions 
instead.  At 11.00 pm we were joined by two fresh volunteers and continued 
the search.  

Just before midnight, after failing to find a single distinguishable 
snowboard track leading down any of  the gullies on the west side of  Seymour, 
we were asked to join a team in Suicide gully, (west of  Brockton point).  This 
is a prominent gully, which starts as pleasant skiing terrain from many entry 
points, but 300m farther down turns into a meadow-like, boulder filled bowl 
before suddenly dropping off  steeply 700m to Seymour River.  There is a 
series of  waterfalls in the gully and the terrain is nearly impenetrable, (in case 
the name led you to believe otherwise).  At a quarter past midnight, the team 
in the gully heard a response from down below, and 20 minutes later they 
were with shivering wet Amy who had fallen into creeks twice and had once 
slipped down a short waterfall.  She had heard her upper arm break but was 
nevertheless in good spirits.  The search quickly changed into a rescue.  

A patient with a fractured humerus can’t be walked out, as a single slip 
could make the bone rip through muscle, nerves, skin, a vein or an artery.  
This could in turn result in loss of  limb or death from internal bleeding.  
Patients also can’t be airlifted at night unless the military rescue squadron 442 
from Comox is called in, with their huge Cormorant helicopter.  This doesn’t 
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work in a forest because the down blast from the rotor is so strong that 
branches break and the odd weak tree can fall.  Amy was near a clearing so 
the decision was made for two guys to stay with her overnight, and an airlift 
would happen at first light.  

All of  the guys trained for helicopter rescue, (read old farts), left to get 
some sleep and the remaining young farts went to party.  On our way down, we 
were asked to return with the hypothermia kit as well as some extra food for 
the patient.  The core of  the 30kg hypothermia kit consists of  a hypothermia 
bag used by the Norwegian military to bring Russian submariners back to life.  
The orange bag is made of  rubber-soaked extra-thick canvas with fleece on 
the inside, various other blankets and two battery-fuelled heaters, which turn 
charcoal packages into heat and some carbon monoxide.  The whole thing 
costs about $3,000 and I have seen it do miracles, (though it’s hard to prove 
people would have died of  hypothermia in the absence of  the bag).  Kit 
in hand, we skied the first 300m down, and then post-holed the remaining 
300m back to the patient.  The terrain was miserable, with blow downs, wet 
snow and creeks, steep 4th and low 5th class rocky steps with mossy bases 
and water and frozen snow on top.  Amy was on a snowy bench, in thin 
sleeping bags and tarps, with new clothes on.  (Changing wet clothes - all 
the way down to the skin – is essential for re-warming).  She was shivering 
wildly and yelping loudly, while guys were preparing warm drink and setting 
up all necessities for the night.  We took Amy out and put her into layers of  
hypothermia bag, fired up the heaters and closed the bag.  She soon started 
getting warmer, but by then it was 3.00 am and it was time for us to get out 
or stay.  I was asked to help get all unnecessary gear out.  The trip up was 
quite unpleasant again, wet and slippery, at the wrong time of  the day, with 
heavy packs.  We made the first turns on freshly groomed Seymour ski runs 
and at 5.45 am we were back at the command vehicle.  A bit of  cleaning and 
I headed home at 6.30, via White Spot to pick up some free food and a five 
minute nap in the car.  A dinner long overdue! 

I slipped into bed shortly after 8.00 am.  At 9.40 am the pager went 
off  again.  During the attempted airlift, clouds had moved in dramatically 
reducing the pilot’s visibility in the gully.  Everyone was called in for a 
conventional evacuation, which was going to be very ugly and long in such 
terrain.  It’s hard to get going after less than two hours of  sleep.  At 10.50 am 
I arrived at the mid-valley lookout in Lower Seymour forest with all my gear, 
ready to be flown in with some other bag-eyed guys.  We were to be long-
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lined to somewhere near Amy where the pilot still had visibility, or else flown 
up to the top of  Seymour to walk down as last night.  The pilot kept trying 
as the conditions changed frequently.  On one last try, we found ourselves 
standing nearby in our ‘screamer suits’ ready to clip into the helicopter if  the 
last attempt to fly Amy out failed.  Luckily, a window in the clouds appeared 
at 12.30 and we saw a stretcher flying underneath a helicopter.

We knew she was warm and happy, soon to be whizzed into an 
ambulance and to a hospital.  The guys who stayed with her overnight told 
us how she had been certain her life was going to end and how she started 
making her prayers.  Statistically speaking, such attitude does not increase your 
chances of  survival, though it surely makes the ‘departure’ easier.  What until 
now had been a tightly run military style operation changed instantaneously 
into something close to a stag party, excluding booze and strippers.  The 
camera crews fled the scene.  We cleaned up and headed for lunch.  Everyone 
was thrilled, it was a great call-out and Amy would be soon undergoing 
surgery and would be OK.  Everyone joked eagerly and ate happily.

At 2.15 pm, just as we were starting to eat, Tim received a call from 
the police.  Two snowshoers had called 911 on their cell phone, after figuring 
out they were lost ‘two hours east of  Mt. Seymour’.  Everyone quickly wolfed  
down their meal and rushed up once more to Mt. Seymour, while Tim paged 
the rest of  the team, called PEP, the police, and the helicopter.  I stopped Arild 
at the same parking lot again, and five minutes later I took off  in a helicopter 
with another three guys as a hasty team.  No doubt we were in haste; I was 
still hoping I had left everything in my pack after the morning’s rush.  We 
were let off  near First Pump and made our way east towards the Elsay Lake 
trail.  We thought they might have been somewhere near Canadian pass but 
we couldn’t see a single track from the helicopter even in excellent search 
conditions: fresh powder and clear skies.  The views were amazing, Judge 
Howay and all the peaks to the east looked crisp and very impressive with the 
20cm layer of  new powder, and the full moon was just rising.  I knew I should 
have brought my camera!  There were no tracks leading north from First 
Pump trail, nor anything on the east side.  Nevertheless, we walked around 
the mountain and briefly scouted the gullies.  Another team was dropped on 
Mt. Seymour’s third peak to look around and yet another group was sent to 
Suicide bluffs.  The search manager got on the phone with the subjects again, 
and found out they were near some rope, in the forest.  Then the line broke 
and we were unable to reconnect, (I think they ran out of  batteries).  There 
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are a few places with ropes around in the forest, but we could not recall any 
on the Elsay lake trail.  Maybe it was Don McPherson’s Indian Arm trail? 

There were no tracks on Suicide bluffs, which have some flimsy ropes 
in places.  While the manager tried to narrow down the choices we kept on 
looking.  Wade and I, who had been on the last night’s search, jumped at a 
mention of  ‘ropes in forest’ - there are some down in the Suicide gully where 
we had just come from that morning.  Sure enough the search manager sent 
us down the gully again.  Wade dropped out due to tiredness and a hurting 
knee but Greg, with whom I was skiing the previous night, joins our team, as 
well as two guys from Coquitlam Search and Rescue.  It’s great when other 
teams come to help.  As we started to head down I noticed tracks coming 
down through the forest on the right.  Looked like two people with MSR 
snowshoes.  The hunt is on.  We split our team into two smaller ones and 
I ran down the slopes following the tracks through meadows and marshes, 
across creeks and into the forest where they became nebulous, (no new 
snow).  It was puzzling that nobody would respond to our loud cries with the 
loudhailer.  Lots of  creeks join in as the slope drops off, ending eventually in 
a 50m waterfall.  As we got across the edge the sound makes its way through 
and we could be heard.  

When Patty and Burr saw our headlamps on a cliff  above they started 
to scream loudly and tried their best to get to us.  We had to tell them to stay 
quiet and not to move.  We made our way down the rope and found them 
huddled under a cliff, soaked but ecstatic to be found.  So were the guys on 
the radio, as no one was eager to go through another night.  

Patty and Burr fast-talked us through their adventures at the same time 
without stopping.  Meanwhile we tried to figure out what really happened, 
(mainly whether they had any injuries), gave them clothes to change into, 
some food and a warm drink, and put their stuff  into our packs.  

Their equipment was seriously sub-standard and failed to impress 
anyone, especially Burr’s tennis shoes.  But there was little to be done or said 
about it at the time, so we finished packing and in fifteen minutes we were 
ready to leave.  The way out was long and slow.  Probably from the relief  of  
being found, Burr never stopped talking.  He asked tens of  questions about 
how long would they had survived, what temperature do people die at, and 
thanked us a million times.  We tried to be understanding, but after two hours 
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I had to tell him to shut up and keep walking.  It was very slow going; they 
had been out since 8.00 am and were clearly exhausted.  Thankfully they had 
no injuries.  We reached the top of  Seymour at 10.00 pm, got a ride for the 
subjects on a snowmobile and by 11.00 pm we had arrived back in North Van 
to clean all the equipment.  I was in bed at 1.00 am, twenty-six hours after 
the first rescue call.

No one found out why Burr said they were on the east side of  Mt. 
Seymour when they were actually on the west.  Not even Burr himself.  I guess 
it was possibly the stress and worry of  their predicament but unfortunately 
for both them and us it made for a longer search.
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HE BROKE HIS SNOWBOARD
_____________________________

BY MARTIN BERKA

This guy’s eyes are closing all the time.  Don’t sleep, wake up!  You 
can’t sleep, you are getting warmer, you are getting better.  Stay up!  I finish 
cutting off  the last bits of  his pants with scissors while others cut the jacket 
into small flying clouds of  down.  His bloody right arm is protected with the 
left.  Tim does a quick survey of  the cold naked body.  There is a bump on 
his head, packaged already by the ski patrollers.  ‘He was standing on a ledge 
in the waterfall when I found him’, says Chris, a ski patroller and a mountain 
guide with a catchy smile and an Australian accent.  ‘His eyes were rolling 
back when I jumped to him, so I just kept shaking him and telling him not 
to sleep.  One step ahead was a 100-foot cliff.’  I wipe blood and down off  
the guy.  Tim can’t find a vein on him.  He also can’t find a pulse.  Good, 
there is a barely discernible tachycardic pulse in his crotch.  You better only 
be hypothermic, guy.  Quick, put socks and booties and a blanket on him and 
kick in the Norwegian army heat-makers, (the plastic ones).  He’s too cold, 
so we put the heat maker on top of  the second blanket.  An IV through a 
big needle on his hand.  Cover all layers and tie the guy on the stretcher.  It’s 
a clear night in the Australian gully, 300 vertical meters below the ridge on 
steep frozen snow.  Tim asks for the hundredth time whether the IV is still 
dripping.  

We tie the stretcher to the first rope system and the guy starts 
screaming.  Good god, it took you a while!  I should have learned Korean.  
Morphine and other goodies in the vein, a momentary happy smile, tie him 
back again and off  we go.  Some people clean the mess, others leapfrog with 
two static, (read heavy), 100m ropes and all the anchoring gear.  Still others 
break through more snow in the gully to set the next anchor.  And so it goes 
for the next two hours.  Ignore the guy shouting through his oxygen mask, 
there is nothing we can do for him here.  Five people from Coquitlam come 
down, like a miracle just when we are getting really tired and slow.  The lights 
of  snow cats and the Lion’s Bay rescue guys with hamburgers greet us on 
the ridge.  We tie the guy to a ski sled and the patrollers disappear on the run 
with a loud Hurrraaaayyyy.  We pack all the gear and walk down underneath 
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the Eagle chair.

A few taps on the shoulders, tired faces.  On the lift, Yuke from 
Coquitlam tells me she likes this a lot.  A short debriefing at the base, then 
we pack the gear into vehicles and by consensus head for a meal at Denny’s.  
Not for me, I’m not hungry at 4.00 am and my slides for Ottawa are still not 
finished.  My eyes are closing as I drive across the bridge back home.  Below 
there, anaesthetized in the operation room of  the Lion’s Gate hospital, lies 
one lucky man with a concussion and a fractured scull, pelvis, and upper 
arm.  He made it, and should be out of  the intensive care unit by now.  Good 
karma.

People: Cypress ski patrol and the North shore, Coquitlam and Lion’s Bay 
rescue teams, (about 50).
Time: 10 hours.

I know Kung-Fu, CoNeoR
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THE MAGIC SCHOOLBUS: AN OBITUARY
_____________________________

BY ROLAND BURTON

In April 2003 we reluctantly bade farewell to our 1987 Dodge Caravan.  
We advertised it to VOC Members at a special discounted price, but in the end 
sold it to a couple of  Aussies from Whistler who were planning to camperize 
it and drive it all over the USA, then drive it back to Whistler and sell it and 
go home.  We will never see it again and I miss it dearly.

We were fond of  the Dodge at first sight. Having seven legal seats 
made it rather special, though seven overnight or seven over-week packs made 
it really crowded.  The name ‘Dodge’ sounded to us a little bit tough, and 
somewhat Old West.  The engine was three litres, huge by small passenger 
car standards, but in spite of  being high-tech, seemed to run mostly ok, (see 
below), was fuel-efficient, and powerful enough.  

The Dodge made several VOC trips possible.  For three years it formed 
the nucleus of  a reading week trip to the Rockies, (Assiniboine, Yoho, Bow).  
I remember one of  the two Swedish girls stopping the Dodge on our way 
back from Assiniboine, so that she could squat and pee in the middle of  the 
road as the tourist bus roared past.

The first winter after building the Phelix Hut (1998) we naturally 
decided to go there for New Years, so we took the Dodge.  For a while 
I had three people named ‘Jen’ planned, but one did a little rock climbing 
before the trip and broke her ankle, so there was no skiing for that Jen.  
Well, the weather decided to dump on us pretty hard, and with all the fresh 
snow, it took us nine hours to drive what would normally be a three-hour 
trip.  Arriving in Pemberton, we were told that the road from Vancouver 
was closed but that was no problem, as we’d already done that part.  And we 
were also told that the last seventeen kilometres, to Birkenhead Park, would 
not be ploughed.  Still no problem, as we had these wimpy chains, good for 
at least fourteen kilometres if  we drove slowly.  So we drove slowly, making 
tracks through the fresh snow.  Snow was so deep it came over the hood 
and over the windshield, and strangely enough, plugged the radiator so the 
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engine overheated.  Around three kilometres short of  the Park we dropped 
the anchor and put up the tent, as it was getting too deep to plough with the 
Dodge.  By the time we departed the area, the road had been ploughed, but 
we left the chains on until we got to the highway, as it was way slippery.

Anybody remember Anitra, from New Zealand, who left her bra in 
the Dodge one year in connection with Glacier School?  I cannot begin to 
imagine how her bra got left in my van, but probably I don’t need to know.

Over the years we accumulated a few Adventures concerned with the 
car stopping mysteriously.  Twice we destroyed the car’s computer when a 
wire in the engine compartment shorted out against some freshly replaced 
anti-pollution device.  Once we left it parked on the Coquihalla for a week 
while spare parts were ordered, and Carla and the kids and I all took the 
Greyhound back to Vancouver.  Then there was the time the fuel pump 
crapped out in Sorrento and we had to leave our campsite at 2.00 am and 
drive all night to get to Louise in the cool darkness, before the air warmed 
up and the fuel pump seized again.  Then there was the weeklong trip to 
Yellowstone, with the bison and the overweight Americans and the geysers 
and hot springs, but also driving happily across Montana at 75 miles per hour 
and having the engine overheat and stall every time we slowed down for a 
city.

Our cars contribute a lot to our Outdoor Adventures.  Public 
Transportation can reach very few of  my preferred destinations economically.  
While I can see the viewpoint of  those who think we should all be riding 
bikes, or staying at home watching TV, and saving the environment, I can’t 
agree with it.  I don’t see how Tran Slink can ever begin to compete with 
taking the responsibility of  providing our own transportation.

I now own an oldish Isuzu Trooper.  It is a sort of  a cult car, it’s a gas 
hog, but it does have four-wheel drive, which we’ve used selectively to get 
ourselves out of, and sometimes into, tough spots.
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Mark Huscroft, it’s your Birthday Jay Piggot
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UNTITLED
_____________________________

BY JORDAN TAM

Down each path I may hobble or glide,
Plunging and descending, the road never old.
My hand now guides the brush,
Shading ice and flame in fiery hues.

A coasting drive down tree lined roads.
Through scents of  pine, crisp mountain air.
Watching the last rays of  the setting sun,
Light our way on a path of  small concerns,
Our feet padding on, an uneven tempo, 
While we swallow earthy perfume.

Pausing from the daily dash, scatter, and din,
The hurry peeled away from our lives.
We break, and in the music the harmony plays.

These are the secrets of  nature enjoyed,
Unlocked by new friends and slowing clocks.
Worth of  the world’s weight in gold.
Tossing sense into a glittering glacier stream,
True fountain of  youth. 

An empty expanse, a gem laden playground, 
Glows with dull threads of  magic.
Courting a raw rhythm, a most simple dance, 
Like a breeze that lifts our souls, 
To Mother Earth’s voice of  velvet fire.
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Melting into surreal slumber,
The sea starts pouring from the sky,
Still it tastes sweet. 
Dripping off  soaking skin,
Softening our eyes.

Or under clear skies and atop open snow,
Northern lights crash into stars.
We long to trap the aura of  warmth and images,
Bestowed on us with open eyes.

Without touch, nerves tingle.

This, a haven playing soft laughter in my ear.
A book of  poetry where words rhyme easy.
Enclosed by untold peace my mind retreats,
Tranquility takes me, 
The world more alive than ever before.
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TIPS FOR SUCCESSFUL CLUB TRIPS

HOW TO BUILD A CAMPFIRE
_____________________________

BY MIKE HENGEVELD

1.  Shut up.

2.  Get off  your ass.

3.  Fetch some wood.

4.  Chop it into pieces.

5.  Make a teepee.

6.  Light it on fire.

Light It Up
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A REVIEW OF MY YEAR
_____________________________

BY KASIA CELLER

Today I developed a roll of  film on which I knew there to be pictures 
from the VOC Winter Longhike.  Funnily enough, there were also pictures 
from a trip that I went on in September – the first of  the two trips I made it 
on this year.

Looking at my photos got me to thinking, and I reached the following 
conclusions…

1. I don’t take nearly enough pictures!  The thirty pictures on my roll 
are a collection from four different events.  Since I started the roll in 
September, and now it is February, I’m averaging at about one roll per 
six months.

2. I definitely have to go on more outdoor club trips!

This September a serious engagement prevented me from going on the 
yearly climbing Longhike.  In fact, I had to baby-sit our family dog for the 
weekend while my parents were away… a sad excuse, I know, but the dog’s 
got to be fed!

To make up for it, I went on a trip to Russet Lake the weekend before 
Longhike.  Led by Roland and attended by quite an international group of  
VOCers, the trip led us up the Singing Pass trail and to a little hut where we 
planned to stay the night.  As I look at my photos, (which are too late to be 
in the journal!), I can’t get over how beautiful it was up there.  It was a very 
nice trip, for those of  you who have yet to go.

I learned a few things while on that trip – no trip is over until a few 
lessons are learned!  For one thing, it’s pretty stupid to go anywhere without 
bringing a toque, especially when it’s going to be cold at night and you plan to 
keep warm.  My random packing late the night before resulted in this minor 
oversight.  
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Secondly, ‘hello’ in Swedish sounds a bit like saying ‘hey’.  Of  course, if  
you want to say it right, you have to put on a Swedish accent! 
 

Winter Longhike this past January was an awesome experience too.  
During the days leading up to the trip I pictured myself  freezing cold, not 
being able to sleep, miserable and was actually a bit worried about how I 
would last the night in an igloo.  These fears all stemmed from my experience 
camping out near Pemberton last year when a group of  us VOCers were 
making our way to Harrison Hut.  It was October back then, I was wearing 
all the clothes I had brought with me, and I was still unable to sleep all night 
because of  the cold.

As you can tell, I’m not exactly made of  steel, and you probably wouldn’t 
call me hard-core.  On the other hand, I’m not a weakling either, and I 
enjoy taking myself  to my limits.  In any case, I was a bit worried about this 
Longhike I had signed up for.

The combination of  snow cave and sleeping bag insulation from the 
cold actually turned out to be quite amazing, however.  While I can’t say that 
I was warm, I wasn’t cold either – I was somewhere in limbo, which was quite 
ok.  My cave mates and I got cozy in our home and had a good night’s sleep.  
In the morning, we were all relieved to find that we hadn’t suffocated during 
the night, and that the ceiling hadn’t sunk like we had expected it to.

I am now busy planning my future adventures for the spring and summer.  
With this journal in hand, I won’t be short for good ideas!
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MILKRADERING
_____________________________

BY PETE HUDSON

What do you get when you have twenty-something milk crates, a 
few VOCers and too much free time on your hands?  You get a brand new 
bouldering problem.  With all the shenanigans that go down every Longhike, 
I’m amazed this one hasn’t yet been tried.  So take note right now and forever 
more: milk crate bouldering is a must have event at next Longhike and for 
all Longhikes to come!  But, asks the gentle reader, what exactly is milk crate 
bouldering?   

Milk crate bouldering, or “milkradering”, (Mil - Krade - Ering), was 
introduced to the VOC by Krystal at the climbing wall party in January 2004.  
To “milkrader” is to build yourself  a tower of  milk crates while you climb 
said tower.  You start with one milk crate firmly resting on the ever-so-solid 
ground.  Then, balancing yourself  on this crate however you see fit, (without 
anything touching the void... I mean ground), you place another milk crate 
on top and build your way up.  It’s easy for the first few, but things get a bit 
trickier as you get up around ten crates.  By twenty crates the whole tower is 
teetering back and forth like nobody’s business.  A top rope is essential since 
when the tower does collapse it leave the milkraderer with rather little to cling 
to.  The whole event is wholesomely spectacular, a must for all your gregarious 
parties.  As for the practicalities, milk crates can be quite easily stolen from 
the Totem park caf.  Just sneak up the delivery ramp and skiddadle off  with 
a few while nobody’s looking.  In no time you’ll have the best collection of  
Dairyland hardware in town.  The frat houses used to be a gold mine for the 
over designed plastic cubes, and if  you have no ethical qualms about stealing 
from frat boys then Robert’s your father’s brother.  Happy milkradering.
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HUTS, INCLUDING BREW
_____________________________

BY ROLAND BURTON

When I first started doing Outdoors Things, a long time ago, we used 
to go and visit Cabins.  They formed fine destinations when the weather 
was bad and the scenery was obscured.  These were invariably made of  local 
materials, in other words logs, and showed varying amounts of  skill in their 
creation. Often they appeared to have been loved but weren’t being loved at 
the moment, in fact they were falling apart, and the original builder might 
not even be a distant memory.  There was never any charge for using these 
Cabins, never any reservation required, they were just there for your use 
should you be passing by and decide you wanted to drop in.  Sometimes, on 
entering, you would find an unopened beer on the table, left as tribute to the 
Vandal Gods.  We would leave the beer; we weren’t vandals.

I remember the Sky Pilot Cabin, above Britannia Mine, which rumour 
had it, was created by the Britannia Mine Ski Club, though more likely by a 
couple of  tough old woodsmen whom they managed to talk into the job.   
When I visited it, the roof  seemed to be missing in one place above the stove, 
suggesting that maybe the stove had gotten too hot and set the roof  on fire. 
The rest of  the Cabin seemed to have been there for a Long Time.  Today I 
could not even find where the cabin stood; the whole thing has undoubtedly 
been reclaimed by the forest.

Now if  you fast-forward to the present, there are still a couple of  Old 
Cabins around.  You could try Tenquille Lake, a log cabin, probably once a 
miner’s cabin, now slowly sinking into the swampy meadow, which has a dirt 
floor, a couple of  bunk beds, and the inevitable wood stove.  It smelled like 
rats when we dropped in last summer.  We stayed in our tent, but if  it had 
been nasty enough outside, the Cabin would have been there for us.  But not 
for long, because there are some rotten old logs in the walls and in a couple 
of  years some Official will take it out.

The other Cabin that comes to mind is at Lizzie Lake.  It is built 
rather strangely with the logs vertical rather than horizontal; I suspect the 
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builders had lots of  enthusiasm but little experience.  It is deteriorating, but 
some of  the locals apparently put a crude metal roof  on it a couple of  years 
ago, so it should last for a while longer.  No reservation system; likely to be 
crowded and stressful in the summer; no system for providing fuel other than 
cutting up some of  the wood lying around outside the Cabin; no system for 
rejuvenating the outhouse.  In fact, I’ve never found the outhouse; probably 
there isn’t one.

We have other models for managing Mountain Shelters.  The Alpine 
Club has a model that they use very successfully in the Rockies.  Use of  
ACC Cabins is controlled by a reservation system.  Regular fees for usage 
provide funds.  The funds go to regular upkeep, and increasingly to minimize 
the environmental damage which our being there, causes.  (Translate: flying 
in firewood and flying out poop, by helicopter).  Though the Cabins are 
nominally open to all, they are in fact available only to those who are organized 
enough to reserve them in advance, and wealthy enough to pay for them.  
And cost is an issue sometimes.  I have seen it cheaper to put four people in a 
first-class off-season motel, (with TV and pool), in downtown Golden, than 
to put them individually in the ACC Bow Hut, especially when you include 
the mandatory Park Parking Fee, and the Park Backcountry Overnight Fee.  
In the fee-rich Rockies, perhaps the ACC model works well.

VOC Cabins definitely follow the traditional model, with no 
reservation system and no fees, (we suggest a $5 donation but it is by no means 
compulsory). There is no attempt at routine maintenance, or providing heat, 
or minimizing environmental damage.  Although nominally open to all, you 
have to know where they are and be prepared to work to get to them.  And 
because of  peculiarities of  their location, they may be inaccessible during the 
winter months unless you have a helicopter (Harrison), or when the lake is not 
frozen (Sphinx), or if  you can’t find the Hut (Brew, Phelix), possibly because 
it is buried by snow (Brew ’99) or the route in is threatened by avalanches 
(Brew, usually).  And they are deteriorating.  Because we use modern materials, 
they don’t deteriorate as fast as logs, maybe, but no maintenance at all will 
inevitably be noticed.  Brew is scheduled for replacement because of  a cruel 
choice of  location, which has resulted in the frame being crushed by snow.  
If  you want to see how the others are faring, go and see for yourself.

What do our Huts do for VOC?  Not a lot; they can serve as destinations 
when the weather isn’t great, or bases for Adventures when it is, but in fact 
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probably 95% of  VOC members have never seen even one of  our four Huts.  
Most of  our members are too inexperienced to find the Huts, and might not 
enjoy them.  University students have mostly urban backgrounds, and being 
short of  time, might prefer indoor rock climbing to Outdoor Adventures.  
And it’s getting very expensive to do Outdoor Adventures; cars are scarce, 
and modern outdoor clothes are very sophisticated and expensive.  And 
textbooks cost $100 each if  you’re lucky.

What do our Huts do for the World?  For the part of  the world that 
cares, perhaps they serve as placeholders, in two ways.  First, they say, “this is 
a place where non-motorized travel has been going on, and we would like to 
keep it that way”.  Whether this strategy will work in the years ahead remains 
to be seen.  

Second, they are the current embodiment of  an agreement with the 
Authorities, that a Cabin, Shelter, Hut, whatever, should be permitted to be 
built at this location, and once the agreement is in place and the building is in 
place, it tends to stay that way.  The process of  getting permission to build a 
new Hut, or replace an existing one, is not something you want to approach 
lightly.  So look after them, because they’re hard to replace.

Roland and Co: Harrison Hut in Fall
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CORRESPONDANCE 
FROM THE 

JUNEAU ICEFIELD
_____________________________

BY ROBERTA HOLDEN

The following fieldwork was undertaken with the Glaciological and Arctic 
Sciences Institute’s Juneau Icefield Research Program.

July 24, 2003

To Everyone at Home,

Solitary confinement is what this may seem like to you.  For the past 
18hrs, I’ve been shut in a 10’ x 4’ room, alone.  At the last camp, this was 
called the ‘zoo’; a wooden flap allowed us to peer out of  the cage and be fed 
our daily meals.  I rather like it though, this rare moment to myself  to slow 
down, read my book and write a letter.  Today I’m on radio duty, responsible 
for communication between Juneau, our camp and the other icefield camps.

Kayaker, Juneau Icefield Roberta Holden
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On other days, I get to put on my skis to survey a glacier.  Basically I 
get to play with a high precision GPS, (worth $45,000 but held together with 
duct tape!), and measure the height change or flow velocity of  the glaciers 
– up to 60cm/day!  I’ve also spent a lot of  time digging snow pits, looking 
at the stratigraphy of  the snowpack and weighing core samples.  Its amazing 
how fast conditions are changing; yesterday, we had to abort a survey because 
the crevasses had opened up so quickly in an area we had skied across only a 
few days before.  The snow bridges are exceptionally weak this year because 
of  an unusually mild winter, making it necessary to rope up to survey our 
profile on which some points now lie over open crevasses.  Just for fun the 
other day, we punched a hole in the snow and rapped down into a spectacular 
30m deep crevasse.

Other days are spent cooking, cleaning, shovelling snow, carrying 
melt water to camp by bucket, taking meteorological readings every three 
hours and various other chores.  I rather enjoy these physical chores, I find 
them strangely satisfying and grounding.  We also have regular lectures on 
different earth science disciplines, wilderness first aid and slideshows on 
polar regions that often stretch late into the evening.  Our camps are far 
more elaborate than I had anticipated, consisting of  a number of  basic, but 
rather comfortable corrugated tin huts.  Despite the apparent emptiness of  a 
landscape composed of  very little more than rock and snow, hummingbirds 
and ptarmigan are regular visitors, come to feed on the small grasses, heathers 
and lichens of  our rocky outcrop.  

From Juneau, we hiked up to our first camp on the Lemon Creek 
glacier in early July.  Here we spent a few days doing fieldwork training 
and practicing our z-pulleys and crevasse rescue.  Next, we spent two days 
traveling to our present site on the Taku glacier.  The weather was socked 
in and raining for this stretch, which afforded us only teasing glimpses of  
the spectacular scenery.  Our present camp is situated high on a nunatak 
overlooking the majestic spires of  the Taku Towers.  On a sunny day, the 
sparkling sun-cupped icefield below makes our camp feel like an island on a 
shimmering sea…
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For now though, I sit in my little coffin of  a room and await word that 
the helicopter is coming with supplies and of  course, to carry my letter away 
to you.  But outside it’s a whiteout and a flight today is looking unlikely.  

Hope you are all happy and well.  
Lots of  love, 
Roberta.

Eyes to see you with
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August 16

To Family and Friends,

We’ve been hit by some pretty good weather for the past 4days: 60-
80knot winds and heavy rain.  The whole building is shaking right now and 
the sounds of  pelting rain on tin and wind screaming through cracks is 
deafening.  We’re all getting a bit cabin feverish, though happy for our dry 
roof  and stove and not being stuck in a tent right now.  

This afternoon we made pickles glow! With nails inserted into each 
end of  the pickle and wired to a high voltage power source, the pickles start 
to smoke and then spark and glow – a great source of  indoor entertainment.  
The costumes are coming back out of  the tickle trunk today as they did on 
the day of  our arrival when the geology boys greeted us decked out in baby 
blue dinner jackets and ties.  There has also been a wave of  really bad song 
writing, mostly about camp life, accompanied by an out-of-tune guitar.

Our present camp is perched above a spectacular icefall overlooking 
the Gilkey Trench.  I spent 5 sunny days with a small group down in this icy 
valley before the storm set in.  One of  our projects was to survey the large 
wave bulges of  ice that are pushed up at the base of  an icefall.  Some of  the 
troughs are filled with water, forming lakes, so to survey those points, we had 
a small inflatable raft to float around on with our instruments – ridiculous 
looking, but great fun.  I wasn’t needed for surveying that day, so all I did 
was walk around on the ice with a boat on my head and plop it down in 
water-filled crevasses or icy lakes for a paddle, float or skinny dip….man, 
it’s a tough life here!!!  In the evenings, we were treated to some spectacular 
Northern Lights shows. 

From here its only two days to Atlin lake via a camp on the Llewellyn 
glacier and some exploration of  the ice caves.  Our plan is to head off  in the 
morning, hoping the weather clears, but Murphys Law says that if  I finish 
this letter, I’ll still be around tomorrow, so if  this space below is not filled, it 
means we made it out.  

See you all very soon, la bise a tous, 
Roberta.  
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 Due to increasing numbers of  people joining the club who have 
absolutely no interest in anything outdoorsy and are therefore liabilities to 
trip leaders and the overall reputation of  this well-established club at UBC, 
we have decided to screen new and returning members.  (Please note that 
this is a personality-based exam and the only way to possibly increase your 
chances of  passing is to read over several previous publications of  the VOC 
journal).  

Varsity Outdoor Club’s Membership Proficiency Exam

Please choose ONE (1) of  the following options (either A, B, C, or D)

1. My opinion of  clothing is that it is:
a) A fun way to be expressive, but not really necessary when 

your friends are around.
b) Extraneous. I never wear it.
c) Absolutely essential.  It keeps us warm and falling bare-ass 

on a bouldering route SUCKS.
d) Absolutely essential.  Companies like Arc’ Teryx and 

Patagonia create their clothing for a reason: to provide high-
performance apparel that enables mountaineers, skiers and 
rock climbers to show that that is what they do.

2. A #4 Camalot is:
a) A gadgety thing you shove into a crack for protection when 

climbing.
b) An address, to Sir Galahad.
c) A parkade in Morocco
d) Something I hear people talk about at slideshows but have 

never actually seen.

VOC MEMBERSHIP PROFICIENCY EXAM
_____________________________

BY CHRISTINE STATHERS
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3. A #1 friend is:
a) That guy that gives me rides on trips…um, what’s-his-

name…Dave…no, Mike something.
b) A gadgety thing you shove into a crack for protection when 

climbing.
c) My lifelong climbing buddy with whom I summated Mt. 

Seymour.
d) Something I hear people talk about at slideshows but have 

never actually seen.

4. One of  these things is not like the other.  One of  these things just 
does not belong.  Choose which ones should go next to one 
another.  Before I finish my song:
a) Roland Burton, fun trips, GPS, new members.
b) Rope, harness, sticky rubber-soled shoes, toaster.
c) Mike Hengeveld, eighties spandex, tricams, physics.
d) Crampons, sunglasses, ice axes, screaming barfies.

5. When a trip is organized, this is most often the position I find myself  
in:
a) The trip is usually my idea so I organize it, find rides for 

people and lend out any extra gear or shoes I might have.
b) I come to the trip meeting, get a ride hooked up with my 

friends, rent or borrow any necessary gear and am ready to 
go on my first ski trip!

c) I frantically phone up a dozen people on Friday night at 
11.00 pm looking for a ride, and usually end up hitchhiking 
to the trailhead.  But generally when I arrive at camp the 
people there have enough food and gear for me too so it 
turns out to be a pretty good trip.

d) I get really psyched up ten days before the trip meeting, buy 
new skis, boots, poles, transceiver, probe and shovel (who 
cares that the boots aren’t really my size, the trip’s in only 
ten days!) and make sure all of  my stuff  is packed.  I also 
like to fly in a few food caches just in case (Red Heather is 
better than Dead Heather).  By the time Winter Longhike 
rolls around I am READY man!
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6. The best way to test if  a slope is safe to ski is to:
a) Dig a snow pit and analyze the snow pack through 

a compression test and shovel shear test.  Then do a 
rutschblock test just to be extra sure.

b) Just ski, man.  If  it slides it slides.  That’s why I rented all this 
beepy thing/shovel/probe shit.

c) Ski to the top and jump on the cornice a few times before 
the others get there.  If  it stays you can shout down to them 
on the slope below that it’s safe to keep skiing up.  

d) Check on the Internet, it’ll save you lots of  time.  If  avalanche 
danger is high just ski below the tree line.

7. I heard about the VOC through:
a) My friends. They’re all members so I thought I’d join too.
b) The person behind me in line at Blue Chip with the weird 

blue hair.
c) This guy I’m stalking – I mean, am in love with is like, SO 

COOL, and he’s climbed in Patagonia and like, written tons 
of  articles in these major journals and he used to be the 
president so I was like man I’m SO joining the club. He’s 
totally my soul mate!

d) I was bored on clubs days so I went to the first booth I 
could find and signed up.  I didn’t even have to go inside the 
SUB.  I think I’ll be the Vice-President next year.
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8. My car seats:
a) Eight people.
b) Five people.
c) Two people.
d) I don’t have a car.

9. As far as food goes, I consider myself  a:
a) Vegetarian
b) Anything and everything, even better if  it came out of  a 

dumpster
c) I went to chef ’s school.
d) Freegan (Opportunivore).

10. Of  all the things I hope to enrich my life with through being 
a member of  the VOC, these are those I would deem most 
important:
a) Good lifelong friends, having met and been inspired by 

interesting people, done amazing things and learned lots 
about myself.

b) Learned life skills such as how to rock climb, travel on a 
glacier, build a snow cave and tie myself  to a rope.

c) What situations not to get myself  into in life, such as being 
tied to an idiot, reaching the end of  my rope, being left 
hanging, and cutting people too much slack.

d) What gear is good gear, how to talk to bears, where to take 
my kids on weekends, and how to get along with people in 
weird situations.

Thank you for completing this exam and paying your club fees.  Results will 
be posted outside the clubroom in three weeks after which you may sign 
up to be a member.  For those who do not pass, please try again next year.  
Chances are good that with some more growth you too will fit in to the club.  
For those who did pass, welcome aboard!
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